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FOREWORD
Maintaining an interest in the photovoltaic area, the Interagency Advanced
Power Group (IAPG) has published for the second year the proceedings of the
J
Photovoltaic Specialist'_ Conference. The content of these proceedings - a i
vital link in the information exchange activities of the IAPG - is of particu-
lar concern to the members of the Solar Working Group. _
This year's conference, the fourth, was co-sponsored by the _S_EE,AIAA,
and the NASA-Lewis Research Center. Facilities for meetings and other
arrangements were the res_onslbility of NASA-Lewis Research Center.
Presentations are included in the order in which delivered at the con-
ference and have b_en prepared from papers submitted to the Power Information °
Center (PIC) through the IEEE. Where papers have been authored by more than
one person, cover sheets bear the name of the person who actually gave the
presentation.
Transcriptions of the discussion periods following each presentation and
the panel on Thin Film Solar Cells were prepared and edited by Dr. Potter of
N_qA-Lewls Research Center and his staff. Mr. Robert Hamilton, of IDA, pre-
pared the panel discussion on Sanlight Simulators. These efforts are grate-
fully acknowledged and noted as a significant contribution to the proceedings.
Inclusion of a Ix_r in these proceedings in no way precludes later pub-
lication in professional society Journals.
i_
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FOURTH PHOTOVOLTAIC SPECIALISTS CONFERENCE
Date: 2-3 June 1964
Place: NASA..LewisResearch Center
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Attendance
The following represents, to the best of our knowledge at the time
of publication, a list of those who attended one or both days conference
sessions:
IAPG Members Present:
Brancato, Eo L. NRL
Hamilton, Robert C. IDA-Observer
Lubarsky, Bernard NASA-Lewis
Scott, Walter C. NASA-Hq.
Smith, Arvin A. JPL
Swain, James R. NASA-Ames
Wise, Joseph USAF-APL
Zoutendyk, John A. JPL
Government:
Bernatowicz, Daniel NASA-Lewis
Blues James NASA-Lewls
Brandhorst, Henry NASA-Lewis
Broder, Jacob NASA-Lewis
Campbell, Francis J. hrRL
Canal, Albert P. NK5
Cherry, William R. NASA-Goddard
Corcoran, Charles NASA-Lewis
Corrigan, Francis R. NASA-Lew_s
Cunnlngham, Brian T. NASA-Goddard
Dallas, Tom NASA-Lewis
Dawson, John R. NAsA-Langley
Duncan, Charles NAsA-Goddard
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Evans# John C. NASA-Lewis
Ewashinka, John NASA-Lewis
Fang, Paul NASAoGoddard
Fessler, Ted NASA-Lewis
Geiger, Felix NAsA-Goddard
Haynes, G. NASA-Goddard
Hess, W. NASA-Goddard
Johnston, Philllp A° NASA-Ames
Kaminski, Gerald NASA-Lewis
Lambert, Robert J. NRL
Mandelkorn, Joseph NASA-Lewis
Massie, Lowell D. USAF-APL
Moeckel, Wolf F. NASA-Lewi_
Plauche, F.M. NASA-Houston
Potter, Andrew E. NASA-Lewis
Reetz, Arthur NASA-Hq.
Ritchie, Donald W. JPL
Schach, Milton NASA-Goddard
Schalla, Rose NASA-Lewis
Schwartz, Larry NASA-Lewis
Silverman, Jerry USAF-HanscomField
Smith, A1 NASA-Lewis
Spakowski, Adolph NASA-Lewis
Statler, R.L. NRL
Thaller, Larry NASA-Lewis
Ulman, Robert P. NASA-Lewis
Waddel, R.C. NASA-Goddard
Yasui, Robert K. JPL I
Nongovernment: 1i
Adams, Frank Bendix Research Labs. 1
Addis, R. R., Jr. RCA Labs.
Allen, Walter Johns Hopkins Univ.
Augustine, Frank Clevite Corp. !
Babcock, Richard Westinghouse Res. Labs.
Bachner, R. L Solar Systems, Inc.
Bachw_nsky, P. E0S
Baker, J.K. General Electric
Bean, Kenneth E. Texas Instruments, Inc.
Belt, Roger Harshaw Chemical Corp. .
Beltz, Robert B. IT & T Corp. _
Blake, A.H. Dow Corning Co. i
Blumer, J.W. Libby-Owens Ford Glass Co.
Boer, Earl General Instrument Corp.
Bourke, R.C. Allison Div. - GMC
Bucci, Nick Westinghouse
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Cain, O. Dow Coming Corp.
Cavanaugh, L. Pratt & Whitney
Chamberlln, R.R. National Cash Register
Chidester, L.G. Lockheed M & S Co.
_ Cole, R.L. Texas Instruments, Inc.
! Colehower, E.W. Martin Co.
_ Currin, C.T. Dow Cornlng Co.
Cusano, D.A. General Electric
Denney, Joseph TRW-Spsce Technology Labs.
Deshotels, W.J. Clevlte Corp.
Dickie, D. Harshaw Chem£cal Corp.
Downing, R.G. TRW-Space Technology labs.
_ Dunkerly, W.C. Hughes Aircraft
Epstein, Arnold Monsanto Co.
Fischell, Robert E. Johns Hopkins University
Gault, J. International Rectifier
Goldsteln, Bernard RCA Labs.
Gordon, G.D. RCA Labs.
Gorton, H.C. Battelle Memorlal Instituteu_el, erman TL
Hadley, C.P. RCA Labs. - Mountaintop!
Hangen, N.R. RCA Labs. - Mountaintop
Harmon, Henry D. RCA Labs. - Princeton
! Harvey, D.J. Harshaw Chemical Corp.
Hicks, John M. Westinghouse
! Hietanen, J.R. Clevite Corp.
Hill, E. Harshaw Chemical Corp.
Holloway, H. Fnilco Corp.
Holmes-Siedle, A.G. RCA Astro
Hui, William L.C. RCA Astro
Julius, R.F. Aero Geo Astro Corp.
Kaufman, Wm. General Instrument Corp.
Kaye, S. EOS
King, W.J. Ion Physics Corp.
Kllschles, G. International Rectifier
Krause, A.J. Westinghouse
Kuzminskl, H.W. RCA L'bs. - Mountaintop
Larin, Frank Bendix Research Labs.
Lee, A.C. TRW-Space Technology Labs.
Lodi, E.A. Lockheed M&S Co.
Loferskl, J.J. Brown University
Luft, Werner TRW-Space Technology Labs.
Maher, Michael Aero Geo Astro Corp.
Menetrey, W.R. EOS
Mihm, F.J. Hello_ek
Miller, E. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Milusmhewa, Sima RCA-Princeton
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Ming-I_aoTang Westinghouse
Mir Vilayet All Fairchild
Ogle, T. C.,Jr. Libby-Owens Ford Glass Co.
Oman, Henry Boeing Co.
Pastel, C. A.J. Bureau D'Analyse et DeRecherche
Appliquees
Pearson, Gerald L. Stanford University
Peden, J.C. General Electric
Pelto, Wm. V. IT & T Corp.
Perkins, David M. RCA Labs. - Princeton
Perlman, S.S. RCA Labs. -Princeton
Prince, M.B. EOS
Ralph, E.L. Hellotek
Rappaport, Paul RCA Labs. - Princeton
Reynard, D.C. Lockheed M_J_Co.
Richards, J.L. Philco
Rosen_ J.M. Texas Instruments, Inc.
Ross, Bernd Hoffman Electronics
Rosenzweig, W. BTL
Rubin, Irwin Internatlcnal Rectifier Corp.
Rurpi_echt,George Tyco Labs.
Santopietro, Richard Brown University
Schwsmtzburg, M. Republic Aviation
Sheng, W.T. Aerospace Corp.
Shirland, Fred Clevite Corp.
Skarman, T.S. National Cash Register
Smith, K.D. BTL
Stevenson, R.D. Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Stone, Louis :E. Eagle-Picher Research Co.
Stonebraker, E.A. Westinghouse
Stroup, R.F. Texas Instruments, Inc.
Taylor, E. T_
Tarneja, F.S. Westinghouse
Van Lint, V. General Atomics
Vineyard, Raymond Texas Instruments, Inc.
Weiner, Paul RCA-Astro
Werth, J.J. General Motors Corp.
Wolf, Guenther Tyco Labs.
Wolf, Martin Heliotek
Wysockl, J. RCA Labs. - Princeton
Zehn_r, D. Westinghouse
IAPG Secretariat:
Ashlelgh, Robert F. Secretary, Solar Working Group
Williams, F. _arl Asst. Secretary, Solar Working Group
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Section A-1
RADIATION DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELLS ON RELAY I
AND RELAY II
Presented by
Ramond C. Waddel
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
2 _u_ 196_
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RADIATION DAMAGE TO SOLAR CELI_ ON RELAY I
AND RELAY II
Ramond C. Waddel
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Introduction
Solar cell radiation damage experiments on spacecraft can provide empirical
information on the relative merits of various solar cells bearing shields of
different thicknesses. They also are useful in testing our ability to predict
solar cell damage in orbit. /This paper reports on the results of solar cell
radiation damage experiments on board Relay I and Relay II_ both of which
are active at this writing, land indicates the degree of agreement between
predictions of radiation damage, based on laboratory damage studies and flux
data, and that observed in the spacecraft experiments.
Orbits
Some orbit parameters of Relay I and Relay II are given in Table I.
Note that perigees and apogees bracket the "inner belt" of trapped particles
centered at about 3000 Km. The higher perigee cf Relay II would be expected
to make this orbit somewhat more damaging than %.hatof Relay I. The results
here reported are characteristic of these orbits, but certain generalities
maybe inferred.
Solar Cells
The solar cells are listed in Table 2, together with the nature and
thickness of shields. The "REV, Si" cells on Relay I were designed to make
them very radiation damage sensxtive, the front surface being about one
diffusion le.ngththick. Shrinking of this le_4th with damage would then
leave large n'Ambersof photon produced carriers at a distance from the Junction
greater than the diffusion length, with consequent rapid drop in cell output.
The conventional silicon cells Were of about 1 ohm-cm base resistivity. They
were selected for uniformity of spectral response audefficiency and are
believed to be representative of good commercially available products. The
gallium arsenide cells are of interest because, on theoretical grounds at
least, this material is potentially more efficient and has a greater radiation
damage resistance than silicon. The gallium arsenide cells used in these
expsrlments were actually less efficient than the silicon P/N and N/P cells.
A-I-I
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All cells were mounted on an aluminum panel whose dimensions were about
4.0 by 5.3 by 0.125 inches. Each cell was loaded to approximate short circuit
conditions by a resistor selected to give an initial voltage of about 165
millivolts in space sunlight. The maximum output of each cell, during spin,
was computer corrected to normal illumination, 25°C, and meanearth-.sun
distance. These corrected voltages were normalized with respect to initial
undamaged values and averaged. From 12 to 18 observations of a given cell
type and shield were used in determining each data point.
Results_ Rela_ I
The results from the,first 387 days of observations of the Relay I
radiation damage experiments are shown in Figure 1. Solar cell damage in
laboratory studies using a constant intensity and energy beamof particles
shows degradation, in these log-linear coordinates, as an initial horizontal
section bending into a section having approximately constant negative slope.
The responses of the shielded cells in Figure 1 show these general characteristics.
The responses of the unshielded cells fall in a step-wise fashion during the
first few orbits as the spacecraft passed through a fairly well defined region
in which highly damaging particles were trapped. This region was at about
30° south latitude at an altitude of 6,100 Km.
The N/P, 0 cells (N on P silicon cells with 0 mils of shield) and the
GaAs, 0 cells degraded similarly to about the 50% point, after which the
latter cells fell rapidly. It has been pointed out that when cells degrade
below about the 50% level the internal resistance rises so much because of
majority carrier depletion that currents drawn, even by a zero resistance
load, are not truly "short circuit" currents.
The N/P, 0 cells show rapid degradation at about 40 days and 130 days,
for reasons unknown. The shielded cells all show plateaus from about 65 to
90 days in orbit, followed by a decline at about 17%per decade of time.
It is obvious that the order of merit for the shielded cells, under
the given test conditions, is N/P, 60; N/P, 30; P/N, 60; and P/N, 30.
When judged at the 75% level the N/P, 60 cells last about lO times longer
than P/N, 60 cells. Also the N/P, 60 cells last about 2.4 times longer than
the N/P, 30 cells. At a degradation rate of 17% per decade of time the
useful lifetime of 30 mil shielded silicon N/P cells may be increased by a i
factor of 2.4 by (a) doubling the shield thickness, or (b) increasing the
number of N/P, 30 cells by about 7_.
Figu%e 2 shows the responses of the "HEVersed" cells on Relay I. All
of these cells show initial increases in response followed by a maximum
and eventual fall. The time of maxlmum increases w_h the shielded thickness.
A-I-2
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These results were unexpected, and, as yet, une:cplained. It is suggested
that a drift field was built up under the action of trapped particles.
This drift field may initially have increased the collection efficiency
(initially low) before a damage mechanism dominated and caused the observed
final decline in response. This type of cell thus did not provide the
high damage sensitivity that was intended. In the Relay II experiment
they were replaced by GaAs cells, as Table 2 indicated.
Results, Relay II
Figure 3 shows results of the Relay II radiation damage experiment
for the first 72 days in orbit. Note the similarity to Relay I results of
Figure 1. The step-wise damage of the unshielded cells and the cross-over
of the P/N, 0 and GaAs, 0 responses a_e common to both experiments. The
maximum for the N/P, 0 cells in Figure 3 at about lO days is undoubtedly
real, being exhibited by all 3 cells of this type. It maybe noted in
Figure 1 that a maximum for these Relay I N/P, 0 cells may also have actually
occurred at about l0 days, but was not evident because of lack of data
between one and 13 days (because of spacecraft malfunction). Annealing
or drift field mechanism_ may have caused the maxima.
Figure 4 shows results for the Relay II shielded cells. It is striking
that the 3 mil shielded GaAs cells (GaAs, 3) appear nearly as damage
resistant as the'much more heavily shielded cells of this type, or of
silicon. This indicates that the principal damaging agent for unshlelded
cells was either protons of energy less than about 3 Mev or electrons
of energy less than about O.1 Mev. However, it is known that O.1 Mev
electrons cause practically no damage to solar cellb, so low energy protons
must here be the 9rincipal damaging agent.
Because of the small amount of damage that is shown in Figure 4, the
only generality to be drawn with certainty concerning order of merit is that,
of the six types shown, the P/N, 60 cells are inferior. The shielded GaAs
cells appear to be as good as, or better than, the N/P, 60 cells.
Selected numerical results from the Relay I and Relay II radiation
damage experiments are shown in Table 3. Underlined values are for Relay II.
It is evident that the Relay II orbit is considerably more damaging than
that of Relay I. Also, extrapolations llke that which indicates that it
would take l_,000 days (50 years) for N/P, 60 cells to degrade to the
50% level must be viewed with caution.
The numerical results of the Relay I and Relay II radiation damage
experiments, discussed above, are of interest to designers of solar cell
power supplies. Certainly a design involving a type of cell here reported
on, and for an orbitatmilar to that of Relay (or Telstar) which counts on
solar cell lifetimes much different than _hose here reported should be viewed
with suspicion.
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PredictionsI Unshielded Cells !
A second use for the data here reported is to attempt to predict them _
from other considerations. Only when such observations can be predicted
with satisfactory accuracy can the design of solar cell power supplies be
considered to be on a sound engineering basis. }
Figure 5 chows (as hea_r data points) the early behavior of the PfN, _.
0 cells on Relay I, together with the results of a detailed prediction.
Preliminary work indicated that the only possibility of accounti_ for
the very rapid degradation of bare cells was to ascribe it to low energy
protons. Both silicon and gallium arsenide cells show a proton damage
susceptibility which rises rapidly at low energies. Leo Davis, of Goddard
Space Flight Center, has made measurements of the distribution of this type
of particle and (in a private communication) provided the writer with a
detailed prediction of the cumulative low energy proton flux encountered
by Relay I during the first ll hours of orbit. Under certain assumptions,
this flux was converted to equivalent 4.6 Mev protons. The damage data of
Cherry and Sllfer (NASA TN D-2098) using protons of this energy and so_ar
cells similar to those flown in orbit, was then combined with the orbital
proton flux to predict cell response as a function of time. This prediction
is shown in Figure 5 as the cUrve with uncertainty bars. It is seen that
fair agreement is obtained, With predicted response being somewhat higher
than that observed. The predicted and observed times of occurrence of the
first and second damage steps are not in disagreement. These steps occurred
as the spacecraft passed through the south latitude extension of the low
energy proton distribution, whose main part is above Relay apogee.
Figure 6 shows predicted and observed rssults for the N/P, 0 cells
on Relay I. The agreement is again fair, with predicted responses somewhat
lower than observed.
Predictions t Shielded Cells
Since unshlelded cells are so damage sensitive, the above exercise with
such cells is instructive, but academic. Prediction of the behavior of shielded
cells is of immediate engineering interest.
The 30 and 60 nil shields used on Rel_v I silicon cells exclude the
low energy protons which evidently damaged the unshielded cells. Damage by
protons and electrons of higher energy was thus considered. Information on
such particles has been accumulated in the form of the GSFC P1 proton grid
and the GSFC E8 electron grid in a fashion suitable for computer use.
A-l-4
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The Relay I spacecraft was "fko?_n"by computer through each of these
two grids for five, two day interv_s. The cumulative fluxes were tabulated
by l_:second steps. These proton and electron fluxes were averaged, modified
under certain assumptions concerning particle spectra, da_e susceptibility
as a function of particle energy, angle_ and shielding and used to calculate
the response of the P/N, 60 and N/f, 60 cells after 300 day_ in orbit. Cherry
and Slifer damage rates were again used. The results are shown in Table h.
It is evident that the predicted responses under proton or electron damage
are somewhat less than those observed. A solar cell power supply designed
under such conditions would be unnecessarily "over-deslgned" from a radiation
damage standpoint.
Future Wo_'k
Anyone attempting to ms_e predictions of orbital damsge will find a need
for (1) up-to-date computer grids of proton and electron distributions in
space and energy, (2) more laboratory"studies of solar cell damage as a function
of cell type, particle type and energy (particularly low energy protons) with
complete V/I curves evaluated under a space-sunlight simulator, and (3) some
_thod, of either empirical or theoretical origin, for taking into account
the modifications that a shield imposes on particle energy and angular distri-
bution. Further, (4) improved orbital da_e experi_nts should be conducted
with solar cells, in which promising cell types, shields3 and adhesives should
be explored and in which full V/I cell characteristics are _asured as the
cells degrade. Finally, (5) a continuing effort must be made to improve our
understanding of the solid state physics of the radiation damage process in
semiconductors.
Conclusions
%mong the conclusions which may be drawn from the data of the Eelay I and
Relay Ii solar cell i_adiatlondamage experiments are:
(a) The results from the Relay I and Relay II damage exT_riments, where
comparable, are similar.
(b) Uushielded silicon (1 ohm-cm) and gallium arsenlde solar cells degrade
to the 75% initial short circuit current response level in less than one day.
The order is silicon P/N, gallium arsenlde, and silicon N/P.
(c) Shields equivalent to 3 mils of Corning (Y211glass, or greater,
extend time to 75% initial response by at least a factor of 100, compared
to umshielded cells.
A-I-5
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(d) From Relay I results the times in orbit for N/P (60 mll 7940 shield),
N/P (30), P/N (60) and P/N (30) solar cells to degrade to the 75% initial
response level are 480, 197, 47, and 32 days, respectively.
(e) Heavily shielded N/P silicon cells last about lO times as long
as similarly shielded P/N cells.
(f) Silicon N/P cells with 60 railsilica shields last about 2.4 times
as long as similar cells with 30 mil shields.
(g) The degradation rate of the heavily shielded silicon cells is about
17% per decade of time, in the severe damage region.
(h) Tentative results from Relay II indicate that gallium arsenide
cells with B and ]2 mil glass shields are about as damage resistant as the
silicon N/P celS.swith 60 mil silica shields, Judged at the 90% response
level. Gallium arsenide cells with 30 and 60 mll silica shields appear
considerably more damage resistant than silicon N/P u,_llswith 60 railshields.
(i) Predicted damage to the unshielded silicon cells on Relay I agreed
fairly well, in amount and time, with observed damage. The damage was
evidently caused by protons whose energies were a few Mev.
(J) For the 60 rollshielded silicon N/P and P/N cells the damage predicted
by considering the available information on trapped electrons and protons,
together with laboratory determined damage curves, was considerably greater,
for both electrons and proton_, than that observed.
(k) The supposedly damage susceptible "reversed" cells did not behave
as expected.
(1) The more conventional solar cells showed several interesting anomalies,
including a maximum in the response curve for the N/P, 0 cells around 50%
response, at lO days in orbit.
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TABLE I
ORBIT PARAMETERS
Parameter Rela_ ! Relay II
Apogee (Km) 7439 7414
Perigee (Km) 1321 2088
Incllnatlon (Deg) 47.5 46.3
Period (Min) 185.1 194
Zero TIme,GHT 1962 Yr, 348 Day, 1964 Yr, 21 Day,
00 Hr, 00 Min, 21Hr, 42 Min,
00 Sec. O0 Sec.
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TABLE II
RELAY RADIATION DAMAGE SOLAR CELLS
Shield Mils, No.of Cells No.of Cells
Cell Type (C_t.No.) on Relay I on Relay I I
P/N, Si 0 3 3
P/N, Si 30, (7940) 3 3
P/N, Si 60, (7940) 3 3
N/P, Si 0 3 3
N/P, St 30, (7940) 3 3
N/P, Si 60, (7940) 3 3
REV, St 0 3 0
REV, Si 30, (7940) 3 0
REV, St 60, (7940) 3 0
Ga As 0 3 2
Ga As 3, (0211) 0 2
Ga As 12, (0211) 0 4
Ga As 30, (7940) 0 2
Ga As 60, (7940) 0 2
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TABLE III
TIMES IN ORBIT AT WHICH VARIOUS SOLAR CELLS
FELL TO GIVEN PERCENT INITIAL VALUES
Output P/N, 0 P/N, 30 P/N, 601 N/P, 0 N/P, 30 N/P, 60 Ga As_ 0 _
__(%) (Days) (Days) (Days)[ (Days) (Da_,s) (Days) (Days)
90 (0.033) (3.2) (5.7) 0.14 34 50 (0.06)
0.044 2.5 5.0 0.16 16 30 O. 044
75 (0.044) 32 47 0.33 _ 197 (480) 0.25
0.062 95 50 O. 39 x x 0.18
60 0.17 128 300 1.6 (1800) (4000) 0.66
0.18 (150) (360) 1.2 x x 0.34
50 (0.28) (470) (1200) 17 (7200) (18000 1
0.30 x x 4.5 x x 0.49
( ) = Estimated.
n.nn = Relay II, others Relay I
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TABLE IV
PREDICTED AND OBSERVED SOLAR CELL RADIATION
: DAMAGE AFTER 300 DAYS IN ORBIT, RELAY I
Cell Type Shield Mils, Radiation Predicted Observed
(Cat.No.) Info. Source Respense Response(%) ($)
....... GSFC "
P/N, Si 60, (7940) Pl Proton 06 60
Grid
N/P, Si 60, (7940) GSFC 75 79
Pl Proton
Grid
I UlN, Si 60, (7940) GSFC 47 60
: E8 Electron
Grid
[ N/P s Si 60, (7940) GSFC 75 79
E8 Electron
._ Grid
¢
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DISCUSSION
LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVEBSITY: What was the arrangement on the so-called
reversed silicon cells?
DR. WADDEL: I am embarrassed to say that I have forgotten this. Does Dr.
Wolf from Hellotek re_a_l this? (In the discussion which followed: it appeared
that the front, or thick layer of the cell was n-type.)
ROSS - HOFFMAN _CTRONICS COBPORATION: I have two questions. F_rst, what
were the results of your lifetime experiments? Did you find a one-to_one cor-
relation to your degradation as recorded on power? And, second, what was the
basis for your prediction?
DR. WADDEL: I believe you refer to the experiment in which the minority _
carrier lifetime of the diodes was monitored. We cut some of these diodes open.
They were standard Texas Instrument 1N649 diodes. We found that they were in-
herently shielded by about 20 mils of glass. The carrier lifetime curves for
these diodes, when normalized so that they could be put on the same sort of
scale that the normalized solar cells were, oscillated in the region of the 30
mil shielded p-on-n silicon solar cell. The effect was certainly in the ex-
pected direction. The carrier lifetime definitely anh grossly shrunk with time;
secondly, the degree of the effect lay between that for the unshielded and a 60
mil shielded silicon solar cell.
Now, I _lll answer the second part of your _mstion concerning the basis
for my prediction. We will consider the prediction for the heavily shielded
solar cells, which are of greatest i1_erest. The compution group flew, in
effect, the spacecraft for five 2-day intervals tllroughthe Rel_y I orbit, aud
evaluated the cumulative flux of protons of energy greater than 30 Mev and the
c_ulative flux of electrons of energy greater than 0.2 Mev. From these figures
I could calculate an average electron and proton flux. Concerning protons, I
extended the 30 Mev cutoff point down to 16_Mev which is the nominal cutoff
point for protons in a 60 mil shield, by the use of a relation by McElwain which
concerns the shape of the spectra. This gave me a new number for the proton
flux. I then inserted factors; the factor of a half for infinite rear shielding,
a factor of one-third for obliquity, a_ an important factor extending the con-
sideration of 16_ Mev protons to 4.6 Mev protons using the inverse energy
damage curve. This finally gave the predicted proton flux down to 4.6 M_v
protons, a certain number of them in 300 days. We then used damage relations
obtained by Mr. Cherry and Mr. Slifer to predict the damage. I don't think
I can go through all the rest of it. I must _" that these tests are not
exact, and as some of you have observed, if I had done much worse on the pre-
diction, I would have been considered incompetent and if I had done a lot better
I would have been considered a scoundrel.
WEINER - RCA: What was the base resistivity of the cells you used?
DR. WADDEL: Iney were 1 ohm centimeter cells.
A-l-17
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Both p/n and n/p silicon solar cells were irradiated by
electrons whose energy was below the threshold for bulk radia-
tion damage. The photovoltaic effect produced by strongly ab-
sorbed (0.365 _) and penetratin_ (1.02 U) light was measured
during the course of irradiation. It was found that the surface
recombination velocity of the n-type surface decreased while
that of the p-type surface increased with increasing flux. It
was slso found that as the pressure of the ambient decreased,
the surface recombination velocity experienced appreciable
changes. The experimentally observed chanffes were used to
predict changes in the output of a solar cell which could be
attributed to radiation-produced surface effects.
\
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THE EFFECTS OF LOW ENERGY ELECTRON IRRADIATION ON THE
SURFACE PROPERTIES OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS*
R. F. Santopiet;_o and J. J. Loferski
Division of Engineering
Brown [_iversity
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(02812)
INTRODUCTION
When a semiconductor surface is subjected to irradiation by high energy
particles, its structure cm_ experience changes which will be reflected in
changes in the electrical pz_pertles of the surface. The structural changes
can be of various fo_,,s_ For example, the radiation can dislodge either
host lattice or impurity atoms (like those deposited by an eZchant) from the
surface. It can change the ionization state of atoms adsorbed on the sur-
faca. It can ionize atoms of the ambient gas in which the su?face is im-
mersed and thereby increase or decrease the probability of adsorption of
ambient gas atoms on the surface. These changes in surface composition can
change the conduotivlty of the surface layer even to the extent of changing
conductivity type. They can change _he work function of the surface as well
as the lifetime of minority carriers at the surface, i.e. _hey can cause
changes in the surface recombination velocity s .
Consequently, those parameters of a solar cell which are functions of s
will also change. These include the short circuit current m,d the reverse
saturation current of the _unction.
Such changes in photovoltaic cell parameters are always observed during
the course of studies of the effects of radiation on the bulk propertie3 of
cells. Since the surface changes usually saturate after the elapse of some
irradiation time, the usual procedure is to ignore The initial changes and
%o attribute them to "surface" changes. The purpose of %hls investigation is
to examine the changes in silicon photovoltaic cell properties which can Be
attributed to irradlatlon of the surface.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The optical absorption constant of silicon rises rapidly a_ the energy
of the photons is increased above the energy gap (l.leV at 300°K). Thus,
the absorption constant is about 102 cm-A for _ = 1.03_ and 2 x 105 cm"I
for _ = 0.$65_ . Consequently, the response of a silicon photovoltaic cell
to 0_365_ will be a strong function of the surface recombination velocity.1
On the other hand, only a small fraction of the hole-electron pairs produced
by 1.03_ light are produced in sufficient proximity to the surface to be !
affected by s . This difference in sensitivity to s was the Basis of the
experimental technique used in this investigation.
A-2-1 /'
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: Figure i shows the experimental arrangement. Electrons from a Van de
Graa f accelerator enter the irradiation chamber through a 0.001" aluminum
window which serves to diffuse the beam and to separate the vacuum of the
Van de Craaff from the ambient in the irradiation chamber_ The eiectron beam
energy is initially I_0 KeV (which is below the threshold for bulk damage of
165 KeV), but after passing through the window the average energy decreasec
by about 15 KeV and of course the beam is no longer monoenergetic.
The photovoltalc solar cells (either Hellotek p/n or RCh n/p cells)
were mounted on a water cooled copper block. The ccll_, which had a solar
energy conversion efficiency of about 10%, had no anti-reflectlon coatings or
cover glass. Prior to insertion in the irradiation chamber, the cells were
first washed in boiliug acetone, then in de-ionlzed double distilled water
and dried.
A system of mirrors and shutters made it possible to direct light of
either of two wavelengths onto the sample as shown in the drawing. The
, 0.365_ light was produced by combining a low pressure Hg arc and a Type18A
Wratten filter. The 1.03_ light was produced by an incandescent light com-
bined with an interference filter. SpectraA purity of these two sources was
checked by passing the light through a Perkln Elmer monochromator.
The intensity of the two wavelengths was adjusted so that the open cir-
cuit voltage V was low enough to keep the i-V characteristic in the linear
• C • "
region. The I-_ c,aracteristtc was me_asu_edwith a Kintel dc meter whose out-
put was compared to that of a Leeds and Northrup Type KS potentiometer. Figure
2 shows a typical i-V characteristic; its intercept with the current axis
yields Is while its slope is equal to (AIo)'l.
The effect of irradiation was determined by recording an initial i-V
characteristic with eac& of the two wavelength sources s exposing the sample to
a predetermined electron flux and then repeating the measurement of the i-V
characteristic. The characteristic was recorded rapidly enough so that recov-
ery was negligible during the measurement.
The electron beam current received by the sample was determined by direct
measurement of the current incident on the electrically insulated sample.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULIS
a) Effect of ambient pressure only.
Figure 3 shows Voc as a function of time for a p/n cell exposed to
0.355_ light in a foreptumpvacuum. Similar behavior was observed when _he
cell was illuminated by I.O3_ light in a diffusion pump vacuum (about I0-5
mm Hg). This decrease in Voc was traced to an increase in the reverse satura-
tion current Io , which in turn means that s increased. Since solar cells
mounted on satellites must operate in the ultrahigh vacuum of outer space,
their spectral response and power output probably ex_eriences some change.
Note that Figure 3 shows Vo_ for a low illumination level. When % ,e incident
light corresponds to solar _ntensity, the changes in Voc will of course not
be as great as those observed in this experiment because Voc is a logarithmic
function of Is/I° at high light levels.
1964019238-034
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b) Irradiation of p/n cells.
Figure _ shows relative changes in VocVS. integrated flux for both
wavelengths of light for a sample placed in a diffusion pump vacuum (about
10-5 mm Hg). These data were collected o,ly after the vacuum Induce/ichanges
described above had reached saturation. The inltlal electron beam ,_nergywas
140 KeY. Note that the Voc produced by _gth llghts decayed by app,_xlmately
the same amount. The fact that the 1.03_ response seemed to decay _ore
rapidly i:,the run shown in this figure is not significant because repeat
runs on this same sample resulted in some cases for which the 0.365B re-
sponse decayed more rapidly. From this behavior, it is clear that the
changes in Voc are dominated by changes in I° .
Figure 5 shows how Voc can be cycl_, by exposing it to the electron
beam, Interruptlng the beam and allowing the coll to recover in vacuum.
Note that Voc never [_turned to its original value and that the _latlve
changes in Voc were diffez_nt in the two cycles shown in this figu._e. Here
again the behavior for 1.03_ and 0.365N light is essentlally the same so
that the changes of Voc _st be attributed to changes i_ I .o
Flguz_.6 shows Io and Is for 0.365N and 1.03U light plotted as a
function of electron flux for a fresh cellt i.e. one which has not been ex-
posed to _._yirradiation. Note that during this run Is for the 0.365W
light increased initially by about 20% and then decreased. On the other hand,
Is for the 1.03p light remained essentially constant throughout the run. Fi-
nally, Io first decreased by about 30% and then increased.
Figure 7 shows the same th,_o parametere _lotted venus integrated flux
when this same p/n "__i_."_=ntthr_ugh a second cycle after i_ had been allowed
to recover in the vacuum overnight. This time, the initial increase in Is
for 0.365_ light is absent ard this parameter decreases by about 20%, Here
again Is for 1.03_ remains constant. Finally, Io increases by about 20%.
Since Is for 0.365_ light is approximately an inverse function of sur-
face recombination velocity s while Io is approximately proportional to s ,
it is reasonable to conclude that the behavior shown in Figures 6 and 7 can be
attributed to changes in s .
c) Irradiation of n/p cells.
Figure 8 shows Is for 0.365p and 1.03_ light plotted versus flux for
a fresh n/p e_ll placed in a diffusion pump vacuum. Here again the electron
energy was initially 140 KeV. Note that Is for 0.365p light increases bv
about 40% and saturates at this higher value. The response to 1.03_ light
remains constant.
Figure 9 shows these sainttwo para_te_s for %h,:same cell after over-
night recovery in the vacuum. This time Is for 0.365p Lncreases by 30% while
Is for 1.03_ remains constant. Note that the final point in Figure 9 corre-
sponds to an integrated flux which is about 50% larger than _he maximum value
given for the p/n cell. No decrease in Is for 0.365_ light was observed !
even after t is increased irradiation.
A-2-3 _!_.
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CORRELATIONOF EXPERIMENTALRESULTS AND THEO_
, w i i i|, . i i.
The experiments described above indicated that s changed as a result
low enez_y electron irradiation. I*. should, therefore, be possible to cor_-
late these _esults with theoretical calculations of the _sponse of photovoltaic
cells to light of these two wavelengths. The contlnulty equa_len with appro-
prlate boundary condltlons was solved for a cell with the same geometry as the
photovo!taic cells used in this study (_un_-_:ton depth, 1_ ).
Fisur_ 10 _hows a plot of the collection eff_ciency O_ vs s for
a = 2 x 10 _ cm'" and for two plausible values of T tn theVdtffused • PeElon
(10 -8 and 10 -9 sec). The parameter _ts propor_lona! to I s so that an
experimentally observed change in Is%an be related to a certain change in
s through curves like those in Figure 10. To be specific, consider the
case of irradiation of an n/p cell. As is evident from Figure 9 , an n/p
cell experiences a 30% increase in I s before the surface changes saturate.
Suppose that the saturation corresponds to a value of Qp which is close to
the maximum in Figure 10. i.e. let it correspon¢ to a vklue of s _ 10 _
cm/sec. Then according to the fiEure, the value of s at the beginning of
irradiation would have been about 2 x 105 cm/sec. Wolf 1 has published
curves of QD vs A for s = 10S and 10_ cm/sec and T = 10 -8 sec. If his
calculatlonb are combined with the Johnson's air mass zero solar spectrum,
it is possible to calculate the short circuit cur_nt which this cell would
deliver prior to (s s 105 cm/sec) and after irradiation induced saturation of
s (s - 10; cm/sec). Such a calculation yields the result that I s (end also
the maximum power) would increase by about 10%. The same sort of computation
for a p/n cell leads to the conclusion that I s would decrease by about 10%
_n that case.
AN ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECT OF VAN ALLEN BELT ELECTRONS
l , ,, • i el, i
From Figures 6-9. the flux needed to cause a saturation of s is about
2 x 1015 electrons/e_2. These irradiations were performed by elect_ms with
EB < i_0 KeY. If it is assumed that the change_ are functions of integrated
flux only, i.e. that they are independent of the particle energy, it becomes
possible to estimate the time needed for a cell to reach saturation when it
is exposed to the Van Allen radiation flux. It has been estimated that the
integrated electron flux with EB > 20 KeV is as hlgh as I0I0 pa_ticles/cm2sec. 2
Using this flux value, i: would take a few days for the surface effects in the
cells to attain saturation.
DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments described in this paper show how the surface prop_ties
of photovoltatc cell change during radiation but they do not _ndicats the
mechanism underlying these changes. Further experiments on devices whose
const_uction favors betteP control over the semiconductor surface are in
progress, but even at this stage the following preliminary obse_vations are
worthy of note.
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1) If the pressure in the lr_adiation chamber ls nearly atmospheric,
the amount of surface change decreases sharply, i.e. it aDT'ars that the sur-
face changes require simultaneous irrad/atlon in a vacuum.
2) One run was made at liquid nitrogen temperature. The amount by
which the surface changes is even greater in this case.
3) It is possible that Io changes because of edge effects around the
periphery of the cell. Preliminary experiments deslgned to reduce the role
played by such edge effects have tended to rule out this possibility.
4) The changes produced when a cell is placed in a vacuum in the ab-
sence of radiation are not affected by ultraviolet llght at least not for
uv intensities delivered to the specimens from the low pressure ME arc.
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DISCUSSION
MILTON SCHACII- GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER: Did you measure reflectance
before and after?
MR. SANTOPIETR0: No.
PAUL RAPPAPORT - RCA: Were you able to separate how much I^ changed with
the UV radiation? And also, do you have any ideas as to why I c_anges because
of surface effects? o
MR. SANTOPIETRO: First, you said that I will change from the ultraviolet.
The ultraviolet generated I is strongly dependent on the surface, so that whe_
that changes, Is from the u_traviolet will change.
RAPPAPORT: I know that, but it looks to me as if you might be able to
account for your change solely on the basis of a change in Io.
MR. SANTOPIETRO: Well, I is also determined by I •
o s
JOE LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: There were checks made of what the effect
of uitraviolet radiation alone would be on the surfaces. We found that ultra-
violet radiation alone did not cause any changes in I or I • As far as why I
should be changing, it turned out that it is in part _epend_nt upon surface reR
combination velocity. _Thenwe undertook these experiments, we thought we could
look only at the open circuit voltage, and not have to worry about ! _ ButO
evidently this is not the case for this particular solar cell structure. I
does depend on the surface recombination velocity, rather strongly, o
QUESTION (NO NAME): Your plots for the p-on-n cell show that I^ apparently
decreased, then increased with the radiation. Do you have an explanation for
this?
MR. SANTOPIETRO: This cccurred only in fresh cells. The preparation
technique we used was to wash the cells in acetone, then distilled water_ dry
them, put them in vacuum, wait for the vacuum changes to stop, and then begin
to irradiate. 0nly on the first irradiation was the increase in I in the ultra-s
violet observed and the decrease in I • If the same cell was allowed to recover,
and then irradiated again, I^ _ncreas_s while I decreases. So the I changes
only in one direction after Ehe initial irradiation, o
Y_TINWOLF - HELIOTEK: It appears that the effect observed here could
explain Dr. Waddel's observation on the solar cells.
ROSS - HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS CORP: I wonder if one really can explain the
large changes Dr. Waddel observed in thick cells, that is cells as thick as
A-2-17
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i0 mils of silicon between the surface and the junction by means of surface
recombination effects. I don't think that these thick cells would be effected
by surface recombination.
REPLY ( NO NAME): We did a calculation for the effect of surface recombin-
ation on 4 mil thick cells. We found that the collection efficiency in the
thick region was quite dependent on the surface recombination velocity at the
surface farthest from the junction.
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LOW-ENERGY PROTON _OMBABD_ OF SILICON CELLS
J. Wysocki, J. Loferski* aud E. Davison
RCA Laboratories
Princeton, N. J.
_Jtroduction
At last year's conference, the effects of low-energy protons on GaAs
and Si cells was discussed.- It was s_own, for example, that the short-
circuit current of GaAs and the open circuit voltage of Sl cells were the
most easily damaged solar cell parameters. A subsequent experiment con-
firmed these results.
While the behavior of the GaAs cells w_s wel± understood, it was not
clear why the Si cells behaved as they did.- For example, from a study
of the behavior of the short-circuit current as shown _n F_. 1 _ is 2
observed that the current is unaffected until a flux cf lO - 10 p/cm
has been accumulated, after which the current falls rapidly. The fall-off
approaches 50% per decade, reminiscent of the degradation observed in
GaAs cells. Furthermore, particlF _ of higher energy are more damaging,
contrary to arguments based on Rutherford scattering. The behavior of
the other cell parameters, on the other hand, is typified by the results
shown in Fig. 2. While the current has the behavior alluded to, the
open-circuit voltage, and consequently, the power drops steadily with
flax. The voltage falls st a rate of approximately 20% per decade.
The behavior of the current and voltage is recognized to be quite
different from that observed in higher energy irradiatio_._where the current
degrades at a rate of approximately 20% per decade and the voltage is
insensitive to irradiation. The resalts considered here arelthe current
and voltage behavior of the Si cells.
Model
The model is based on the following features. First, the range of
low-energy protons is small in Si. It varies frvm 1.8W f_r 185 KeV protons
to 6._W for 530 KeV particles. In our experiments, the cells wero i:_clined
at 45_ w:'threspect to the beam; consequently, the effectire ranges (so to
speak) are only 1.3-4.9W. Secondly, most of the carriers _Iregenerated by
light _n, and collected from, the base region, a conse_lence of the absorp-
tion mechanism in Si.
*Brown University, Providence, R. I.
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The model S.__hown in Fig. 3. 't_eproton _._e is tge distance ].]_lu_ _@
the __ " ?" _" " _
_n._-re__ec on thickness and.Junction depth. Ir_dia-tlon .tutrodu_e_a -_
damage region in the base adjacent to the Jmucgion. We inquire ho'_this :_"
danmge laver, 'J effects the response of the _olar cell. /"
The behavior can be com_ut_d by solviN the co vanult_,equation with
- apprci'.zJateconditions at the variou-_bffandaries. The follo%_ng assumptions :_
are.made, F_rst_ the protons J-_troducedamage uniformly over the region _ _.
" The lifetlme in t.hemate.rlslbeyond _; however, is not affected. Secondly, :_!_
_ fields generated by the ].ifeti_._. gradient are eegliglble. _.
_>
.:_
'> Although the solution for all _ave la_Nths as easlZy obtaLned, _e .-__:'_
restrict our discussion +.othe case of penetrating radiation, T_neeffective
ai_ :us_on in len_b in t_-_ebase L* is sho?._nin Fig. 4 as a _hmction of the
reciprocal diffusion ler_h in the damage region X_, Th_ curves we_ corn- _.
• pa_ed for a cell %_th a total coating and Junct±on th_c_a_ss o_ O.i_ and s
,- an xn___.la_diffusion length of i00_° Observe the behavior is a strong :<
f_mction of pro_on energy, or ,_re properly: p__atonra_e. The effective i_
dif_.h_sionlength is independent of L_ to a certain i_int s_d then falls _
_o r_Didly. As the proton-rsa^_e increages, the rapid drop occultist larger _£_
values of I_i. Since I.]is some __uctior.of fi_, perhaps ._" #" , this ._'_
figure Lmp]._esthe effgctiv_,diffusion ler_gth(hence sho_g-clrcu!t current)
_ -_II be almost __ndependentof flux up to a certein value mud then fall .t
_" ra_idly. This _as theobscured beha,:lor,as sho_m in Fig. 5. _ese _ata _
_-. _ere .obtainedfro_ eiectron-voi_aic and spect_l response measure_ents. .,5
" The 185 Ke_!data shows little varia_lon with flux up-to i0_5 p/era_. The g"
-9
higher energy data shows the trend expected on the basis of the physical s..._
_el.; the dlffusicn ]e_gth changes little m_d then rapidly w4th fl_x. .'f
J
A comparison _f..thec_mputed deg_adat_on _d _e exp_r.L_ental valuta '_
at _ flux of li. x I0±_ p/cm_-is sho_m in Fig, 6. 'l_ecomputed curves are -f_
ba_ed on the values of L] shown_ nsmeiy P-.5and 3.31_- No correction for .:_
relative _ntroduction ra_es were made in _he compu_atlons. The qualita- --_
tire comparison is reasonab],ygood. _
_nen an ate,eruptis ma,ieto correct the co_putatlona for an introduction :_
a_ gove_med b_ t_therfcrd scattering, the o.o_arison between experiment :!._
mud theory I_ somewhat poo_e_ as sho%m in Fig. 7. For the correetlo:b it :_
_ms _osumed that L._(_.. _ I_ _here_ , the defect introduction rate_ :i_
varies approxlnlate_+ywlth the reciprocal of proton energy. If this thee-
retieai argument is parsued, the proton energy at which Rutherford-typ_ 4
bebavlor (l,e. va--_yL.uginversely _th 9roton energy) becomes evident is -;s-
i:-6 MeV for cells irradiated at 45 with respect to the beam, and 3-5 _MeV for cells irradiated normal to the bea_,. ,>_',_
A-3-2 _"_
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._ I_m_lications and Co_:alusion
'Fneform and ener_- dependence of the curr_nt degradaticn has thu_ been
predicted. The difference in cun_nt and vo]%age Oehavlor fo]:ows directly.
•Xhe open-circuit voltage depends c1_tically apon the lifetime in the vicinity
of the junction through the dark current. From the onset_ low-energy prctons
- ! reduce the lifetime in reglon_ close to the Junction without reducing col-
lection from the base. As irradiation proceeds, th_ lifetime becomes too
s_all and the short-clrcudt cu-rent f._&l_ra_idly. In this sense_ BI cells
¢
approach -theexponential behavior ordLnarily seen .inGaAa.
.-- S_:ce the proton _e is smali_ the junction depth and thlckness of "
the anti-rmflection coating become importsa:tparameters in the res,_Its_
Slight variations in either wi.l!lead to l_'ge alfferenc .s in behavior, con-
_ributlng to scattor in +_hedata.
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_IF_'.J,_oION
-: PAUL _/:PAPORT .VCA: I tbirukthat _o_,_of the results of our proton
- exper.i_nts cau be used _e ex_plainDr. Waddel's Relay observations on un-
-.. protected solar cells, _n Dr. Wsdde].'s exper!_nt the 4evice that was down
the _st after a large irradiation was the gsllitunarsenide ceil. _e
• device that was do%n the next most ,_asthe silicon n-on-p cell. The best
de*;iceariel"_q_..rylarg_.• irradiation _as the p-cn-n cell. This is somewhat
ul.fe,ent than the results we're used to for protected solar _ells, This
q',lalltetivelvcan be explained by the fact that the front layer of the cell
is the most important part of the cell to get damaged. 'irhereason that the
p-on-n is the be_.+,i_ that the p-tYI_ material has a better dammge character-
] Is*,,ic _han the n-type _aterial. Hence for an unprotected p-or,-n cell, where
" the radiation damage Is chiefly the front part of the cell, you wo_ld expec_
the p_on-n cell to be the best, _hich was the case in the Relay experiment_
"_ M_q.WYSODKI: X don't thlnk that's what WaC..del'_, experiments showed.
_he p-on-n was alwa._sthe worst. On second th_aght, it would depend on the
: '-. energy, if the energy were sufficiently high, so that the radiation penetrates
,_ into the base, then you would expect and indeed -_efound that the n-on-p cell
.. was better.
PAJL RAPP.._/4)fff- RCA: At the very hlgb flttxesthe unprotected silicon
p-on-n was the best and the unprotected gslli_m arsenlde w_ the worst. The
;". -- reason that gallium arsenide is worst is because _ts response depends almost
•:% completely on the front l_yer. Dr o Waddel's results show that only ] mils of
=- :
.._ g_.as_protection _!i oomp].etelyche.ngethis result. ! think that this le
-- very goo:_evidence _hat the !o_ energy protons are.causln_ these _esuLLts.
EPS.El_ .*MONS_%O: .1.byou hav_ any idea _hat element in the p layer
of the gallium arsez,ide mi6ht cause the degradatlo_ with p,rotondamage?
_. W_SOCKI: in gallium arse_,idethe respor_e is almost entlz_._;due
_.ore.glensnear the surface. T_e rsmge of the protons Is roughly a lector
" of 2.l_'ss_n G_As thau _,,_"Js in silicon. As a re.sult,the p.rotouspreferentially
damage those regio_m w_.._enyou depend apon for response. I don_t know whether
or not [.hereare _ny specific _mpurity effe;.'tson iamsge.
A-3-i3
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_in ._arpose of this stud_ was to observe the d_e effects
. produced in silicon and galilum arsen!_e solar cells bv protons ID the
energy rar._e_luA9to 500 key. In order to studs,these effects and to
obtain accurate,fl'Axmeasuremer_ts, several ref_nem2nts Were made ovel'
previous exper_t I completed in April ].96_.-One of the major refinemeDZ5
_oc_Aeed 3-Mev Va_ de Graaff aecele%-atorsowss that of modifying the " " • ,
that i% could pl-oduce protons with ener-6ies as l(r,__s lO0 _,ev. T_qe
importaEee of this energy range,wa_ indicated in the.previous experime-_its "
_nd was firmly established and extended in the.present experiment, '_
Several interesting ,andunexpectad _sults were found for N/P tFTm.
silicon solar cells, For example, the N/P cells exhibited a levelllmg-off
in the.degradation of the open-circuit voltage for large time-imtegrated
•fhn_es of 130-key protons. A_ 200 ke_Jthe sho_,-circuit current displayed .-
a double reversal in degradation. At 300 key the degradation rs.teof the
short-circuit current at large time-integrated fluxes was higher than i_
_as for higher ener_-yprotons. "Tieexperiment also confirmed Wysocki's _
observation that galli,am arsemide solar cells degrade r_pidly when irradiated
) with 200- and 5LkO-kevprotons.
Also included in %his paper is a comparison of the low-energy proton
results with p_vious results obtained _t Lockheed usir_ 1-_ 3-, and 12-
Ymv protons.
i- Lodi, E. A. and D. L. Crowther, "Some _w Results from Low-Energy Proton
Irradiations of Silicou Solar Cells", Ap;lled Physics Letters _ i (i_._6_).
2. W_socki_ J. J., '_adla_ion Properties of GaA_ and S! Solar Cells", Jour.
i
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• RESULTS OF I_-ENERGY PROTON IPPJ_DIATIONSOF SOLAR CE_,S
E. A. Lodi_ J. De Psagher, _ud E. B. Pearson
: Lockheed Missiles and Space Corn}any
Palo Alto, Cal_fornla
!
Yntroduction
Our interest in studying,radiation damage to solar _ells irrexliated
: with low-energy protons stems from the fsnt that the d_tal,2 are r_ther
Sl_arsein this energy range at_lthere is ir_o_ation3,4 Indicating high ,
: intensities of low-energy protons in the space radiation environment. }
'_ Although the injected electron bel_ of July 1960_ severe3_vincreased the
_ radiation hszards in space _ _he electrons did not replace protons _s t..he
predominant particles in damaging N/P solar cells. In fact, our studles
of the spszzeradiatioa environment show that p_o%ons are _t least, if not
more, damaging thau electrons for most orbits.9
; _r_mental Arraugememt
Test Cells and Illumination S_irce
The dlmensions of all the test cells were nomlnal_v 1 cm x 2 cm.
cells were soldered to cop_er mounts which were mounted one at _ time
ou a brass rc_ used to position the particular cell chosen for irradiation
in the evacuated irradiation chamber° E_ch cell also had a wire lead
soldered to _he surface co_:tact. _mn_cells were irradiated one at a time
sad the proton beam was interrupted periodically to sllow current-voltage
curves to be measured.
3- Bame; S. J., J. P. Conner, H. H. Hill, "_adF. E. Kolly, '_rot0ns in the
Outer Zons of the Radiation Belt," _hMs. ReS:, Vol. 68, p. 55, 1%3-
4. _eeman, J. W., '_Detectlonof an Internal Flux of Low-Energy Protons or
Ions Tr_pped in the framerRs_la%ion Zoo," J. _ophys_ Bes._ Vol. 67,
p, 921, 1962.
5. Calculate_ by E. Ao Lodl at LocKheed using in-flight experiments, sad
particle fluxes calculated by a 7090 computer program; Orbital Flux
Code, developea by W. E. Hatless at Lockheed.
A-;_-l
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: T_o different iJ1uA_._natlonsource6 -sere used in the e_r_nt, A
,: __._s_ep-" la_ _n_-_-_,,._filtered by t_o i__che_of _ater -_asused _h_ the _o_r
•" ,_e!!was in tee i_rsAiation chamber. _ae Lockheed ,_ttusi_ulat.cr-q_as used
, -. o__JLMfor p.._-!rradlatior._nd post-lrradiation tests which .wer_made In
i , a_.otherbui].dirg. The light int_ns_t_ employed with the sun si_t_hor
I was 140 _/c_ 2 of simulated outer space su_iL:_ht. The intensity of the
t_&_4_st_.nlight source at the solar-col& _}sition was adjusted by moving
: _h_s light so-_ce "-Autila standard solar cell gave the same.value of t!_
I s_o_-t-circuitcurrer_t at normal incidence, _s it did previo,_ly with the
.Lockheeds_. _Imulstor. In t_; case of t_: tungsten light source, thei
"O
! angle,of i_}cidence,..._eth llgbt on the.+._.stcell was _._ .
Electrica& _easurements
: The circuit_T used to measure the response of the solar cell is displayed
: in Fig. 1. T_neX-'_._ plotter ._eco_dedall of _he.ct_n_nt-voltvge c_._'es
obtalumd befor_ -_Ar_ug.,and after t.heirr_dimtions. To avoid any drift
in the plotter d_ring bne expe.r__mentwo calibrated voltage sources _-ere
caAibra,._.onof tLe voltage and c_rent axesused periodically to check the " 4. ,
. Proton Scabteri_
t
4 : _ae proton "beamwas scattered with a gold foil to reduce the bea_
:. intensity to tolerable values and to obtain a larger 8r.pos_trearea for ._-
irradiating sgla_"cells. _ne thickne.ss of the gold loll used iu the e._rlment "__
_'asabG_t lO"3 cm. YzAthe energy r&nge_ lO0 - 500 key, a proton lo_es
about 20 k_v in passing through "thegold at normal incidence. From this
f(_t it can be.easily sho,_nthat the proton energy expc.rier_eedby a solar
. cell irradiated at a scattering angle of _5c can be as much as 28 key below .
the pr__maryproton emerg_v.
Fi_are 2 depicts the arrangement fo_': (_) coliima_L_4_the proton
,_J.. 4 # :"
"' beam to __rlke a 1/8 in, diameter circular area on t-hegold foil, _2)
irradiating the solar cei3.With protons scattered throt_h 45°, (_) monitoring
.the t.rausmitt._dbeam with a Faraday cup, {h) ill,zminatimgthe solar cell
st a_ 8_-_leof _[_cidenceof _5° -_iththe l_ght from the tungsten lamp, and
(5) co_ting t_-_scattered protor_ at the _etector positions of ;._5° and 120°.
A press_ce of _t least i0"_ tort was maintained in the irr_liati_n c_uamber
- .{
6. Th_.ssiaui_+_or-_s_built by t,h_Solid State Physics Group at Lock_eed. ._
'.:"ne.i_-caitbr_tion n_ t_ simulator indicates ies._%h_n 10% deviation
from Jo_L'mo_'__pectrum in intensity _s a fu_ctio_ .of the wa_,el.e_th.
..
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i luring the e..-zper_nt. Two silicon 8urf,_Jcebarrier detectors_ or_eat 45°4oa_ the other at 120 , were requireO,to count the protons over the energy|
range desired and c_er _ w_de range of counting rate_. Co,plebe separation
'_ of noise from 1SO- key prctcn pul_es was _" _pos b. = only with the 45° detector,
l_nisseparation was not possib.]_with t_e 120° detector because of the
poore:_" energy _e_clutlon present in i_. Thus the.d_scrLminato_ in the
- _ 120° detector eircuit had _o be r,aisedabove the noise le_i. _ne ._.0°
}. detector was calibrated agalr_t the 450 detector whose counts wez_
i calculated to yield the tlme-ln'tegr_tedflux at the solar cell, Atthe._high st irradiation r_.tesz.h co mt rates in the 45o detector were
too hi._hto _ c_antad; consequently_ the proton irradiatlcn upon it
_as interrupted by closlzg a shutter in the detector tube s_.dt_n the.
190c detector-with _ts lower r_te_ _re u_ed for monltori_g the irradiation
flux. The poorer energy resolution obtained w_th the..1200detector is
"_ caused by the fa_:t that the ext_._ path.length of the p'cotons in the
ge±_ foil £s.about 2,i times as large for the 120° de_ctor as it i_ for
i the 45° detector. T_e collimators in "_-"- '"
...._ of e_ch detector bo_h had
d_nesters of O.1 in, and b';thwere !oct'tedI00 cm from the gold foil.
i According to calculations based on the _httherfordscattering law the r_tioof the 45° count rate to the 120° co_mt r_te h_s the value 27: while _ctual
measu_ements of %he .count rates gave va];aesfrom.22 to 28. M_.ss_remmnts
_. obtained with this da+_ction system showed that the Faraday-cup monitor was
_ _ noD_epro_ucible monitor for _he very thin gold foil that h_d to be.used;
_c_equently; complete reiism.c_was placed on the _o solid s'L_.tedetectors
• _ in deter_m.t/Li_the proton fluxes at the solar cell.
I Figure 3 show8 a block diagram of the elect:_on_cs s_stem us."edfor
amplifying: meas,/rlng,and l_cordlng +..heproton pulses in the _wo detectors,
By g_t!ng the bOO-channel pulse height a_zer and observdng the part of
I the pulse heigh_ spectr-amselected by the _.wodiscrtmlnators they could be
visually Bet _o give ,.hebest sight,l-to-noise ratios in the two counting
Sy_,t_.ms__ther wide disprimi_tor lY_Ises of lO-microsecond duration we_
e_ployed to insure coincl_enee of dtscr_i_tor pulses with the.c(,rre_po_diz_
_ises that were being sna__,.vzed.An analysis of the data obta_n_d £--omthe
i t_o detectors over a wide range of cbunti_ ra_es showed that the de_d t_me
of the systems wez the same as the time duration of the _iscrimlnator pulse.
_%e date were corrected for dead-time lose in determlni_g the,t.tme-!ntegra_d
fluzes.
7. Obt&ined from t}_ Oak Ridge Technical Enterpzisas C_rporation in Oak
Rldge_ Te_messee.
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: 7 M_d!flcation of the L,ckbee_ _-_v Van de Graaff _celerator
_ne normal e._rgy sp_i of the Lockheed "Can de Graaff accelerator is 0.8 i
to 3.0 M_vo To extend the lower e_.er_jlimit the most extensive mod_fic_.tlon
of the _.celer_tc.rrequired removing the staudard 3-M_v cor_na--point-c_ntroi
_ me..chanismand in pe.rmanentl_installing a deeper penetrating mechanism°
no_mlly used with a 5-Mev Van de Grasff accelerator. Other l_dlfications
cor_sted lu shorting out a frw_'tionof %he accelerator column, in using a
Hall effect device to measure th2 magnetic field streng+_hin the anal_ing
.: magDet at low-field strengths instead of t.heusual proton-moment gaussmeter,
and in using the molecular BR+ beam instead of th,_-usual st'_micH+ beam _o
"- obtain a further reduction of the proton ener_. Fox"one pe_tict_tarfraction
of the _ccelera_or column which ws_ shorted out, _ voltage sl_n of 0.2 to
1.2 _._"re.suited_nd le_ to a proton-energy span,of O,1 to 1.P__v. A
- different shorting fraction is reqnired for a different _uer_ span and
req.aire_the.opening of t_ V_n de Gz_af_ press_re tank to make the change.
Actually the.lowest proton energy 0per_ting point, 150 key, used iu this
experiment _ set by noise9 in the solid state detectors and full u_e of
the accelerator energy range w_s not employed,
, Results
: ,_e results are separated-into _wo par_. _ne first par_ covers the
• 130_ ho 500"-key l)ro_,onirrm_iati0ns. These remt!t_ are &is_,l_ved.in
Figs. 4-10, The second pe_t is concerned wlt_ the comparison of these resttlts
"t
o and t.hos_obtained with i-_ 3-, _ud L?- Mev protons. These comparisoms are
given in Figs. ll-14. Table I sho-_sthe co_rparlson,before and after
• : irradio-tion,of the.max---power degradation of "the cells as obtained with
:: the r__SCsun simulator _ud with the tungsten-water light source.
: _ " Fish,cos 4-7 _isp!ay the degradation of the relative maximum power as
a _anctlon of the time..integratedflux for silicon solar cells with proton
energies of 130,-200_ 300, and .500key r_spectively. _.teac.he_er__J_
results are given for F/i_and N/P type cells and they show that N/P type
cells are more radi_tlon resistant than P/N type cells, _s was expected.
This fa_t becomes more and more evident with increasing proton energy. Also
included in Fig. 7 are resttltsfor a lO ohm-on N/P solar cell. _ese
resists show that at 500 k_v, ti_ei0 ohm_cm N_ ce_l is nc more radia_i¢._
re.si_t_a_than i gem-eraN/P cel_s. T_s observation is in good ag_meme}t
8. l_archasedfrom the H_h Voit_e En@l_erlng Corporation in _lington,
M_achusett_,
9. Weller, J. Fo _ R. L, Statler, 'Tuow-E_ergy_To%on Damage to Solar
Cells':, r_ Trans. _cl_ Scl. _-i0, 66 (1_63).
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with _he results of the Naval Research '/_bor_tory_0 using 4.66-Mev protons,
which differs from the resttltsof _le_tron damage and very high energy
proton d_m_ge. Figure 8 shows the degradation of the relative maximum
power of GaAs sol_.rcells _s a i_anctionof the time-iutegzated, fl_uxfor
200- and 500- key protor_. By comparison, sa the irradiation _roceeds;
the Ga;m cells degrade as fsmt as N/P silicon solar"ceJ_lsfor 5C9- key
protons but considerably faster for °00- ke.vprotons. Figares 9 _nd l0
show the changes in the current-voltage profiles a_ a 9ancticn of the.tlm_-
integrated flux for N/P cells with 130- and 200- key protons. _"_necux_es
for 130- key protons (see Fig. 9) are numbe1_d to show successi_ measurements
ts2_n with inc_aslmg tlme-integrated flux. The ordering of _amhers is
regular as obse_.ledalong the c_ven_ _xis but shows a reversal in open-
circuit voltage after the time-lntegrated flux corresponding to cur_ (7)
•: is exceeded. Or.the other hamd, for 000- kev protons (see Fig. 1O), the
' ordering is regular as obse._ed along the voltage axis blrbshows a double
:_ r_versal in sho_-circuit current after t_ tlme-lntegra_ed flt_x
corresl_ondingto cu_ (5) Is exceeded. That is9 the short-circuit current
initially degrades and then not only stops degrading out Increases
substantially amd then degrades once again. At the higher energies, 300
key, 5CO key, 1 Mev, 3 Mev, amd __ M_v, no such reversals in the degradation
h_:e been obaerved. Figtu_ ll gives the comparison of the degradation ra+_
of the short-circuit current as a function of time-lntegrated fl_ for
. N/P cells over the iorotonenerg_ range of 130 key to ]_2Mev. T_ere a_e
several interesting observations one can make from this comparison. First
of all, there is the trsnsltion region between 150 and 300 key where the.
slope of the _hort-circuit current degradation changes drastically. Within
this transition region are the unexpected res:tttsof the 200- key proton
irradiation of N/P cells, as desb.rfbedpreviously. Another observation
is the difference in the slopes of the degradation curves of short-circuit
curxmnt over the entire prcton energy range. This _sult is emphasized by
observing that the 3- and lO_-M_.vdegradation cur.¢escross the 1 _._v
degrad_tlon euz_e and ap_.ar as though they will c_-ossthe and 500 key
degradation curve_ with sufficient flux. Fi._e l_ gives the s_me information
as Fig. l! except that It is for P/N type cells. The most importanb aspect
of Flg. 12 is the similarity to Fig. ll with re.spectto the relati,_ slopes
of the degra4_tlon curves for corresponding proton energies (except at
200 key where the P/N typ_ cell has already gone through the transition
region). Figure 13 displays the degradation of the open-clrcuit voltage
versus time-lntegrated flux for the proton energy range, 130 key to 12 M_v.
lO. Weller_ J. F. and R. L° Statler: "_w-Energy Proton D_ma_e to Solar
'.. Cells", _ 'lh-arm.Nucl. S_i. __q, 66 (1963).
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._e ._ignificautl_)inthere is that the res,_its indlcate that the degradation
ol ouen-clrcuit voltage is approximately inde_=ndent of the proton energy
in this energy r&r_e, Ftu_thert_ts are clearlj- indicated to extend this
, result into larger t_._e-lr_egrated fluxes for all proton energies. Table i
[ glves a comparison of t_ maxiaram-power degradation as obse_ed t_iDg the
LMSC sun slmulator and the tungsten-_-ater light seazce. For P/N silicon
: solar cells the results indicate that the damage appears g_at_.r with the
i turnsPit.n-watersource t_ with the sun simulat_,r. For N/P silicon solar|
cells at the two S.owes_proton energies this Is not the case. It is only
., at proton energies of 3OO key and greater that the N/P cells appear more
=, damaged under the tungsten-water light source. For the t_.oGaAs solar
, cel3_ Table 1 shows t_aatt.hedamage is not as severe with the.tungsten-water
light scarce as it is with the sun simulator. These results clearly
indicate that care.should be tak_.nwhenever results from experlment,_
usin_ a _ungsten light source are used for outer space sunlight con,btlons.
It should be emphasized that any intenpretations derived from Table 1
are subject to error because of annealing of damage observed at low
energies and also because of the varlauce of total fluxes at which the
comparisons are made.
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::_ DI_JaS'fON
: NN. WY__CK_ - HCA; If you extend my model _o h!g_er er,ergies_ assuming
• zllI
..'_ that.there is a Rutherford Lutroduction _ate, then you find that the s_....In
"_ the cu_e come_ at around _.Mev.
4 LOFF,N_KI - B_JWIq!_T_ITY: Wh_t t)_es _f cells did _eu use in your
experiment_ :4hlchones sho_'edthe double reversai7
<
_ _£_.LOD!: Unfo_mately, we dldn't have ex_ctiy +.hesame t2_pesof cells
_. all the w_y tb_rough. These experiments were done over a number of year_, rand
•.e_ yore represented Hob-evertho_c pa_ic_ar ones werequite a variety of _ _"_ .
the l_ewestty!_ of n-on--pi oh_,_-cm.,ap_roxi-._te]k¥0.b micron junction depLh.
.e.,_s_ho-_this double
._ IDF_.RSK!- ..BROWN[II_IVERSL_f- _d all the n-on--p" '_"
%
< MR. LODI: }Is__ad_a .ed two such cells. Only one _e bombaMed tO a larg_
enough dose to show this doff_].ereverse].. The other :_asnot bombarded to as
.;_ large e dose, but showe_ a de_x.,_e tendency to go up zo a second _,_k.
i
"_S'_''n_'_o__, (EO N_N): U_der what light sources were.the short ci_a!t curren_
_i_o source have _iven _ou different results?
_ measured,and -goulda d!ff_r_-nt_" "_ _
._3.go,when you shewed the open clrcait voltage, was t'hisunder a conBtant light! -
0 source og _s the light source adjusted for max_:m sbor_ circ_i_,current
&
.6
"_; !_. ZODi: First of all the IV curves vere plotted using,a tungsten lamp
with a water filter, We ga,_ealso result._ for before and ai'_eru_'J_,a _c&-
! need sun s_-alator, flow-ever,the actual curves as a i_anctlonof int_gra-ged
flux were t_k_n at the facility Lu vacuum using a _ater filtered tungsten lamp.
_. The energy w_s kept constant for all the cells, The 1._ %_ set from a
standard ee!l_ and was then checked ?'mtermittently _.obe sure.,that the stgg,d_rd
cell output was constant. The sun slm,_lato_-doe_ sh_ some indication that at
high energies the output tm4er sunlight is grea_er than '_n_erthe tungsten
light. For lower energy protons the results are either that output_ _mde_"
tuugsten m'td _unllght a_ the s_ge_ or s_uulig)_toutput is a little less than
tungsten output.
l
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_° Introduction,
Because of the i_ortance of electrons in the energy range of ! t_v
_': and above_ a series of experiments were conducted in February and March of
".
_2" 1963 to compare the.e_eriment_ll_ obse_ed electron energy del_ndence with
¢_- theoretical predictions based on classle_l relativistie Coulomb scattering
_ laws and slm_le displacement theory, These experiments, coudncted at t.he
.,o C_neral Atomic linear electron accelerator facillties in San Diego, _ndicated
_-.
_: that p on n silicon solar,cells ar._gallium _rsenide solar cells agreed
: quite well -_Ith the theoretical p'_dictions1'2. Ho_ever_ n on p silicon solar
cells were observed to exhibit damage rates greatly in excess of those pre-
:. dieted by theory _e a _h_nctlonof increasing electron energy. Although the
}, data obt_iBed in these initial experiments confirmed the steep energ_v
';_ depender_e of electron radiation ds;esge.,for n on 9 silicon solar cells, the
._ _.atawere not adequate for accurate power supply design calc-_3_a'tionsdue to
lack of sufficient statistical data and lack of i.rfformationon the depe.nSence
?
_ of t.hiseffect on base _terial resistivity. In additions s_ Insuf_ici..nt
number of ape.cimenswere obtal_ed fcr laboratory study in the _ete_minatlon
of the e_rgy levels ar_.defect mechanisms responsible for ti_eobse_wed
_. departure from existing theory,
--. L_aeto the _nc,_m_s_,Aguse of the more r_d!ation-resistant n on p high
¢ resistivity s_licon solar cells in the construction of sz%ellite _olac eel].
--_ pc,war su_[v sy_te_, a third _eries of experlmeuts were perCo_med iz May 1964
-4 at _he Oe._Pal Atom/.clinear electron accelerator facilities. The objectives
:_ of th!s tbi.rdseries of experiments were: (1) to obts.inst_tistlcally
#-
"-',-" significant and _zcurate data on the e_n_r_tdependence of electron radiation
5
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..- _amage, (2) to deternii,_the effect of re_istivlty on the dsmage,r_-taand
" energy-dependence, and (3) to obtain added specimens &ud information for
further _lalysis of t.beenergy levels and defect ._chanisms _esponslble
for electro,_radiation damage !.nsilicon. The purpose of this pape.ris
the p_'esentationof the.results of tbeue experlmen*.s. The ne_ section
- describes the.conduct of the experiments; Section III present_ the results
and analysis of the data, and Section l_/prese_,t_the conclusion_ based on
the data _btmined in this series cf experiments.
Descril_tiou of E_.periment__s.
: In this section a desoriptlon of the experiments and experimanta]
• +_oclmioueswill be p_sented. Subjects to be .ov.r.d include the description
I
i of the test specimens, the _essure_nts perfon_d before, durir<g,and after
the _xperiments: the be8_ dis_%mosticsused to de_ermlne the radiation
.'c environment, and the techniques used to a_alyzo the data and determine the
energy dependence of the damsge chareeterlstics.
::- Test 3_._c_
_'- -.
..- _ T_aetest spec_msns consisted of both p on n and n on p silicon solar
.- -. cells and bulk n-type and p-type sil_con materi_l. The p on n _i].Icon
• solar cells u_ed in this experime,n% were commerc!al_,off-the-shelf Hoff_an
- 0.2 to 2.0 ohm-cm cells of nominal 9 per cen_ efficiency. These cells a_m
•. from the _ame.lot of cells that were used in the p_vlous two high energy
electron experiments and_ .hence, serve as a comp_a_isonwith previous ex-
perbments. The n on p silico_ solar cells were specially ,-onstructeddevices
in which base mate.rl_lresistivity was ccntroL'tedand selected to within
plu_ or minus 5 per cent for t_ _mduetion of data scattering due to variations
abou_ uomlna! _sistivitY. The resistlvitles were actua!ly mea_tu-edafter
the final diff-asionprior to the a_plication of contacts, '_ reslstlvities
_aseafor.the.n on p cells we_ 1.3, 3.3, and 10.6 ohm-am. In .addition.
some ?.lohm-cm n on p silicon so!_a,cel]._were tested at I M_ but were not
available for the higjaeren_.rgyexper_e.nt_. Several n on p 1.2 ohm-cm
1964019238-096
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Western Electric cells Trom the.same lot uzed in the previous experiments
were included in the experiments for comp.arieonwi_h previ<rasdata and also
for e_m_-Ison with _he l.3 ohm-am n on p Noffman solar cells.
In addition tc _he solar cells, 150 ohm-erap-type _d 1G0 ohm-eran-type
silicon were included. Th_se specJmens _-e_ _re-cut to the co_zenticnal six
arm bridge co_figuratlon for post-lrradiation measaremer.ts of Hal/ effects.
These measurements of Hall effect% in addition to measurements of diffusion
length versus temperature on the solar cell specimens, are analyzed to obtain
information on the energy levels mud defect mechanisms induced _ a 9anction
of electron energy.
M_asurements
A large._rmber of measurements were performed on all specimens prior
be. duri_ a_d after the irradiations. Some measurements were perfot_m_d
during the actual conduction of the i±-radiationat the l_nac site. Other
measuremants_ such as minority carrier diffusion ].er_hs and HaL! effects,
which could not be conducted at the.llnac site ware performed at the STL
laboratories immediately after completion of |The complete
ser_¢m of measurements will be described In.this section.
Minority carrier dlffusio__lengt_ were measured on each _olar cell
befo_m and after irradiation. These m__esurements were obtained using the
S_ 1 _4evVan de Graaffo _als technlqae *or diffusion length measu__ment
has been described in tae lit£rature _ and couslsts of relating _he obse_ved
steady state sho_ circuit current produced with ionizing radiation to the
minority csa-rierdiffusion length of the bulk materla&. Minority carrier
lif_t,Imecmn be obtai_md from this measurement using the diffuslo_ coefficient,
D, of the carriers in the material of int_'est. With these diffusion
1,._mgthmeasurements, a commonly used damage constant, known as a K value,
is obtained w_th the followiz_ equation:
! = i T
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l which reduces to
: b _o
t
: Tt_ principal requirement for this K value to be meaningful is that _ log-!og
: plct of dlffu_ion length versus integrated fi_txexhibit a -1/2 slope, if
i this condition is not met, th_n difTerent K vslues will be obtained on any
l
given cell depending upon the integrated flux chosen to calculate the K value.
!
i z_refore, prellm!m_ry ex[perlmentsare always conauc_ed with the 1 Mev STL
Vsn de 3r'_u_ffon a given lot of cell_ before pe_rfo;-mingan off-site experiment
to insure,that the cells follow these charac_erist._c degradation equations
%
based• on simple displacement th_oxwo
Minority ca_'rlerdiffusion lengths were also me_ured ludirectl_"at the
linac site through the established relation between short circuit current and
J..
minority carrier dlff_sion length for a g_en lot of cells. This relationship
between short circuit cur_mnt and minority carrier dif.._sionlength is
established for any given lot of cells with the 1 Mev Van de Graaff before
proceeding to sn off-the.-siteexperiment. Minority c_rrier diffusion .!c_-_ch
values obtained with this indirect technique are then compared wit_Aminority
carrier diff'aslonlengths measured directly sfter the completion of the
• exper_,_nts. Lu addition3 all cells irradiated at the higher electron
energies are caecked for i_Qection level dependence of the minority carrier
diffusion length over a range,extending from spproximately one-sun illumination
dowD to the llmitc imposed by min_m_ Van de Gr_ff beam currents and s_al-
to-noise levels. This injection level range cove_-sapproximmtely six orders
of ms_.nit,_de.Although it is predlct_d by Hal/, Shockley-_-:ad reco_'_ination
_tatistlcs _hat minority carrier lifetime; sad hence minority carrier dlffus__on
length, muat exhibit injection level dependence_ the injection level region
in _;hichthis del_udence occurs is importsmt in the anaiysls of the data to
insure that meam_em_nts made at different inJectiou level_:be comparable,
A-5-_
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l-Vcharacteristics were obtained on all solar _ells with a 2800OK
unfiltered tungsten illumination source, The approximate sunlight e_liv_ient
Jntensity of this illumin_tion so___ceis llO to ].j_0mw/cm_. l_e to the
diffe1_nces between the s_ectrs3,cont,._ntof solar iL!umin_tion sad 2800°K
tungste_ illumination and the spectral dlfferen_.er in various t_pes and
_nufacturers' solar cells_ it is not possible to mainrain constant _bsolute
inte;_iby on t_ ].i_htt_ole and at the same time sFeclfy constant __an!ight
_. equivalent illu_sinatio_, Therefore, this lllumln_tion source is absolutely
. calibrate.__.uathis _libration has been mainta.inedover the last four years
for _poses of comparing data on a large number of diffelent ___r_ents,
. As a result, the actual sunlight ec2_ivalent Intensity will va_" between_-
• _. diffe1_ types of cells del_ndir_ upon their initial diffusion lengt_
_;. -. and surface (.h_racteristics. ___e.choice of the 2800°K _ngsten illamiu_ticnis based on its ease of reproducibility a_d m_in_enance over a long period
_- of time and the fact that _t _mplifles the base region diffusion limited
- _- portion of the sol.arcell out,ratwhich is most directly affected by charged
p_rticle irradiation, _-.nd.minimizesdifferences due to vari_tious in surface
ch_racte.-.isticsdv_ to the lack of short wa_ele_th ener_ in the turgsten
spe.ctt_m. Although no solsa,ill_nminationm_asurem_nts were obtslned on these
cells, previous me.asurements obtained in a large m_mber of experiments _llow
reasouable predictions cf .perfo_mmaceunder solar,illumination based on the
t_Angstenillumination data,
From the I-V char_cteri-_ticswhich .areobtained _fter each individual
radiation exposure, plots of short circuit current denslty_ Jsc _ versus
integrated electron flux are obtai_d, These short circuit curren_ de_it_as
m'_ expressed .Interms of ma/c,_ for s 90 i_r cent active area device. Hence,
devices with different grid _t_._cturesth_u those of the sta_da_d devlc_ with
a i mm wide collector strip _-a_uingthe long edge of the cell are nor:_lized
to this configuration. Onc_ again, this norm_alizat_onto a standard device
is necessar_ in order to perfo_n meaningful cam_rtso_ of dat_ on d_fferent
types of cells irradlated over the y_.ars in diffe.rentekq_rlmants. For ex.ample,
A-5-5
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short circuit currant den_ [ty in te_ms of ma/cm_-for a i x 2 cm cell with
1the collector strip located along the _engL.hof the cell would be obtai_ed
by simply dividing the observed short cizccit ct_rrentby a factor of two_
whereas shoi'tcirc-_itcurren_ density for a ceil _ith _he collector strip
located along the short edge would be obtained by dividing the observed shor_
circuit current by a factor of 2.11. "fheI-V curves are.a!.soused to obtain
degradations of open circult vol_age aad maxi_ power output as a function
of integrated f].ux.
In order to obtain a damage constant from _he plots of short circuit
current degradation versus integrated flux for co_rf_riso_nwith K values and
for determination of energy dependence, a value known as the critical flux
is determined. Critical flux was defined several years ago as integrated
flux 1_quired to reduce the short circuit oArrent 25 per cent. TD_Isamounted
to a reduction in short circuit ct_rent under 2800°K tungsten llhumination
from 25 F_/cm2 initial to 19 m_/cm2 for a cell wlth a minority carrier diffusion:.
length of i00 _z[cro_ under an illuminstion of al_roxhrm_ely ll0 mw/cm_ sunlight
equivalent. D_ing the past few years, however, typical minority carrier
diffusion lengths h_ve been observed to range from 175 microns to 225 microns.
Since the normal condlt_on is for the mlncrity carrier diffuzion lengt-hsto
{
degrege to equal values independent of original values for a given resistivity
r and tYl_ of material, _he definition of critical flux as integrated flux required
i to produce a short circuit current of 19 ms/era2 has been _-etalned,even thoug_
i it now represents more than 25 per cen_ dcgradat_on under tungsten ii!_mi_atlon
: for current state-of-the-art solar cells, l_.isapproach allow_ maanlngfal
comparison of data obtained on current state-of-t,he-a__tde_'izesand data
, pret.louslyobtained over the past several yesa-swhere orlgina! output,charact..
eristica were s_mewhat lower due to lower _inority csrrler diffusion .£engt_.
Since K in Eq. (2) is In_rsely proportional to Integrated flux, the _'eciprocal
o_ the crltical flux is plotted versus ener&V for ...... __oml_ _.o..with K value._. As
in the c6_e previously &Iscussed with minority carrier diffusion length
meas_rements, specimerm from each individual lot cf ce_s are irradia_.d with
- %
i
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1 Mev electrons prlor to a_7 off-the-slte irradiations to insure t?_t theslope of the short circuiZ curren degrad_tlon characteristic followe _
I 6.25 na/cm2-decade _lope characteri_tic of normal solar cells illl_i_ate_
under t_se condltior_.
After completion of t'heseries of experiments at the linac site, further
_ m_seurements were l_rformed in the i_boratcz_ to _ellr_.atethe energy levelsre ponslble for the obse._ed degradati ns. }[alleffects m asur m nts ou the
p-type 8a_/n_type s_cimens are l_-rformedon specimens [rradi,_tedat e_h
I energy at several integrated fluxes to determine the ener@y levels responsible
for majority carrier trapping. In addition, mlnorJty carrie_ diffusion length
i versus temperature _easare_nts are obtair_d using_the Van de Graaff to
lllumlnate a solar cell placed in a cryostst. From these data, clependence
of miuorlty carrier lifetime,ou temperature is obtaizmd. This _echnlque has
_, the advantage over direct measurements of _nority carrier LifetLme with
I IrJlsed_echniques in that the e £fects of trapping £eveis _ removed due to
the steady state conditions of the measurement a_ opposed to the conventlon_i
transient techniques for measuring minority csau=lerlifetime. _"hesedata
are then aua_yz£d uslug Hall, Shockley-Read statistics in an effort to f_t
-4 4-
t_m ooserved slopes w_h the p_rticulaz e_mrgy level _sponsible for minority
carrier recombination.
Dosimetry
In order to obtain qaantita%ive, accurate data, p_rticular attenti_m
was given to m_urements cf beam ,_nergO',distribution: _md intensi_y.
Electron be_m energy was dete_zned by (_ueral At_uic _rsormel with a
callbra_d steerlr4_magnet. This magnet .hadbeen previously calibrated
t.hrou_ha series of r mg_ _nergy relat_ormhips to within pl_s or minus
2 per cent. M_F_.o_" current wa_ cupplied by a re_ulated I.._wersupply insuring
a constant m_g_ : field tY_c.ugh _he steering magnet. Any appreciable
drift or change in beam energy due to oF_-ratlngcharac_ez'ist.icsof the.
accelerator would result in loss of beam at the lx_rtwhere tb_ exper_a_nt_,2
apparatus wa_ located. Correctloz_.were applied for ener_Lv loss of the
A-5-7
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:: beam in traversing the exit port wJudow _ _,irittthe determination of thej.
:-. ene.rgy incident upon the t_t _c[mem_.
Bea_ spre_L_. gae _.comp.llshedwith ,_a_ripole focus!rg magnets s_
..:
air scattering t.oproduce a beam spot large enough to _cc_modate the testi
_pec_e1_. Polaroid fi_..L_was used _o determine beam posit!on and dlst_ibutio.u
o_r the _sm _a and to position the test _"" ". s_ _me_s. T_e _oisroid.film vas
ilsed 8_S_ coarse lud_ea_or of beam a,_ _ ,  "_c_8_°-,;
_.J....r_b_.o_, and cell degra_at£o_._as
a functlon of _,csit.!onwas u_ed _ a more acc_re_, dete_iD_tion of bear_
: distribution. E_e quad__!pol¢magnets _re drlv_n with re_u].atedpower
s:appliesa)_df_.nqdto he suite stgoleo Due to the.small diameter o_ the
j-
_ _cce!erator d_'Iftt_£oes,however° bb_re w_-_a practical limit to t._ _mxi_ALn
bea_ spot.slze that could be produced in the drift tubes. To obtain _arther
•" defocus_n_, the expezimental ai_garatuswas located a stu_'icientdlsta_,__
z frc_ ._heexit port window to L_ke _d_-antsgeof small a_gle air scattering
for -_urtherImpro_me._lhin baeansize _nd distribution. Particular dlsta_es
t
between the e_xperiment_l apparat_ and the be,amexit port wiD_c_ were dete_m[ned
by the enargy of the beam and ranged from skv.inches to three f_eto In all of
the experiments the beam are_ exceeded 25 on'-a0 half of the _e_k intensity.
0_!y the center _ cm2 of the total,b_.amwas used for sample Irradistlon
: whereID intensity grs&le_ts were Less tha_ 5 per cent.
....'al e_t._ -,-onintensity was zonltored w_th a Fa/-ad._ m_p of conventional
design. %_e in_er sensing cha_ner ",:a_tonsil-irkedof cozn_r 50 _' thlo.kand
was moum_Led in a !arg.__reve=n_atedchamber which was fore pv_ped and trapped
to s prescure o,_ le_s than l0"3 Tort. The bottom or target _vea cf the
FaA'a0._.ycup coatai_ed a _ M_v thick al.umlm_/_plate to _educe th_ back-_,cKttered
: _ieet_'onco_ore_It to _ minimum. I_ addition, a COpl_r back-scatter shieS.d
was utilized to reduce the b_ck scatter solid a_g].ea fsc._orof ten, Additional
b_ek scatter control ,;a_exercised Lhrough the,applica_lon of grid bias
. directly above the entr&uce a!_rt_u"eto _&e inner sensip_gchamber. A_p!leat_on
of 6rld volts_e from -400 to _00 volts Izdicated th,__tilelow ene.rgQ_b._ck-
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each series of ex_.ri_.nts at an>, g_t-en e_rgy by }oZar_'id fi]_, it_ _ddlbion;
beam ez_erEy .mee_ure=_nts %=ere perfoi_-med _atilizi;_ t.he calibrated steering
._,gnet before ,and a_.er eseh series of _-un_ to determine any _.evi_tion c_
g_. _u _Jerie8 of ifrs_li_tions,
Pre- Jrradlat-ion _x_-_ri=_znt.s
_,- +_ cf i,_v _ie._ro_ ".me_.ulO_._ ip prev._ou$ sections_ a .omole__ serie8 I
r_is.tion _.egradstions were ±el_urmea on _a_m_le ceZbs fro_ each lot cf
[ cells -_-_ ,","p . pa_ed for th_ high epmr_,_yexperiments. _,-_ei_u--poseof ti_ese
" iror_.iation& "_'as %_ofcid: _,--;to ae_Kdire degradation cPm_-a_te._i_ti_s in the
/ t
ener_ _"_ar4e from 0.,: to 1.0 Mev for each particular grou/, of cells and
k22 to queiif2f tile groups of ee]!s as to linearit} -_and slope of both the
8hc-_ c!zcult curre_lt _nd _i_or_t_ carrier difxAlsloq !er_th degradation
characteristics, =i_.ee_.pe__._.l eond_txon8 utilized oD the I _ev STL
Van de Gra&ff expe!-ime.r,tsa'e _aeh s_upler than those requi)_d at the higher
energies arzd f'_rthe_ are dese._ibed in de_ elsewhere _. essem'.:e_ the
aceul-acy w__th %;nJch beam':ener_ _, distribution, and .... _ "•n_en=i_-_ cau be determined.
with this machine is bett_._rthan plus or mim_,s 2 per ee_t, For these reaso_ns
r_ud also bec_l,_ or" t_ _ady av_l_abil_t__..., of this machine for 9_irther
calibrat_._ns _nd cheeks ss required, all da_a are _..____._=__"_-__-_'4;and m_lal2zed°_
to _,,._'vdata 7;here Dmcessary or desirable.
F_e ri.nental Results
_para_; linse exl_-iments were conducted at four e_t'gies: =0.,_ M_v,
i_.4 _,_-_-,6=h M6v, aud 2.7 _gv. Inclade6 vlth these data a_ ezper_me_te&
re,,__ts ,1.eeadditional _ata obtained on the STL _az. de Graaff ab i.,0 _'_v:
0,G ._v, _nc_ ..._ _:,, _ne resulting electron e[_'_r_ dependen;.e of the
" " _ ° T
_-_lizt._on damage -s determined by u_._llzi__ both K valu-_.sand ;'ee._rocal
critical _luxes. ".'he_ v_.,.!eswere obr_ai,__edfrom difl_u.slon length m_.9_urements
_th the V.er_de Gras2:f _%ccel_r_tor a_d with the calibrated light _curce,
The rez[proesA cri_,i_:al fi_Lx determinatlo_s _e.ee _cq'o.iredfrom shor_c ei_i_il.
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..ur.,,.nudegradation e_,_sct_-risz_s. _ addition3 several e_Jerf_- levels-
...-
_ Xall r_fi'eets_._eu:eement-_on bulk si_ieou. Adaitlom_l .]_u._-e___ntsof
9 m/,_,_r_.y _-&,.i'.lerdirT,!on length "3elmndenee on te_-_lerature are curr_ntly
,% un.@.erk_y, but hhese expe-r?_utc ar_ tBe su'osequent data ar._Lysis are not
completed a_ ti_ tvime of the -,_-i_ o_ this pa!_el:_d_ thefofo_ ,&re not
_- _,:_.lulud.._.",_-_ h_re but "_"_ "-_ considered Jn detsil in _._.t_rereports, "._..ne
z" _ be dew,ted to the _resentatlon of th_F re.maleder of this zectio_ " _"_
.-_ ..x=_-oerimentef[.. ds.t5 and the results of the _ubseqaent date. a__mCty-_is.
¢
._i _radagion of Solar .Cs].IC.at_t Ctaar_e'._rtsgies
-g" _'m inclusion of all the ra-w dat.e obtained in this _eries of experi_ntg
_: is beyond _he eeo_ of thi_ pa_.r; however, these data will be presented -5
in a later NASA f-..'e_.ort_Contr_c._ "- "" _"f_S_-3_O5, under which this work w_s
[,
£ Sl_on;_,n_d,Typ_ieai _ata plat8 will be inch)dad, however, to illustrate the
$ ty.pe of data o-Drained and the techniques ut]ilzed in their :-m_iy_is, _!_e
_- fJ_l ._egult._of the analyses of _-.-he_edata are summ_zized in Table I. included
in Table i are the values cf critical flux, _cipr¢._:alcritical fluxes, _nd
:' h"vs_ues for each cell. type. gt e_ch en_.rgy studied. It i_: from these data
.: that subsequent _lots of damage coefficienT.sversu_ energ_vwere obtained.
%
;_ S-howT;in Figure 1 _ze _:%_icax 4if_a=ion length degr_d.ation cu_%,es g_ a
"_
( function oi electron intega-atedf!,xxat 1..0May far several types of cells.
"t f_- should be noted that the d._&a 2olnts flt the -i/2 slope., shown as _ solid
--: line, quite accurs.te.Ij"i_sulting in a meani_._al K value i;_ the qualificationw." • "
.__:
.... •, '" (e)
..;: of t_se cells to s_-_piedisp!ace;._:ntl-_cry _s given by _q_, t*) and
the previous section_ _gure 2 presen!;_ a t_picsl. I-V c}-m_-6cterisZlc versus
_. integrated electron s_ux at !6.4 bg.v. This tigttreis typica]_of the an.tu_!
•i raw da_,a obtalned _t _..helin&c site and is the so_rce of sdbseq_tent plo_s 09
£ short cilcait current density (j c): o_,n circuit voltage (roe), a-__d_x-_/m;m?
power output (Pma_:)versu_ integrated el_cgr-'._nflux. Sh_n in Fig-are.3 _.sa
_5_glcal,._lotof- • degradat.Lon_,ersusi_tegrated flux fo_ cells i_'r_dia%'_.d
1
i
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with 2 ......7 l_v o_-_trons_. Note that a mlnimam of four celi.sax:dsometimes
cedis of each given t_-peare sho_l on the c_ve. '.,_nescatter _umomg
• each individual gr,_apof cells is typical]:y less than plus or minus 2 per
m_'cm#-de_--'/efits all the data quite well.
-- cent, A standard s].o-_eof 6,25 / -_
degradation sl-,peuuder equivalent s_u ill_u__inztionwotu!dbe _pproxhmately
4.5 v_-.cm-deca_.efor 1 x 2 cm2 cells D_vlng an active are& cf i.8 cm2
T,he_c values shown in T_blc £ are the integrated fluxes req:alredto produce
, 2
a J of 19 _IC_-' on plots of thls tyl_O. A sh_ft in ce.]_ltype or en_r_]Sc
o_mp_ represents a lateral s_ifb of the c_racteristic _1o£_ as sho_m in
Figure 3 to the appropriate _ c value indicated in T_ble I, The init_,al
J values for these cells lie in the 27 to 29 maitre_ rsm4_ewith correspon_i_
8e
init._alm_norlty c_'rier dif,._asionleng_h_ in the.175 to 225 _Icron range.
• : -i veT.sus8ho_uain Fig._re 4 and Figure 5 are plots of K versus E _nd _ c
E for the p on n cello teste_ in this series of expe.rlments. Also shown in
these figures are so._ data obtained iu a pre-v:icusseries of experlmer.t_. .l%e
: solid line shown _n Figure 4 is i_entical to the solid line sho_ in Figure 5
• C_alldi_ dete___ninedbs' a best fit to both _he K values and the _ values,
.. jointl$,. 'l_edashed lilm shown in Fig%u_es h &ud 5 represents predictions
bs.sedon classical Coul_'_ scatter__ngand simple di_.piaceme_t_;%eo_7/.As
is ob_erve_, the_fit of the exl_rlments_ dat_ with the p_dicted ener_z
dependen-;ei_ rea_on_bl2 good. I_ is inter&stir-_to note that t_ _.high
elmr_- ta._lobserved :inpro_visasexpe._im_nts is not e_±ae-,ced.hereand _as,
therefore, most ProbablF due to data scaf_ex'!_gthro'_vh resistivity variances
or undetected sh_f_ in machine,char.m._t_._risticsn the previous exper_xe.nto
, F£gu.res6 s_ud7 show the eoer_' dependeuce of tl_ K v&iues and the
_c"'lv,._!uesfor the n.on p silicon solar cells te_ted. The solid l'[nes
drawn through the d%ta points are identical in both figures in sh.@e as well
as sepsa-atio_, The good f'itef the sets of !iu_s to the d_Za indicates
sg._ement in the e_rgy .:_per_de_ea_ obtained by K values with that obtained
_c _]" values. Further, each line :inthe.._.'tof lines i6 p_rsii,_ltoby
each other; indicatirg tl_t the ene:-gydependence o£ _he degradation of
A-5-12
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"' silicon solar cell characteri+tics is independent of base material re.sistivity
-. in this energy r&_ge. Shown in both Figures 6 _ 7 at !6.% Mev are da_a on
t_m older Western Electric cells of the.type used in previous experlmentso
_.2 ol_m-cm,and therefore are compa_'able_: Th_e ceJ_1.shave a resistivity of I _
with t_e.1.3 ob_+-cmHoff_n cells. _ne K vs&aes indicate essentially
_, Identical values confinming that reproducibility is obtainable with materials
from different sources processed at different times by different msm.ufactu_rs.
-I
,-. The agreement is not quite as good in Figtu'e7 on the basis of _c
_! but this Is anticipated on the "oasisthat manufacturing techniques are
+_': continuously improving surface characteristics and over-all collection
)= efficiencies which in tur_ affect the _c-I values. The dashed c_m,e shown
);. in Figures 6 and 7 indicates the predicted energ_¢dependence b_sed on -
_.- re!ativlatic Coulomb scattering and simple d.i_gLacement theo+-_'.As evidenced
=/
'+ in previous experiments, n on p cells cad, hence, p-ts_pesilicon depart
radically fr,mmthis relstionzhip since damage rates at 40.0 _v are
_: approximately a factor of 30 greater th_n those observed at l.C Mev .as
-2-
v-.. opposed to a factor of three as predicted by theory.
{' in eL] the g v_lues pl-esented In the pre_iou_ fi_a_s, measurements of
_ the dependence of the minority cacrier dif__asionlength on injection level
_. were pe.rfoz_ed. No injection lewel dependances of consequence were observed
-v in t_ carrier density rar_e covered in these e_perlmen_s, i.e., from one
10-6
sun..ill_kmination level to approximately stulillumiDo;blonlevel. It is
} _nticipa_ed, however_ that measuI_ments at higher injection.!eve]_ would
"< indeed Indicate injection level dependences as predicted by Hall_ Shockley+
Read recombir_tion theory+;however., the geometry _nd characteristics of
o:
_- these solar cells ave s _ch that _ppreciab.l_h_gher in3ection levels cannot
-_i readily be obtained.
++_: The typically observed degrMation in Voc a_ e+f%u_ctionof integrated
_: e!ectro_ f!_ux,mat_rlal tyl_, and resLstlvlty is shown in Figure 8. Data
"_ scatter of approxim_tel_v _ to 3.0_¢ is %nhe_nt in these data slr_cesolar
),
..°
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cell cooiir_ is provided b7 blowing 8mDient laboratory air over _he
[ s_ci_ns_ ar_ the tempers_ure of the ambient air rout_nely_v_ries 4°C_ to 5°C
deDendip_ upon ambient he_t loads 82Ad tlzm_.of d_. There are several
interesting features v.hich appe_r in these d_ta. 'l_neobserved degradation
: fits a straight line with a slope of approximate]0" 40 my/decade reasonably
well in sJ.l cases regardless of cell type. and resistivity. -_Is degradation
rate is coas_derably in excess of that obse_n_d by simply lowering the
: illumination level an mnount correspoudiD_ to short circuit current de-
gradet_om or sliding the original. I-V c}_u_a_tarlstlcs downws__d on the
current axis to the appropriat_ short circuit current value. _ _Dserved
s_ditlo_al degradation iD. V _s most ].Ikely due to ra_liation-in@aced
oc
changes in the saturation current I° and possibly t.he constant, A, %_hlch
appears in the expo_.nt of the diode equation. The initial values of
V and subsequent absolute values of V as a _maction of integrated flux
• ": Ca OC
show the antlcil_ted decrease with Increasing reslstivit F. Not observed
here, however_ are increases in _he degradation rate for the higher l_sistivlt_
material. Actu_]_l_, _his lack of Increased _egr_datlos rate for the higher
resistivities is not s_rprislng a_ the expos_u_e levels used for these
experiments. FOX example, an exposure of aFproxlm_tel_l 2 x i015 e/era2
at 1.0 Mev would be required to introduce active defect ooncer_orat_oD_ equ/al
to i0 per cen_ of the original _ _ _majority carrier co_centretion in 20 ohm-cm
p-t_q_e silicon. Since defect co_cenbratlor_s of _is magnitu.-le or greatei-
wou].d be _qulred to produce resistivity incr_ e_, and hen._-e8_dditlo_/_l
open circuit voltage degradations# the absenz. _ t!is effect in Figure 8
is expel:ted. Additional exposures _yond 2.x _.' e/cm sho[id restult in
sm. increase in V degradation rates for the higaer rests _b_ cells b_it
oc
adequat_ beam time for these longer e_]_s'ares was not a_a_.l_ole in _his
series of exl_ri_,nts,
Fi_re 9 illustrates the _ff_ct of resistivizy on maximum power output
degradation _s n fur_tion of integrated flux for a random selection of I_V
characteristics. :F_ese data _-ere obt_iDmd by correcting, t.he appropriate I-V
A-5-14
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" ch_racterlstics to equivalent I,0. M_v integrated fluxes under solar illumination
_ of awproxlmate3..yone sun intemjity usir_ a short circuit current degradation
2 b.
-_ ra*_ of 4.5 m_/cm--decade as determined by previous er_eriments '. As observed
,_- in Figure 9, the mav_t_mmpo_er outp1:tdegradation _s a i_anctionof integrated
% flux is noticeabl_'improved at higher res_stivities even though the decreased
-C
_ voltages obtained at higher resistivitias detracts from the increased radiation
•. reelstance of the short c_rcuit current. The lsrge amount of scatter eviden_%
_. in these data ks due to the random selection of points and.is indicative of
what may be anticipated In the sc,mal design of sol.atcell s_Tays usi_ large
._ _mbers of commercially available.solar cells.
4 R_dls_tion Induced Energy Levels in Silicon
'_" The Hall, Shockley-ResA_recombination s%atlstics predict, for a given"._'_
_ recombinmtion energy level, the dependence of minority ca_'rierlifetime
degra_.ationon base m_terial resiztivlty. Using diffu_lon length degradation
..- data aud _pprop'_'iatedlffu._ionccefflalents for p-type materiel res_stlvities
k
_' of 1.3, 3.3, 10.6, and 21.0 chm-cm, an energy l_el of E - E = 0.17 ev7
fits th_ recombination st_tlstics equations quite ";ell as showu in F.igurelO.
#
Additional m_asure_._nts of dependence of mluority carrier lifetime on
_emperature are currently underway to veri_, this energy level; however_
• :'@ sufficient data sa-enot available at the time of the preparation of this
i paper. _ resulting fit for the 0.17 ev level is in agreement with data
previously obtained by Wer_he_m § but is not in agree,meritwith d_ta obtained
by B_ickm_6. Using.the defect introduction rate of th_s level as determined
by H_ll meam_rements on u-type silicon, an electron capture cross section of
the order of lO-15 cm2 is obtslned which is also In agreement with d_a
_. repc,%ea by Werthelm 5. 'l_i_fit of t_he0.17 ev level to the n ou p _olar
cells irradiated e_ a ftuuctionof electron energy would imply that the
defect introduction rate of this Level should exhlbit the same energy
. dependence as previously shown through K values _ud _c -I values_ However,
_ ...qaLl.measurements on n-type silicon obtained in previous experim_nt_ indicate
_" A-5-15
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that the defect introduction rate of this level s_ a funct:on cf electron
_nergy closely foll._,_st_e theoretical pzmdictions of a factor _f three
.'ncressefrom 1.0 to 40.0 Fev rather than a f_ctor of 30 increase as implied
by the analysis of the data with Hall..Shockley-Read recombination statistics.
It i_.evident, therefore, that a be.sicinconsistency exists in the 1__sults
of the _na!ysis of the data as presented here. Since the Hall measu_.eme.n_s
yield a direct ir_ication of ener_ level, whereas the analysis through the
use of Hall, Shock;iey-Readrecombination _tatistics requires assumption of
sil_/lelevel recombination and empirical curve fitting, the results of the
ansiysis baaed on reccmbinatlon statistics are suspect. In addition, resls_i-zlty"
dependence data were obtained only .overone order of magnitude wherein far
more confidence-would exist in the results if data were obtained over three or
fo%_ orders of magnitude variation in resistivity. Further the assumptlou of
single level recombinatio_Jmay quite easily be an oversimplification of the
situation inasauch as many workers have obtained data which cannot be reasonably
fit under the ass.mmgtlonof single level recombination models. In any event,
considerable additional effort will be required to clarify this existing
incormIsteucy.
Acquisition of Kall data on the.p-type and u-t_vpe sJllcon irradiated
in this series of experiments is not at this time complete. D_ta acqulr_d to
date, shown in Figure ll, indicate that the defect introduction rate depe_lence
of t_e Et - Ev = 0.3 ev de__ct level in 150 ohm-erap-type silicon does not
follow the theoretical predlctlo_. The data shown in the figure indicatm
that the defect introduction rate is s factor of lO hlgher _t _0°0 Mev th_a
at 1.0 Mev in disagreement with theory which predicts approxlmately a factor
of three and also in disagreement with the observed factor of 30 from K and
_c"l val-je_. If the acquisition and analysis of further dmta support the
energ_ dependence as showr,iu Fig_are!l, it would imply that %-/lislevel,
commcnly J_ferred to as tl_ divacancy ez,.ergylevel7, does r,ot predominantly
control the recombi_tion process in either n-type or p-ty_e silicon. Pre]dmlnary
results from the analysis of the Hall measurements, on the 100 ohm-eran-type
A-5-16
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'_- _ilico,n_ thol_h not yet como!ete confirm previous measurements8 J.nprevious
_: expe.r_meatsthat the defect _troduct_on rate of the 0.17 ev level iB
:{_ relatively insensitive tc incident electron ener@7/and appears to follow
-" simple displacement theory and rel_ativis_ic Coulomb scattering laws.
A
"_- Slm_mary aridConclusloD_
The i.r_maryobjectives of this series of experiv_nts were: (1) to obtain
_..
j_ statistiea__lysigr_ific_atand acctu_a_eqnantitatlve dat_ on the energy
4- depen_en,.',eof electron radiation 4amage in silicon, (2) to detei_atnethe
W
_.' effect o£ resistivity on the damage rate and energy dependence_ and (3)
__. to obtain data on the energy levels and defect mechanisms responsible for
}:. electron radiation damage in silicon. The flz_st_'._objectives were
_:: accomplished resulting in an accurate,energy depea4ence i_anctlonover the
Z practical range of interest fro_ 0.4 Mev to 40.0 Mev. Estimation of
,e. solar cell.radi:_tlondamage _5 s_r)sequent_ower suppl_ Segregation in space
;:,:. for n on p cells of any resistivity c_n be perfoz_e.dwith the rest_lts of these
,; experiments to an accuracy better than the knowledge of the radiationb
,i_ environment in sp_-e. !It was also observed that t.heshape of tD_ energy
;_ depen4ence curve of eiLec_on radiation damage in p-type _ilicon is
-" independent of resistivity _s_d, therefore_ the difference in the absol_te
v._
:';- damage rates for any energ_ ,,vet the. _'ar,g_ of resistivities from i.O to
_- 21.0 ohm-eracan be predicted &uit_ accurately. As a resul_ of these findings,
_ it will be possible to de ar._/- further testing on ncn p selsa_ cells at 1.O
Mcv and extrapolate the damage che_acterlstlcs to othex-electro_Jenergies.
"..-_
.', This tec.hniqaehas several _ivantages in that ti_ conduct cf experiments at
_:" l.O Mev is an expedien_ and economical ta_k and_ further, the large number.
4£ of 1 M_v Van de Oraaff accelerators current_, i_ operatir,.nrelatlve _o the
"_[ higher ener_ linear accelez'ators renders _.;i_Istechnique available to a
'_ large number of organizstio_m.
.v:. The practical importance of the observed sheep energy dependence for n on p
_" solar'cells _ies in t.heintegration of this energy dependence relationship
_....,
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with the fission bets energy spectrum of the artificial electron radiation
' belt. The result of the foldln6 of the n on p silicon _olar cell er_rgy
., dependence with th_s fission electron energy spectrum is au increase in the
; _redicted damage rate.of approximately a factor of three over thst predicted
oD the basis of the theoretical e_erg_"depe_lence as charscterized by p on n
' solar cell response, Though the energy dependence of the more radiation
I .resistantn on p cells is a ,_a_chsteeper function than th_ p on n _ells_{
I
I extrapolation of th_ d_mage rs,tevers-_ energy characteristic_ indicates
i that the n on p cell w::.llremain superior to _he p on n ceL_ in radlatio_
i
! resistance to electron energies of beyond ].Bey. Hence, even though the
n on p cells suffer more rapidly increasing degradation uader hlg.herenergy
_. elect1"onsthan do p on n cells, their absolute sensitivity to radla_ioa will
always remain superior to the p o_ n cells at any electron energF of practical
interest.
T_nedata obtained on the energy levels responszble for the observed
degradation of minority carrier lifetime do not yet form a consistent
plcttu,e, The fi_ of the Ec - Er _ 0.17 ev energy level to the resistivity
dependence of the degradation of mlnortty carrier lifetime Sn p-t_pe silicon
is not consistent with defect introduction rate versus electron eaergy
me.asuremen_sobtained through Hall effects in n-type silicon, in ad_itlon,
H_.l measurement_ on p-type silicon indicate defect introduction r_te
dependence on electron energy which is different hhan either the observed
response of p-type or n-type P.iliconminority carrier lifetime degradat.io_
energy dependences, Data acquisition and ana3_y_Isare continuing in this
area, _nd it is hoped thst future results will _d iu clarlt'yingthe.s_tustion.
Once i_ is possible to pin down the energy levels responsible for minori_y
carrier recombin_tlon, At will "Depossible to hypothesize models of the
defect struc_ere and subsequentl_ establish _heoretical e_.[,_atlormto e_plaln
the observed enezgy depe._dences. Although adequate models _nd equations do
not exist at this time_ it appears evident t.hatthe eaergy dependence is
not cont_ciled by the prima_y event of the displa_,ementof a silicon atom
(
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from the.lattice site by an incident h_gh energy electron,. T_e mmchaulsm
- must.,therefore, be related to either charact_rlstlcs of secondary progeny
, dlep1._cement cr motlcn of the defects to sites wherein steble defect
_. co; _gurations and, he.nce, active energy" levels are for_d.
-z
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DISCUSSION
LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: Concerning the lifetime measurements, did
you make any measurements versus temperature or was it just versus resistivity?
MR. DOWNING: We initiated last Sunday some lifetime measurements versus
temperature, or rather diffusion length versus temperature. The first data
started coming out Monday before I left. Preliminary analysis indicated that
it was going to fit the level 0.17 ev below the conduction band better than it
would fit the other level at 0.19 above the valence band.
ADAM_ - B_I_DIX: At what energies did you go to too high an injection rate
for your bombardment? Did you change the machine?
MR. DOWNING: The General Atomic machine is a Linac, which by nature is a
pulse machine and has a duty cycle of approximately 1000. So for average
currents of a one-to-ten microamperes you're talking about currents of milli-
amperes. At these peak currents we discovered that the cells go into saturation.
QUESTION: At what energy was it that you had to start using the Linac?
MR. DOWNING: From 2.7 up. That would be 2, 6, 16, and 40 Mev. roughly.
The 1 Mev and below points were all obtained on the STL Van Der Graaf, v_ich
is a d-c machine.
_5-33
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•EFFECTS OF IMPURITIES ON RADIATION DAMAGE
OF SILICON SOLAR CELLS
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EFY_T8 OF :I_U_T_5 ON RADIATION
OF SILICON SOL_ CELLS
" by Joseph Mandelkorn, Lawrence Schwartz, Robert Ulman,
Jacob Broder, and Harold Eautz
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Bpace Administration
Cleveland, Ohio
and Richard Statler
Naval Research Laboratory
The effects of some iml_rltieB on the radiation damage of silicon
solar cells are described in reference I. The study ofIradiation damage
behavior of modified boron-doped cells led to the conclusion that boron
atoms in silicon _mmticipate in tha creation of recombination centers._
_To substantiate this conclusion, gadolinium atoms were substituted
for boron atoms in the base region of n-on-p solar cells._IFigure i
shows plots of minority-carrier diffusion-length variation as a func-
tion of i Mev electron flux for gadolinium-doped cells._ The plot for
'_ 50-ohm-ca cells appears to be composed of three distinct regions. The
central r_gi_n of the plot in the dose range 4_I015 to i.5xiO16 1 Mev
electrons/ca"c has a slope of zero. Vacancies are definitely being gen-
- crated in the cell material in this dose range. Yet, there is no measur-
able change in base region diffusion length or in cell short-circuit cur-
rent. The other two regions of the plot differ from each other as well
as from the central region in slope. It is emphasized that for plots of
the type shown only the general shape and the values of diffusion length
measured for specific dose_ are significant. The slopes between mea-
sure_ points have been r_ssisnedarbitrarily. The general shape of the
plots suggests that the rate of introduction of damage is a function of
bombardment dose as w_ll as impurity content.
The plot for the 18-o_sa-cmcells has the same three-region appear-
ance as that for the 50-ohm-ca cells. The central region has a small
negative slope, however. At a dose of i.Z<IO15 l-Mev electrons/ca _, the
diffusion length preserved in the 18-ohm-ca cells was higher than that
in the 50-ohm-ca cells. _Is situation is not unusual. The gadolinium
used to dcpe the 50-ohm-ca cell material was of lower purity than that
used to dope the 18-ohm-c= cell material. Electrically inactive impuri-
ties ar_ known to affect the formation of recombination centers in
silicon% The density ¢,frecombination centers in high-resistivity
hue material solar celis is strongly influenced by the concentration
of electrically inactivo impurities in the-dose range that includes
i0L5 l-_ev electrons/_iz. For higher dose ranges, the concentration
of electrically active impurity, gadolinium in this case, dominates
A-6-1
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recombination center formation. Thus the 50-ohm-cm cells Freserve longer
diffusion length_ for doses above 4)(1015l-Mev electrons/cm_.
Figure 2 shows the effects of bombardment on diffusion lengths of
130- and 12-ohm-cm indium-doped cells. Again the plots have a tBree-
r_gion appearance. The _lues of diffusion length preserved in the
150-ohm-cm cells far exceed those of the 12-ohm-cm cells for any specific
bombardment dose. This is similar to the comparative damage behavior of
i0- and lO0-ohm-cm boron-doped cells.1 The values of diffUsion length
preserved in the 130- and 12-ohm-cm indium-doped cells are, however, lowe_
than those preserved in i00- and lO-ohm-cm boron-doped cells, respectivel ,
As will be discussed, there is a dependency of rate of formation of re-
combination centers on the specific electrically active impurity element
as well as on its concentration.
Although not shown, the bcmbardment-damage behavior of 5- and
12-ohm-cm gallium-doped cells results in similar three-region plots.
Analysis of the plots for the various types of cells indicates that the
slope of the central region increases with increasing concentration of
electrically active impurity. A study is underway to obtain data on
the behavior of bombarded 50-ohm-cm cells containing various dopants.
It is expected that the completely flat region obser_,i in the 50-ohm-cm
gadolinium plot of figure i will not occur for 50-ohm-cm boron-doped
cells, whereas 50-ohm-eraaluminum-doped cells are expected to surpass
the performance cf _he 50-ohm-eragadolinium cells.
Figure 3 contains a formula expressing a hitherto accepted rela-
tion between the diffusion length L retained in a bombarded semi-
conductor material and the total flux _ of atomic particles. The
damage constant K contains the various factors that determine the be-
havior of the sample material in its specific environment. Figure 5
also shows plots of diffusion length versus bombardment flux for a
number of high-resistivity cell types. It is evident that none of the
plots conform with the formula. This lack of conformity was first
noted for high-reslstivity boron-_oped cells,i The 20-ohm-cm boron-
doped cell plot is shown as a stralght llne. However, the extreme left
of figure 3 also shows that values of diffusion length for high-
resistivity boron-doped cells show appreciable scatter at a dose of
1015 l-Mev electrons/cm2. The slope of a_y high-resistivity-cell plot
is strongly dependent on electrically inactive impurity content in the
dose range extending to 5XI015 l-Mev electrons/cm-2. The concentrations
of electrically inactive impurities vary with purity of dopant source,
material growth processes, section of silicon ingot from which the
wafer was c,At, and cell fabrication processes. Valid comparison of the
effects of electrically activeeis_rities on r_tlation damage can be
made only at doses exceeding _i0 Ao l-Mev electrons/cm2. In this dose
range, the superiority of aluminum-doped cells is evident from the _lots
shown.
1964019238-131
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The variability between types of cells is a result of impurities
rather than the inconsistency of measurements as shown _n Table I.
I. - UNIFOEMITY OF POST BCMBAm_T DIFFUSION
nm_B OF LmES CEU_
[i Mev electron bombardment. ]
Cell Dose, e/ca2
iIIIIO1
1.2xioTM 4.axi 5 i6 4. xLo16
Diffusion length L, g
....... /
a22-.%-8 85 ._6 29 18.4
9 85 56 29 18.5
I0 78.5 _6 50 18.9
ll 80 57 29.5 18.7
b14-52-i 45.5 19.7 18.5 14.
2 45.5 19.9 i 18, 2 14,.5
5 44.5 20.4 1 18.i 1 14.0
4 4_ 19.8 ' 18- ! ' 14.0
6 44. 5 19. 7 I ]q..% ! IS. 9f
7 45.4 19. 7 ; i3, .3 • 15.9
alSO-ohm-ca indium-doped.
bl7-ohm-cm aluminum-doped.
Materials and processes were rigidly controlled for the cells sho_u The
result is good uniformity of diffusion lengths obtained for each type of
cell throughout an entire series of bombardments.
Yigure 4 presents further data on the two types of cells considered
in table I. The cells were bombarded and their diffusion lengths mea-
sured at the Bell Telephone Laboratories (BTL).
A definite decrease in the rate of introduction of recombination
centers occurs for both the 150-ohm cm indium and the 17-ohm-ca
aluminum cells in the dose _anges 2_1014 to 8XlO14, and _(l_ 5 to
I.2;<1016 l-Mev eleetrons/cmz. The fluxes at which diffusion lengths
were measured at B_L were slightly lower then those for which values of
diffusion lengths were shown in previous figures. The values of dif-
fusio_ length determined from extrapolation of the points shown in fig-
ure _ are in very good agreement with the data presented earlier in this
report. The change in slope of the plots in the dose range 5>(10ls to
1. _1016 would appear more pronounced if the plots had included measured
values at 4XlOI_ l-Mev electrous/cm_.
 -6-3
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The plots closest to the bottom of figure & illustrate bombardment
behavior of l-ohm-cm cells. Two groups of cells having different values
of unbomb_ded diffusion lengths are compared. After bombardment to a
small dose of i0l& l-Mev electrons/cm2, the differences in diffusion
lengths preserved in each group are insignificant.
Unlike l-ohm-cm cell behavior, high-resistivity cells, which have
longer values of original diffusion le_h, preserve thei_ superiority
to bombardmer.tdoses greater than i015 l-Mev electrons/_m_. Longer
original dlff'sion lengths in high-resistivity cells v_.eindicative of
low concentrations of electrically inactive impurit_ _ in tha base region
of such cells. Consequently, the rate of introduc_Aon of recombinatic,_
centers is slower in such cells even at doses the are equivalent to
those that cells could experience after a year or more in the Van ALLen
belt. _he preservation of long diffusion lengths in fabricated high-
resistivity cells is therefore of significance in obtaining high-
radiation-damage r_sistance in practical applicatio_ _
From analysis of the characteristics of modified cells, we find
that impurities influence diffusion-length degradation, carrier removal
rate, open-circuit voltage, and Junction cha_wcteristlcs of cells. It
is, therefore, impossible to predict characteristics of cells from mere
knowledge of the resistivity of the base material. We are advancing
the following concepts to explain our observation:
(i) Bombardment-generated vacancies are mobile at room temperature.
(2) Mobile vacancies may be captured by impurity atoms or other
vacancies, forming impurity-vacancy or vacancy-vacancy configurations.
(5) Specific configurations so foz_ed can have trapping-center or
recombination-center behavior.
(4) The terminology for the variables involved in formation of con-
figurations involving capture of mobile vacancies can be patterned in a
fashion similar to carrier capture terminology. Equations showing the
relations of variables will also be similar to those for carrier capture.
Variables are
(a) Specific impurity element, its electronic state and con-
centration in the lattice
(b) Concentration of generated mobile vacancies
(c) Localized lattice imperfections
(S) Types of configurations:
(a) Y_rity-single vacancy, impurity-aultiple vacancy, and
vacancy-vacancy clusters can occur.
A.6-
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(b) The concentration of compound vacancy configurations is sig-
nificantly determined by the density of generated mobile
vacancies as well as the variables previously considered.
(c) When compound vacancy configurations exist beceuse of in-
stantaneous local generation of high d_nsities of mobile
vacancies, redistribution occurs with time at room tem-
peratures.
. Based on these concepts it is possible to explain impurity effects on
Junction characteristics,l changes in damage-introduction rate with
bombarding-particle energy and with bombardment dose, differences between
proton and electron damage introduction, and room-temperature annealing
of proton-bombarded cells. Further data establishing the validity of
these concepts and information on the behavior of high-resistlvity solar
cells under proton bombardment will be published in an NAHA report.
The study of impurity effects has led to the design and fabrication
of improved cells. With regard to the preservation of diffusion length
in the base region of solar cells after bombardment, the optimum base-
region material should contain the minimum achievable concentration of
electrically active impurity. However, the power output of the solar
cell depends upon base-region parasitic resistarAceas well as upon base-
region diffusion length. Base parasitic resistance increases with d_-
creasing electrically active impurity concentration. Furthermore, the
open-circuit voltage of cells decreases with decreasing electrically
active impurity concent_tion, while the temperature coefficient of
power output increases._ Yrom investigation of these effects, we have
concluded that the optimum concentrations of electrically active impurity
in solar-cell _terial correspond to material resistivities in the I0- to
20-ur_m-cmrange. In the past year, more than two hundred i0- to 20-ohm-cm
solar cells have been fabricated and analyzed at the Lewis Research Center.
As a result of this e_fort, the following important s_lv_ntagesstemming
from use of i0- to 20-ohm-cm SiAA_on for solar cells have become apparent:
Application advantages:
(I) Extremely shallo_ Junction cells with very good Junction char-
acteristics have been made with excellent yields by using 10-ohm-cm-
silicon.
(2) Cells as made in (i) had better curve power factors, much
higher short and long _velength response, and higher ei_iclencies than
l-ohm-cm cells.
(S) Considerably higher long wavelength response and higher effi-
ciencies are preserved in bombarded lO-ohm-cm cells as compared with
l-ohm-cm cells.
A. 5
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(4) The lO-oPm-cm cell degradation with temperature is such that
the lO-ohm-cm cell is still superior to the l-cm cell at temperatures
up to i00° C.
Production advantage_:
(i) Material rejection is low. Original minority carrier lifetime
in lO-ohm-cm material exceeds that preserved after subjecting the mate-
rial to diffusion processing. This is usually not true for l-ohm-_n
material.
(2) Distributions of characteristics of lO-ohm-cm cells are tighter
because of the superior properties of lO-ohm-cm material and because o_
the better and controllable Junction characteristics attainable by using
lO-ohm-_n material.
(5) Specta_ low-cost super blue coatings can be applied to the
lO-ohm-cm cell.
The benefits to be realized from use of the i0- to 20-ohm-cm material
• and the characteristics of i0- to 20-ohm-cm cells Justify application
of such cells at temperatures up to I000 C in nonradiation environments.
In a radiation environment, the efficiencies preserved in i0- to
20-ohm-c_ cells are sufficiently higher than those of l-ohm-eracells
so that the i0- t" _O-ohm-cm cell (hereafter referred to as lO-ohm-cm
cell) i§ definitely _uperior to the l-ohm-cm cell in power output at
i00° C._
.
Since She specific impurity element added to the silicon material
to reduce its reslstivi%y to the i0- to 20-ohm-cm range will influence
all the characteristics of the cell, we have investigated the use of
aluminum, indium, gallium, or boron for doping silicon in this resls-
tiviLy range. The results show that aluminum is the most desirable
impurity element.I
Approximately 50 aluminum-doped 17-ohm-era cells have been fabri-
cate_ A specification for the characteristics of such _cils is shown
in table IL
TAER IL - CHARACTm_STIOSaF SU_R _L_EIO-_M-CM CXLL
[Ap_ication: For power suppJies exposed to atomic radiation. ]
V0C , 0.54 V Grid fingers, i0
ISC, 62-65 m_ Thlcknus, 0.008 - 0.020 in.
: Area, 1.8 cm_ "n" valus_ <2
Pout, 24 MWrain. a IR, max, ZO _A for O. 6 V bias
Efficiency, 9.5% rain. a RC_ 0.25 - 0.4 ohm
CI_',70% L, l_0 - 200
I0.4.0.6, 26 mAb Coating, super blue
i I0.4-0.640% Dopant,aluaAnu_
:sc' oeff, o.ss ;/oc
i space equivalentaOuter
i bXO,4-O.6, outer space current for 0.4 - O.6 _ region of solar
+ spectru,_ A-6-6
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The cells are made by a standard diffusion process 3 at temperatures of
approximately 800° C. The sheet resistance of the diffused layer must
be kept at or below 200 ohm/square, and this determines the diffusion
times, which are approximately 50 minutes. Ten grid fingers on the top
surface of the cell permit attainment of curve power factors of 70 per-
cent for the maximum value of sheet resistance cited. Experiments have
revealed that the equivale_ outer-space currents of these cells are not
appreciably decreased for a base-region thickness of 0.008 inch. The
thicknesses of the cells cs.ntherefore range from 0.008 to 0.020 inch
depending on application roquirements. Minority carrier diffusion
lengths of 200 microns are obtainable in fabricated celi_ of this type
with the optimized low-temperature diffusion process used. The low-
temperature short-time diffusions also result in extremely shallow Junc-
tions which have better "n" Junction characteristic values and lower
diode reverse currents IR than obtained for deeper Junctions in
l-ohm-cm material. In addition_ the high short wavelength response
achieved coupled with a special super blue antireflectiv_ coating re-
sults in collecting _0 perceut of the cell short-circuit current from
the O.4 to O.6 micron region of the solar spectru,_ The significance
of th_s super blue behavior in preservation of efficiency of the cells
after bombardment is illustrated in reference 4. The high short and
long wavelength collection of the cells results in their equivalent
outer-space short-circuit currents being higher than those normally
obtained for l-ohm-cm cells despite the extra griddlng on the cell
s'J_faces°
The open-circuit voltages of the cells are 0.5& volts, which is the
common value of this pa_'ameter for lO-ohm-cm cells. The efficiencies
for a i.8-cm2 area (main contact subtracted) range from 9.5 to I0.5 per-
cent. The spread in efficlencies is small because of the uniformity of
long wavelength collection under the solar spectrum, the reproducibly
good Junction characteristics, and the controls used in the fabrication
process, which are achievable using i0- to 20-ohm-cm material.
From a series of bombardments of these alurAinum-doped cells and of
l-obm-cm high blue and lO-ohm-cm super blue boron-doped cells, data have
been compiled on power outputs and efficiencies preserved after irradia-
tion. The data are shown in figure 5. Power outputs and efflciencies
were measured for the i- and lO-ohm-cm boron-doped cells using a filter
wheel simulator.& Efficiencies are predicted for the aluminum-doped
cells based on measurements of initial characteristics and measurement
of post-bombardment diffusion lengths. It was not possible at the time
of bombardment to make measurements of the short-circuit currents of
these cells under the simulator° However, the aluminum-doped cells were
equal or superior to the lO-ohm-cm super blue boron-doped cells in all
characteristics and preserved longer diffusion lengths after bombardment
than did the lO-ohm-cm super blue boron-doped cells. The predictions
are therefore believed to be reliable.
Basod on approximately 12 bombardments of the cells with lO-Mev
protons an4 a series of electron bombardments, we have made approxima-
' _6-7
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_ tiO_i Of anticipQted lifetimes of various types of cells in a Telstar I
@rbit with Telstar I solar-cell shielding. An arbitrary lifetime of i
has been assigned to the p-on-n cell in figure 6.
' The data of Ifaddell5 and of Rosenzwei_ of a comparative dasm@e of
p-on-n and l-ohm-cm n-on-p cells result in assignment of comparative
lifetime of 6x to the l-ohn_cm Telstar cell. Comparison of the data
OL Lewis aluminum-doped super blue bells with Telstar-type cells results
in assigning a factor of 2_x to the Lewis cell.
Xt must be emphasized that the full potential of the Lewis cell has
not been realized as yet. The possibility of the inclusion of chlorine
in the aluminum-doped silicon as well as the further elinLinat'onof
detrimental electrically inactive impurities could result in _ factor of
, perhaps 60x for the Lewis cell.
i
i_ R__
/
i i. Mandelkorn, J. et al. : Jour. AppI. Phys. June 196_, 2258.55,3
; (Also available as NABA _ X-52007. )
h
[ 2. Broker, J., et al. : "Solar Cell Performance at High Temperatures,"these proceedings.i
5. Mandel_orn, J., McAfee, C., Kesperls, J., Schwartz, L., and Pharo, W. :
J. Electrochem. Soc. 109, _L3, 1962.
4. Mandelkorn_ J. : "A FLlter _heel Solar S'_mulator3"these proceedings.
5. le4dell3 F_ C. : "Radiation Demage to Solar Cells on Relay I and 113"
these proceedings.
6. Rosenzweig, W., Gu_mel, H. L 3 and Stairs,F. M." Bell System
Tech. J. _2, 599, Mar. 196_
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' DISCUSSION:
I LODI-IDCKHEED: Could you Just mention the range of proton energies that
you bombarded with?
MR. MANDELKORN: We used only lO Mev protons. This I feel is a high
' enough energy so that the data of Rosenzweigh would apply in comparison.
I
I CHIDESTER - LOCKHEED: You predict an 8% degradation at the end of one
year. Is this with no protection?
MR. MAN-_ELKOEN: This is with shielding as on the _lstar I and in the
Telstar I orbit. This uses the equivalent flux of 6xlO per day as given in
recent publications by the Bell Telephone I_boratory.
LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: About these gadollmium cells, do I under-
stand that you are not advocating them very strongly? I have some other
questions about them. For example, why did .youuse gadolinium in the first
place, why not europium, lutecium, or some of the other rare earths? How
did you know how much gadolinium there was in these cells, and also, how about
resistivity of these cells of the gadolinium doped material? Were they measured
on finished cells or raw material, or where did these figures come from?
MR. MAN_J/[O_,: The high resistivity gadolinium doped material was made
at th_ S_&_al Corps, two years ago. The cells made from it were not evaluated
until we had come here. The 18 ohm am. gadolinium doped material was made
here, using _ch purer gadolinium. The resistivity was fairly uniform through-
out the ingots. As we mentioned in the TM we had great difficulty in bringing
the resistivity down below 20 ohm centlmeters. W_ are also experimenting with
other impurities. The reason we selected aluminum is because industry states
that they do not feel that it would be difficult to prepare lO ohm-cm, aluminum
dopca material. That's why we are at this time specifying aluminum. What we
will specify in the future I am not at liberty to state.
LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: How do you know how much gadolinium there
is in your crystals? How do you know that the resistivity is controlled by
the gadolinium? Have you analyzed the material for gadolinium content?
MR. MANDELKO_N: This is a very good question, and what we can state
here is that we have dumped large quantities of gadolinium into silicon melts.
We have not been able to bring the resistivity down below 18 ohm centimeters.
This indicates to us that if there are any foreign impurities in the gadolin-
ium, they are not electrically active.
QUESTION (NO NAME): I think to ask the question more directly, have you
made any mass spectrographic analyses of your materials?
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MR. MANDELKORN: We+have notlmad_ m_a spectrographic analyses. However s
we have used the highest purity indium, aluminum and gallium obtainable in six
nines purity. We don't feel that there is any possibility of their being some
other electrically active impurity in those cells.
WEINER - RCA-ASTRO: Were the temperature characteristics of the cells
measured under the simulator?
MR. MANDELKORN: The short circuit cup-rentof these cells do not vary to
any extent with temperature for unbombarded cells. The _ffusion lengths are
so high, that the collection under the solar spectrum is not influenced even if
the lifetime goes up to some limited extent with the temperature changes. As a
result, the power outputs are not affected by changes in current. We have
actually measured temperature characteristics, and Jack Broder will go into this
+ in a later paper.
WEINER - RCA: Did you indicate that for bombarded cells, 1O ohm centi-
meter material was still superior to the i ohm centimeter materi_?
MR. MANIEIXORN: Yes.
WEINER - RCA: This implies that for unbombarded cells, i0 ohm centimeter
material is better than i ohm centimeter material.
M_. MANISLKORR: We recon_end the i0 ohm centimeter cell up to temperatures
of lOOVC. We feel that you can make I0 ohm centimeter cells which have efficiencies
of approximately the same order asthe i ohm centimeter cells. Then it's a question
of production yields. We feel that you can get higher yields of high eff_ciency
cells from i0 ohm-cm, material than you can Tro_ _ ohm-cm material. Since the
temperature coefficient is not bad compared with i s_hmcentimeter cellJ, _ feel
that they are competitive up to temperatures of I00 C. However, above i00 , as
will be seen in a later paper, we cannot recommend I0 ohm centimeter cells.
TAI_A - ___$TINGHOUSE: On the i0 ohm centimeter cells, did you measure
your Junction depth? You said they were shallow.
MR. MANEELKDRN: I'm sorry, I wish we Sould measure Junction depth on the
type of cells we make. On the standard 875_, 30-minute diffusion which we pub-
lished several years ago, the Junctionodepth is 0.5 microns. On these cells the
diffusion is made at approximately 800 and the Junction depth is so shallow that
_ don't even bother to try and measure it.
_NEJA - WESTINGHOUSE: Would you speculate on the surface concentration?
MR. M._YA_RN: I would speculate only on one thing. Sheet resistance.
The sheet resistance of the cells as we wm_e them is 150 ohms per square.
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RAPPAPO_£ - RCA: Jow, I'm somewhat confused as to the difference between
the changes of damage resistance with resistivity, which I think we all recog-
nize, and the changes with dopants. One of the cr_clal experiments I'd like
to see i_ what tae power output versus flux looks like for a lO ohm centimeter
boror,doped and lO ohm centimeter aluminum doped cell, where the resistivity
. has been accurately measured. Do you have that comparison?
.
i MR. MANIELKOEN: Yes, on the last slide I had a super blue lO ohm centimeter
boron doped cell depicted. This is not a cell normally available in industry be-
cause it has a super blue coating and a shallow Junction. This slide compares
a super blue lO ohm centlme_er boron with a super blue 17 ohm centimeter aluminum
doped cell.
RAPPAPORT - RCA: The resistivlties are not the same.
MR. MAN_LKOEN: Well, I can't give it to you in any other form. We ha_e
values of diffusion lengths for 10-20 ohm centimeter boron doped materials,
and although as I mentioned there is scatter, in general the aluminum diffasion
lengths are considerably higher. I will be glad to show some of the things we
have at the Wednesday night meeting. We have a tremendous amount of data on
annealing the cells and on the Denney effect. We have proton bombardment damage
data for lO00 ohm centimeter cells, which shows that at fluxes of 3xl0-- of l0
Mev electrons, i000 ohm centimeter cells are virtually undegraded in terms of
diffusion length. We have considerable amounts of data that _uld answer that,
and I will be glad to show this data at the Wednesday night meeting.
RAPPAP0_I_- RCA: Unfortunately, many of us won't be here Weduesdav night.
The important data is power output versus flux. Diffusion length is a very
fine scientific measurement but it doesn't tell the story for solar cells, esp-
ecially when you go to very high resistivlties.
MR. MANDELED_N: I agree with you, Paul, in fact I also think and I hope
you agree with me that the short circuit current degradation of cells does not
tell the entire story. Eventually all comparisons of cells based on short circuit
currents and diffusion lengths have to finally be put behind comparisons based
on power output. I emphasize this, the last slide showed measurements of power
output under val_" solar simulation.
PRINCE -E08: What is the super blue coating?
MR. MANI_LKDRN: I'm glad it didn't come up before. When we are cleared
to present information on this type of coating, we will discuss it with industry.
At the moment we are not cleared to present this information.
ROSS - HOFFMAN ELECTRORICS CORPORATION: I believe that the segregation
coefficient of aluminum is rather high. The nice thing about making boron-doped
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ingots is that you get a reasonably good yield of material. I don't believe
that's rue of aluminum, is it','
_R. M_AN_LKOHN: Contrary to expectations the growth of alt_um should
be much better or at least as good. Since it has such a high segregation co-
efficient, we find that most of the aluminum remains in the melt throughout.
It's as if you are growi_ f._oman infinite source, and we get very high uni-
formity both radially and axially. We feel that this is a poin+-of superiority
which you do not achieve with boron.
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4ABSTRACT
; _ electrical characteristic_ of N/P (less than one ohm-cm to a
nominal l0 ohm-cm base resistivity) and P/N (one ohm-cm) silicon solar
cells irradiated with 1 _M2velectrou flux to a level of l01 electrons/cm2
have been gotained through a temperature range of -lO0 degrees Centigrade
to +125 degrees Centigrade _ The information was obtained using a tungsten
light source in conjunction with a S-centimeter water filter. Correction
techni_aes are described to _onvert the spectral and i_tenslty distributions
to the air mass zero operating environment. Curves are presented which
relate the power, voltage, teml_ratur_ and 1 Mev electron flux level in
a manner useful to the solar power supply designer.
_ _ SUMMARY
Satellite solar power supplies are subject to degradation from tem-
perature and hard particle radiation. When the power supply is operating
in the constant voltage mode, it is essential to choose the optimum opera-
tional voltage per cell for the space environment.
Post-irradiation electrical measurements were made on N/P (less than
1 ohm-cm to a nominal 10 gam-cm base resistlvity) and P/N (1 ohm-cm base
resls_ivity) state-of-the-art (1962) silicon solar cells. _aese cells
had been irradiated at room temperature with I _v electrons at various
flux levels up to I0116electrons/cm2. T4_ electrical characteristics of
the cells were determined for the entire temperature rarqe between -lO0°C
and +125oc, using a tungsten light source with a 3_ m _er filter.
Spectral and intensity corrections can be :_de to obtain air ma_s zero
equivalent outputs.
_e measurements clearly show the superiority of the l0 ohm-cm N/P
cell for all solar power supplies subject to appreciable amounts of
irradiation. F_Amiliesof curves were developed which relate the solar
cell power, Ol_ratlonal voltage, temperature and 1 Mev flux level. These
curves will aid the designer in the selection of the optimum operational
voltage per cell. They can be directly applied when the solar power
supply is operating _n t_ constant voltage mode and adapted through
cross-plotting to a peak p_ ....or constant load system. Selection of
too high an operational voltage per cell, combined with a low estimate
of either solar array te,_erat_re or hard particle irradiation, can be
disastrous for the power system.
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THE ELECTKICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF IRRADEATED SILICON SOLAR CELLS
AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE
by
Brian T. Cunaingham, Robert L. Sharp
and Luther W. Slifer
   oduction
Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the effect of
electron irradiation on silicon solar cells. In order to extehd the knowl-
edge already gained in this area, an investigation was undertaken to de-
termine the electrical characteristics of irradiated silicon solar cells
as a function of temperature. Consultation with individuals familiar with
satellite environments indicated that a temperature range of - 100°C to
+125°C would be appropriate for study.
During October and November 1962, silicon N/P and P/N state-of-
the-art solar cells were purchased from nine different manufacturers.
All the cells received had a photovoltaic area of approximately 1.8 cm 2 .
Since no particular requirement was placed on base resistivity, the
cells received from the producers varied from less than I ohrn-cm to
approximately I0 ohrn-cm, depending on the manu_actureres production
methods. The voltage current (E-I) characteristics of these cells were
measured in sunlight and under tungsten illumination at, or near, room
temperature. Some cells from each manufacturer were set aside for
thermal and mechanical tests and thirty cells from each manufacturer
were forwarded to the Naval Research Laboratory, Washington_ D.C. for
irradiation. Fifteen of these cells were i_radiated with I Mev electrons
A-7-1
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in dosages varying from 10 II to I0 I_ electronslcm _. The room tem-
perature characteristics of these irradiated cells were obtained (l) and
these same cells were then made available for the temperature effects
study described here.
Equipment
The experimental equipment used to collect the data is shown in
Figures I and 2. The unit consists of a 9" diameter aluminum temperature-
controlled chamber sealed off on one end by a 3 cm thick, circulating
water, cooling bath contained by I/4" thick plexiglass walls. The water
bath also served as a filter for the tungsten source by cutting out a large
amount of the undesirable infrared. The other end of the chamber was
fitted with an aluminum temperature control block shown in Figure 2.
The unit contains both a 340-watt, nichrome wire heater and a cooling
spiral of I/4" aluminum tubing for the transfer of liquid nitrogen. The
front of the _emperature control block is a 1/2" thick heat sink and acts
as a base for the 1/8" thick copper plate on which the cells are mounted.
The light source used in the investigation was a 300-watt tungsten
filament, reflector flood bulb. The bulb was calibrated for color tem-
perature and was operated at 2800°K in the cylindrical light chamber
shown in Figure I. The entire assembly was constructed so as to pre-
vent stray light from affecting the test. The bulb platform was mounted
on a worm screw so that the intensity of illumination on the cells could
be adjusted by moving the source closer to or further away from the
cells under test. All surfaces exposed to the light source were coated
A-7_?
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with optical quality black paint to prevent teOections which would dis-
turb the uniformity of illumination. After assembly the entire 6.5 square
inch area of the temperature control block was checked for illumination
uniformity, using a standard solar cell as a detector and found to be uni-
form within 2_. The uniformity of illumination on the cells is considered
better than this because they were mounted in the central 3 square inches
of this area.
When in operation, the temperature chamber was evacuated to 35
microns of mercury in order to prevent any frost accurnu]ation on the
cells at the low temperatures. Temperatures were measured using three
copper-constantan thermocouples calibrated over the temperature range
of the tests to an accuracy of ±I°C. An attempt was made to determine
_he cell junction temperature as closely as possible. To this end, the
thermocouples were placed on the top (on the contact strip) and on the
bottom of the cells, first to determine if a temperature gradient exist_ a
and second, to find out what its magnitude might be. The data collected
led to somewhat inconclusive results and further work is being performed
in this area. The thermocouple outputs were initially measured with a
potentiometer. Later a deflection type pyrometer was employed, which
gave results nearly as accurate as those Irom the potentiometer with a
great saving of time. At the extremes of the temperature range, an ac-
curacy of ±5°C, including errors due to temperature gradients on the
cells, was obtained. This accuracy improved to within +I°C as room
temperature was approached.
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The solar cell electrical characteristics were measured by varying
the load resistance across the cell from I ohm to 2500 ohms. The cur-
rent flowing with the I ohm load across the cell is, by accepted defini-
:
tion, short circuit current, l.e, while the voltage across the Z500 ohms
is considered to be open circuit voltage, Voe. The complete I-V charac-
teristics were recorded on an X-Y plotter to obtain a permanent record.
Procedure
I-V characteristics were obtained for all cells, usin 8 both sunlight
and the filtered tungsten source. For the sunlight measurements, the
sun intensity was monitored with a 15-junction normal incidence pyrhe-
liometer. The solar cell short circuit current was measured in colli-
mated sunlight and then linearly normalized to the short circuit current
for a sunlight intensity of I00 row/ca 2. These normalized current read-
ings were compared to the short circuit current readings obtained from
measurements made on the cells at room temperature using the tungsten
light source. The latter measurements were made with the illumination
set at I00 milliwatts/cm 2 "sunlight equivalent. " To accomplish this, a
standard solar cell with a known short circuit current at I00 milliwatts/
cm i sunlight input was used in setting the illumination level from the
tungsten light source so that the same short circuit current, was obtained.
Mountin_ of the cells was initially accomplished by heating a pre-
tinned copper plate to *.he solder meltin 8 point. Four solar cells were
then placed on the plate and the unit was removed to a cool heat sink as
quickly as poslible. Results using this system were poor. First,
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electrical measurements before and after mounting indicated changes
in short circuit current up to 4_0; and secondly, cells under test would
occasionally shatte, when undergoing temperature changes. To allevi-
ate this problem, a conductive epoxy was used to bond the cell to the
test plate. Curing Of the epo_/at 60°C had no measurable effect on the
electrical characteristics of the cells; neither _vas any additional series
resistance evident. The epoxy held throughout the test temperature range
and no cracking of the cells was observed after institution of its use.
Cells to be tested were selected at random in groups of four and
mounted on the copper plate. The cells were then placed in the char,_ber
and the illumination was adjusted to give the "pre-chamber installation"
_hort circuit current value from the cells. The chamber was then evac-
uated and the temperature lowered to -I10°C. Because of the compar-
atively large heat sink, it was found suitable to simply let the tempera-
ture drift upward while readings were taken _t the desired temperature
intervals. In most cases, all four I-V curves could be obtained with a
variation of only _2°C of the nominal measuring point. I-V curves were
then analyzed for short circuit current, open circuit voltage, maximum
power, and power at specific voltases.
"_esults and Discussion
The data obtained from the measurements and its analysis and in-
terpretation will be presented in f6ur parts. The first three parts pre-
sent individual electrical parameters, i.e., short circuit current, open
circuit ,_Itage and maximum power as a function of temperature and
1964019238-155
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irradiation. The final section shows the interrelationship oz power,
voltage, ten_perat_lre and flux (P, v, T and@) in the manner considered
most useful to the solar power supply designer.
It should be noted that the electrical parameters in the ensuing anal-
ysis are presented in absolute terms and are therefore subject to criti-
cism from a "representative sampling" viewpoint. In defense of thls
approach it can be said:
I. All the available irradiated samples were temperature-tested.
2. Wherever more than one sample was available (i. e., non-
irradiated cells and those irradiated to I016 electrons/cm a ),
favorable comparisons were obtained between similar cells
throughout the temperature range.
3. There is a favorable comparison between the results obtained
during these tests and earlier results obtained with a larger
number of samples at room temperature.
For these reasons, it is felt that the results are, in reality, repre-
sentative of large samples and the information svdficiently reliable to be
extended to this application.
Short Circuit Current
The initial room temperature measurements showed that for non-
irradiated cells under tungsten light, essentially the same readings were
obtained as in sunlight r_gardless of manufacturer. However, for N/P
solar cellq irradiated with dosages greater than 1015 electrons/cm2,
the percent change as seen under tungsten light became significantly
A-7-6
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different, depending upon manufacturer, from that seen under sunlight.
: It should be recalled that in the N/P category several different base
resistivity cells were under evaluation, ranging from less than 1 ohrn-
4
cm to more than I0 ohm-ca. Results of an earlier investigation (1)
show that the higher base resistivity cells are less susc-ptible to radi-
ation damage from I Mev electrons at room temperature. For P/N
= solar cells a significant difference in the results under the two light
sources was observed for dosages greater than 1011 electrons/cr _-.
The percent change in short circuit current for solar cells due to irra-
diation of 1016 electrons/ca 2 as measured using tungsten and sunlight
is shown in Table I.
Table I
Comparison of Sunlight and Tungsten Sources
for Measurement of Short Circuit Current
on Irradiated Solar Cells
Percent Change in I,e
after 10 *s electrons/ca 2Solar Cell
Nominal
Base Type Tungsten Light Sunlight
Resistivity (I00 mw/ciu 2 (1OO row/ca 2)
sunlight
equivalent)
I0 ohm-cm N/P 37 Z6
I ohrn-cm N/P 49 37
<I ohm-cm N/P 57 40
1 ohm-cm P/N 76 63
These results show the extent to which the degradation in the long wave-
length end of the response of the solar cells due tu electron irradiation (_
is to be considered when aual_ing data obtained from measurements on
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irradiated cells using a source other than sunlight. In the interpretation
of the information presented here, it must be emphasized that tungsten
I
.* operating at 2800°K is a "red" source, that is, the spectrum reaches a
!
i maximur_: near 1.0 micron (in the infrared region), while the sun is a
"blue" source and peaks near 0.46 micron (in the blue). Since electron
|
i irradiation degrades the red end of the solar cell spectral response, ra-
|
, diation degradation appears worse under tungsten light than under
sunlight.
As shown in Figure 3, the short circuit current does not change lin-
early with temperature; however, it is worthwhile to compare the change
observed over the entire temperature range with respect to irradiation.
The average short circuit current coefficient for a non-irradiated cell
is 50.8p A/°C, while for a cell irradiated to 1016 electrons/cm 2 it in-
creases to an average of 69.g_, A/°C over the range -100°C to +I00°C.
This a_erage is derived from data taken on all manufacturers' cells.
Short circuit current degradation as a function of irradiation has
been adequately covered in an earlier report. (I) Since the results of
the present study do not add to the data already presented except as
previously mentioned, no further discussion need be given on this
parameter.
Open Circuit Voltage
Open circuit voltage degradation a_ a function of flux level is shown
in Figur _-4 for both N/P and P/N solar cells. The N/P degradation
points at each flux level represent an average of five different cells,
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while the P/N points at each level represent a single cell. The latter
data should therefore be treated cautiously. Within the limits o£ the
; experiment no appreciable difference in radiation degradation o.¢ the
:_ open circuit voltage was observed between N/P cells of different base
resistivities.
As shown in Figure S, it wns found that open circuit voltage, for
both irradiated and m_n-irradiated (control) ceils, decreased linearly
with temperature over the entire test range. The average coeHicient
of open circuit voltage change with temperature was -2.34 mv/°C. The
extremes were -2.16 mv/°C and -2.60 m-/°C. Since the variation noted
appeared between individual cells of the same manufacturer rather than
being manufacturer-dependent, it is probably due in large part to exper-
imental error, but effects of re_l differences between cells {base re-
sistivity effects, for example} are not considered negligible. For this
reason, the average o£ -2.34 mv/°C is considered the appropriate choice
for power supply design calculations, The temperature coefficient was
also found to be independent of the l_vel of irradiation as shown in
Figure 5. Figure 6 depicts the percent change in open circuit voltage
as a function o£ the percent change in short circuit current for both sun-
light and tungsten sources at different irradiation levels for a nominal
I ohm-cm solar cell. Figure 7 is a similar curve except that the cell
has a nominal I0 ohm-cm base resistivity. The purpose of presenting
these figures is to emphasise the fact that the degradation of open cir-
cuit voltage with irradiation must be considered in the design of a solar
power supply?
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Figure S shows the variation in peak _wer as _ function of tem-
perature and irradiation for a typical set of N/P ceila under investi-
gation. Peak power is somewhat meaningless to the power supply de-
signer without reference to temperature, voltage and irradiation level,
so no attempt will be made at this point to pre#ent detailed variations
from one type of cell to another. In a later section of Lqis report, curves
will be presented which will allow the designer to determine peak power,
taking into consideration the temperature and irradiation levels of in-
terest. Specific values of radiatiGn degradation of peak power at room
temperature have been reported earlier, (l) Comparison between re-
sults obtained with tungsten light and lunligh_ as mources ,+or measure-
ment is given in Table II.
Table II
Comparison of Sunlight and Tungsten Sources
for Measurement of Peak Power
on Irradiated Solar Cells
Percent Change in P,,.z
Solar Cell after 10 II Electrons/cm 2
Nominal .......
Base Type Tungsten Light Sunlight
Resistivity (I00 mw/cm 2 sun- (I00 mw/cm g )
light equivalent)
I0 ohm-cm N/P 50._ 41.3
1 ohm-cm N/P 58.2 47.6
< 1 ohm-cm N/P 65.2 47.4
1 ohm P/N 85.5 78.0
I P, V, T, and@ Curves
l
l
[ In order to relate the appropriate solar cell electrical parameters
I
for the power supply de-igner, curves have been drawn in the manner
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of Figure 9. Theae curves relate power (P), "operational" voltage (V),
temperatur_ (T)_ and flux level (@). The origin of this data is the set
i of I-V characteristic curves which were obtained during th_s investi-
gation for tempera_re_ between -100°C and +IZ5°C in increments of
i
Z_°C. Th_ _wer at each "operatio_al" voltage is determined and the
results are then combined to form the family of P, V, T, and @ curves.
In Figures 9, I0, and ZI, the I h4ev electron flux level and the opera-
tional voltage have bee_ held constant so that it is possible to evah, ate
the effect of cell type and base resistivity on power output. As _hown
in Figure 9, where the c_lls have not been exposed to any h._rd particle
., irradiation, all the manufacturers' cells lie in a relatively narrow range.
For the power supply designer, the P/N cell is the most appropriate
choice here due to its higher open circuit voltage, which gives it a higher
power over a wider temperature range. In Figure |0, irradiation has
progressed to 101_ electrons/cm 2 and all ceils with the exception o_ the
severely degraded P/N cell lie in a close range of power output over the
L
temperature range. Hence, if hard particle irradiation equivalent _o the
damage done by l h4ev electrons at l013 electrons/ore 2 were anti _.pated,
the designer would be able to use most effectively the highest efficiency
|
' (as measured at room temperature) non-irradiated N/P cell available.
Some cross-over will be noted at the higher temperatures; however, it
is too early, in tarms of irradiation, to see any distinct advantage of base
¢
resistivity. Progressing *_o I0 *_ e;ectrons/cm 2, in Figure II, there is
a distinct advantage to the higher base resi0tivity cells. This advantage
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becomes less evident as the operational voltage is increase'a, and in
fact, in extreme cases {high temperature) the 1 ohm-cm cell is the more
desirable. The reason for this is the higher initial open circuit voltaget
of the I ohrn-cm cell relative to _he I0 o_n-cm cells among the ceUs
under investigation. However, the solar cell would be _perating in an
extremely precarioue and ineHicient region o£ the P, V, T, and @ curve
in order to achieve any advam'%ge of this characteristic. Figure 12 de-
victs this extreme situation on an expanded power scale and shows the
: I0 ohm-cm, 0.40 volt curve droppin_ inside the 0.40 volt, 1 ohm-cn_
curve. The 0.45 _It curves of this figure wo_d have the same relation-
ship if complete data were available Ior t,'_is region and hence are shown
as such by extrapolation of the 0.45 volt, I0 ohm-cm curve. It should
be kept in mind that choosing too high an opex _tional voltage, combined
with a low estimate of operating temperature, would be disastrous for
the power supply because the curves have a steep slope relative to in-
creasing temperature after the peak is achieved. In consequence of the
foregoing, the next series of figures (13-21) present the available P, V,
T, and @ curves for the N/P, I and I0 ohm-cm cells only. {Although the
10 ohm-cm solar cell has been shown to be more radiation resistant and
the preferred choice for the power supply designer in almost all cir-
cumstances, the I ohm-cm curves are presented because of continued
use of this type of cell on solar power supplies.) These figures will
directly aid the power supply designer who is designing a constant volt-
age supply (the most common in satellite use) in determining the most
desirable operating _Itsge once he knows the I Mev electron flux
A-7--
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equivalent and the operating temperature of the cell. Also, since these
curves are derived directly from the I-V curves, they can be used
(through cross-plotting) for any other mode of operation. The curves
presented for irradiated cells, if used "as is," allow for a considerable
margin of salety in that the source used in the investigation was tungsten.
In order to be useful to the spacecraft solar power supply designer,
the data obtained during this investigation will have to be corrected to
reflect the air mass zero operating environment. Also, extrapolations
are necessary to reflect solar cell conversion efficiency improvements
i
: made by manufacturers since this project was initiated.
: To correct the tungsten air mass I equivalent data (i.e., all P, V,
: T, and @ curves in this report) to the air mass zero operating environ-
ment, both spectral and intensity adjustments must be made. Tungsten,
as was ir.dicated earlier, exaggerates Is¢ damage seen on irradiated
cells. To evaluate this difference, Ise .measurements were made under
both tungsten light and sunlight on all cells. The results were then nor-
malized to 100 mw/cm 2 and 30°C. The ratio of the short circuit _urrents
under the two illumination conditions was obtained for each group of cells
and is shown in Figure 22 for the I and I0 ohrn-cm samples. Measure-
ments indicate that this ratio holds, within experimental limits, through-
out the temperature range. If the power value, on any of the P, V, T,
and • curves is multiplied by this factor, taken at the appropriate flux
level, the result is a sunlight air mass one, I00 mw/cm 2 value. The
air mass zero intensity adjustment is made by obtaining the ratio of
energy, in the solar cell response region, of the sunlight air mass zero
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spectrum to the sunlight air mass one spectrum, weighted according to
the spectral response of the cells. This ratio has been determined {3}
"_ to be 1.17;
The solar cell efficiency improvement correction is made by ob-
taining an I-V curve of the new non-irradiated cell at some convenient
temperature and illumination condition. Similar information is extracted
from the appropriate (I or I0 ohm-cm) 1=, V, T, and @ curve for the same
temperature and illu,nination conditions. A ratio of the currents of the
old and new cell at the constant voltage point of interest is then extracted
from this data. All of the power values on the P, V, T, and @ curves at
this particular voltage can then be multiplied by this ratio to obtain a
good estimate of the output from the improved cell. This correction
may be applied only to cells which are similar, in terms of dopents, base
resistivity, etc., to the ones under investigation in this report. Fortu-
nately, most of the ceUs being used on today's power supplies fall into
this category. The result of this correction will still yield a slightly
conservative power figure in that additional irr)rovements have been
made in both the series resistance and open circuit voltage of the newer
cells.
To summarise the above conversions:
,,+,, ,,,
*Different values rangingbetween1.17 and 1.23 are in commonuse. The value 1.17 vMs chosen
herebecauseit rep_sento • properlyconservativeoppreochto extrapolations.
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where
P2 = Power of the improved solar cell at air mass zero at the
given conditions of temperature and irradiation.
PI = Power as measured under the tungsten air mass one
equivalent conditions. This value is taken directly from the
P, V, T, and @ curves presented herein.
I s = Sunlight short circuit current after irradiation at a given
temperature and I00 mw/cm 2 .
-- I T = Tungsten short circuit current after irradiation at the same
temperature as I s (see Figu-_ ZZ).
M 0 = Air mass zero energy in the solar cell response region
weighted by the solar cell response.
Q
M l = Air mass one energy in the solar cell response region
weighted by the solar cell response.
| I_ = Current of the lower efficiency (old) cell at the desired
operational voltage and some comparative temperature.
12 = Current of the higher efficiency (new) cell at the same
operational vol,'age and temperature and under the same
illumination conditions as Il .
The use of the P, V, T, and @ curves and the corrections described
above are best illustrated with the aid of a design procedure description.
In this example, the solar array operating conditions have been pre-
dicted to be 0°C with a I Mev equivalent flux of I0 Is electrons/crr_ at
end of mission.
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I. The !0 ohm-cm cell is chosen due to the high 1 IV[ev flux
equivalent. The P, V, T, and @ curve which fits these conditions
, is found in Figure 20.
' 2. The optimum operational voltage is determined from Figure 20.
In this case 0.45 volt is nearly optimum. (If more detail is re-
quired, power-voltage curves can be constructed from the
give,i data.)
, 3. Correct the power at this voltage to reflect the air r**as_, zero
i operating environment and the efficiency improvement on the
|
i newer cells using equation (I).
i
|
Conclusions
[_, The following conclusions regarding the characteristico o:_ 1962
[
: state-of-the-art silicon solar cells bombarded under low level illumi-
nation and room temperature conditions by I lViev electrons have been
obtained.
1. Post-irradiation measurements in the temperature range from
radiation resistant than the 1 ohrn-cm P/N cells.
Z. Post-irradiation measurements in the temperature range from
-100_C to +125°C show the nominal 10 ohm-cm N/P solar cells
to have greater radiation resistance than the lower, I ohm-cm
and less than 1 ohm-cm nominal base resistivity cells.
3. No single cell type (N/P or P/N; 1 ohrn-cm or 10 ohrn-cm base
resistivity) can be chosen as the best cell (for power su[?ly use)
A-7-16
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for the entire range of irradiation from 0 to 10 z6 electrons/cm _,
_ the entire range of temperature from -100°C to +IZ5°C, and the
entire range ofoperatingvoltages. This results primarily from
the fact that significant differences exist in t]_e open circuit
voltages of the various types of cells. However, the following
generalizations can be made:
a. Prior to irradiation, P/N cells have better electrical
power generating characteristics than N/P cells and the dif-
ference is most significant for higher operating voltages (above
0.35 volt/cell) and higher temperatures (above 50°C). This is
primarily because of the higher open circuit voltage of the P/N
cells.
b. After nominal irradiation (equivalent to 10 Is electrons/
cm2), the overall higher radiation degradation rate of the P/N
cells results in the loss of the advantage at the higher operating
voltages and hisher temperature conditions and also results in
a disadvantage under low voltage and low temperature conditions.
The amount of radiation is still not sufficient to produce a dis-
tincti'_n between base resistivities in the N/P cells.
c. After extensive irradiation {equivalent to 1016 electrons/
cm2), the P/N cells a-e significantly poorer than any of the N/P
cells under all conditions of temperature and operating voltage.
The difference in radiation sensitivity is sufficient to clearly
show the nominal I0 ohm-cm cells _o be better than the nominal
I or less than I ob_-n-cm cells except at the higher temperatures
and higher voltages.
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4. Degradation of open circuit voltage as a function of both 1 1VIev
electron flu_ and increasing temperature has a significant effect
on the choice of operating voltage for a solar power supply.
a. The per_e*_La_e degradation of open circuit voltage in
sunlight with irradiation is roughly I/2 the percentage degra-
dation of short circuit current.
b. Open circuit voltage varies lin_i-), with respect to
temperature between -I00 ==,_, +I_5°C f_- both irradiated and
non-irradiated sit_on solar cells_
c. The temperature coeffJ, cient of open circuit voltage is
,:onstant for any cell but varies from cell to cell. The average
" value is -2.34 mv/°C.
d. Irradiation does not appreciably affect the temperature
coefficient of open circuit voltage in th_ temperature range from
-1O0°C to +IZ5°C.
5. Degradation of short circuit current with I Mev electron flux is
significant, but variation with temperature is relatively
unimportant.
a. Short ci, cuit current increases but does not increase
linearly over the temperature range from -I00 to +I00°C.
b. T.n gene:.al,the average temperature coefficient of short
circuit current increases with increasing radiation. For non-
' irradiated I X 2 cm cells the average coefficient is 50.8_A/cCI
and for cells irradiated to 10 :° electrons/cm 2, it is 69.8_A/°C.|
J
i
I
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6. Peak power generally decreases linearly above -50°C. Below
-50°C, peak power is observed to increase, decrease avd not
change, depending on the ceil. In most cases the change at
temperatures below -50°C is small.
7. The P, V, T, and @ curves represent a convenient aid to the
solar power engineer, particularly in the design of constant
voltage power supplies, but also in the design of power supplies
operating in other modes. These curves show that at less than
1013 electrons/era 2 the degradation is essentially the same for
all N/P cells regardless of base resistivity. They also show
that at irradiation levels above 1013 electrons/cm 2 , the use
of higher base resistivity cells is desirable.
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DISCUSSION
LOFERSKI-BROWN UNI_JEF_ITY: Was there anything special about the impurity
in these cells?
_MR,_rNN!NGHAM: No, these were standard flight quality units which we
bought from the leading manufacturers. One comment that I would like to make
here is that the choice of .35 volts to evaluate these cells is somewhat
arbitrary. It happens to be a point where we were evaluating an array. If
you choose some other voltage, higher or bower, what would happen is that
the cross over point which you noted for 1.0ohm centimeter and the i ohm
centimeter cell would shift to the left or right dependir_ on whether or not
it was a higher or a lower voltage. I think that this is what Mr. Mandelkorn
had in mind when he said that he didn't recommend the i0 ohm centimeter
above lO0°C. 7nis is the cross over point, where you can't buy any more
with the higher base resistivity cell.
HARMON-RCA: From your results, I gather that you did not notice any
increase in short circvit temperature sensitivity with radiatJon. I've
seen other results in which there was appro_.imately a 200-300 per cent
increase of temperature dependence of short ciccuit current with radiation
damage.
MR. CUNNINCHAM: You mea_ the temperature coefficient of the short
circui_ current? Well of course wheneve_ you use tungsten light you come
under suspicion when you start quotir_ short circuit temperature coefficients.
in an attempt to evaluate this, we made sunlight measurements cn several
of the cells. We found that the agreement was pretty good; in other words,
the temperature coefficient was affected very little by the nature of the
light source. We decided tlmt tunguten is a pretty good light source for
this kind of measurement.
HERMAN GU_L-BELJ_ TELEPHONE L4BS. : You did quote some mumbers for
the temperature coefficient. At what temperatures are the curves not straight
li_les_
M_. CUh_LNGHAM: Between -50° and *50°, they seem to be straigh_ lines.
H_CKS-WESTINGHOUSE: Did you notic_ ar_vthingpeculiar about your VI
curves? We've done some similar temperature .measurements,and we _nticed
that on some cells it appeared as if a :1onlinearresistance had been inserted
into the cell.
MR. CbNNINGHAM: Yes, we did. Where it would show up is in a plot of
peak power versus t,mperature. We observed p_uli_rities but we could not
piu them dou,n. Above --50°Cthe power increased, decreased, or didn't change
A-7-&2
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at all, although these variations were very small.
JOE LOFERSKI-BROWN UNIZTERSITY: What happened when you reversed your
temperatare cycle and went up in temperature and then down in temperature?
Were there any hysteresis
effects?
i MR. CUNNINGHAM: We didn't take the chance in went down
going t_p, we
first and then came up. It is something that we're going to try shortly.
ROSS-HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS: I wonder if you saw any e_fects of annealing
I in your studies?
MR. CUNNINGHAM: On the short circuit current plots that you saw, the
short circuit current at higher temlx _turcs appeared to taper off. This
' is just the opposite of what you would expect if a_mealing were occurring,}
r so I can't really say that we did see any annealing.
M_RTIN WOLF-HELIOTEK: _e _ho_t circuit current curve_ are very
i sensitive to the spectral distribution of the light and must be interpreted
with care. If you use a differen_ sunlight simulator, you will plobably
get different short circuit current _ata. A zero temperatul- coefficient
y
or negative temperature coefficient could be obtained, depending on the
i spectral distribution of the light.
t
!
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Radiation Resistance of Webbed Dendritic
Solar Cells
K. _arneJa
J. Kicks
R. Rabcock
B. Stonebra_er
Westinghouse Electric Corlx_rstion
This report concerns a two l_art "1"'(_ (2) pro_aa undertaken by
Westtr_house, for the Flight Vehicle Power Branch of the AF Aero
PrOpulsion I£_oratory, to_ maximize the radiation resistance of silicon
webbed dendritic solar cello. '_ This is l_Lrt of a larger effort which
includes development of efficient fabrication techniques a_d power
supply design.
The initial contract, concluded at the end of 1963, called for the
i develo_nt of dendritic cells, by conventional diffusion technAques,
which showed the maximum resistance to 2 MeV electrons. _ The current
work extends this study to '_nclude various drift field structures;_ it
utilizes ! MeV electrons as a standard of co_rison and will later
considez other _krticle ty_es and energies. We are concurrently studying
the effect of a vacuu_ environment on radiation da_Jge rates. _ These
three subjects will be discussed in turn, cfter a word about dendritic
solar cells.
It is possible to pull a p_ir of dendrites from a silicon melt in
such a _y that a web of silicon of a chosen width and thickness freezes
between the dendrites. This process, developed by Westlnghouse, can be
controlled to grow silicon blanks 1 ca wide, of the optJJaua thickness
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for solar cells, and of arbitrary length. At present we cut off sections
30 cm in length, trim away the dendrites to redace leakage current, then
proceed with _iffusion and contacting. For radiation damage testing,
amaller cells i x 2 cm in area are used.
These dendritic cells were not expected to differ m_rkedly in
raffia,ion resistance from cells of similar com_ositioa produced in other
ways; their promise lies in the elimination of silicon wastage and extra
fabrication steps, which should permit lower costs, eud in increased
reliability due to fewer interconnectioms.
Radiation Resistaace of Conventionally Diffused Dendritic Cells
@Ar approach was to fabricate many series of solar cells under
closely controlled co_litioms, systematically varying several parameters
in order to determine the structure which provided maximumresistamce to
damage by 2MeW electrons. Toward the end of this study several irradi-
ations with 1 MeV electrons were also made to provide a basis for con-
vertin_ the results to the i _eV electron damage rates which seem to have
become the stm_dard for comparing solar cell damage. The parameters
varied were base resistivity type, magnitude of base resistivity, diffusion
depth, and temperature during irradiation.
Some 1200 inches of dendrite were pulled for this program from five
charges of polycrystalline silicon. Junctions were formed by vapor dif-
fusion with BCI3 or P205, followed by acid etching and application of
gridded contacts by photoresist techniques and electroless nickel plating.
Soldered aluminum base plates provided thermal contact to the heat sink
during irradiation. From each dendrite five cells were made, and the
most uniform"three were selected for irradiation. Dislocation density,
resistivity, sheet resistance and diffusion depth were measured for each
dendrite. O_vgen content was determimedperlodically.
Nine cells were irradiated at a time by placing them, and a Faraday
cup of special design, on a belt which conveyed them repeatedly through a
beam of 2 MeV electrons. In this way each cell, amdthe Faraday cup,
received an equal integrated flux, which w_s constant over the cell area
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to a few percent. Periodically, irradiation was halted a_d all cells
were evaluated at 27°C. Dark I-V curves, I-V curves under 3400°K tungsten
light at 140 mW/cm2, and I-V curves under the same light source filtered
_rough 1/2 Ia_L_of y__-_-"_l......_A 3 _- _...........a,-4nn_a water.,were taken.
The intensities stated refer to solar illumination; i.e., the intensity
was adjusted until two calibrated solar cells gave the same power output
which they would deliver under 140 mW/cm2 ground level solar illumlnzation.
Also, spectral response curves were determined before and after _.rrad/ation.
Efficiencies at the maximum power point were calculated from the
light curves. All data given in this _aper refer to the filtered light
source. Such a filtered light source provides an apparent rate of
"_ degradation in efficiency which is closer to the rate seen in sunlight
than to the rate seen in unfiltered tungsten light, although this effect
is empzrical and is not based on any close similarity to the solar spectrum.
In all cases, the two light sources gave the same ind/cation as to which
of two cell types was more resistant to damage.
The typical effect of damaging radiation on solar cells is illus-
trated by Figure i, which shows I-V curves for an _-cm P/N cell measured8
after exposure to different electron fluxes. One sees a decrease in short
circuit current which also, by shifting the power curve upward, accounts
for about half of the observed decrease in open circuit voltage. An
inc,'easein the load resistance corresponding to the maximum power point
is also apparent. "/henefficiencies are calculated from these curves, one
sees the typically logarithmic decrease in efficiency with electron flux
shown in Figure 2.
Unfortunately, there is no s_ngle method of abstracting one value
from a curve such as this which gives a Just comparison among the rad/ation
damage ra_es for all types of cells. One measure which has been used is
the slope of the logarithmic decrease -n efficiency; i.e., the % decrease
in efficiency caused by a factor of ten increase in the total electron
flux. This is very deciving because both N/P and P/N cells eventually
exhibit similar slopes, but the N/P cells do not begin to show logarithmic
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deg_adatlon u_._ they have received about ten ti_es greater integrated
fluxes Another common measure is the electron flux at which the ef-
ficie_,_yhas fallen to 75_ of its i_Itial value. This method discrlminates
against a cell which _as a high initial efficiency because of a low initial
concentration of recombination centers. A given number of radiation
induced recombination centers will cause a greater fractional decrease in
efficiency for this cell than for a cell with lower initial efficiency.
This second method is mear_ngful, however, if one can compare only cells
with equal initial efficlencies. This we were rarely able to do. A
third method which is of'particular value to _he satellite designer, who
must design for a certain minimum power level toward the end of his mission,
is to specify the efficiency after exposure to a particular flux.
In Table I the results of the investigation are summarized by the
latter two methods, and by one other; the electron flux required to reduce
the efficiency to 6%. The particular electron flux chosen as a criterion
is 1015/cm2. Initial efficiencies are also shown. The third and fourth
columns in Table I show a distinct reciprocity--a high initial efficiency
tends to reduce the apparent resistance of the cells as irzllcated by flux
at 75% of initial efficiency. In the latter two columns, high initial
efficiency should tend to increase the apparent resistance to 2 MeV
electrons. Although each line in Table I represents the average of from
three to nine cells, the data appears to scatter badly because of the
effect of variations in initial efficiency. However, when the effects
of the initial efflciencies are considered, the results become fairly
clear.
The effect of diffusion depth appears to be minor, and an optimum
value of 0.5_ was chosen, rather arbitrarily. N/P cells are seen to
resist roughly 3 times as much 2 M_ electron flux as P/N cells, and the
optimum values of base resistivity lie in the range IO-15_ cm. If short
circuit current density is considered instead of efficiency, the damage
rate continues to decrease with increasing resistivity u_ to the highest
resistiwty tested. The maximum in damage resistance of N/P cells actually
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occurs because of series resistance losses, and could be shifted to higher
resistlvitles by constructing thinner cells. The _0 _-cm cells reported
...... _J 1 -- 4-b. 4 _1.
: From Table I the op $| structureis taken to be 13 _-cm N/P, with
a diffusion depth of 0.5_. Thl8 is quite similar to the findings of the
many investigators who have studied damage rates of cells fabricated from
Czochralskl grown _ilicon. To obtain a direct comparison we tested
' optimum dendritic cells together with cells made from C_qhralski grown
material of the same type and resistivity. The results or the Czochralski
i cells are _i_c qhown in Table I, and are quite similar to the results for
dendritic cells.
The effect of ambient temperature on the formation of radiation
t
* defects was found to be unimportaDt. Cells of the optimum structure were
irradiated at -80, -30, 27 and 75°C, and no significant differences in
damage rates were seen. Since it was possible that low temper:_tu_c _efect
structures were annealing during measurement, one set of cel2_s ,as main-
tained at -30°C during irradiation and measurement. Again, there was no
effect on the damage rate.
The variation of efficiency with temperature over the range -80°C to
' +75°C for the optimum cell type is shown in Figure 3o The increase in
efficiency at low temperatures over the room t_mper" _e value is not as
great as should be expected, probably bec_u.'e o' ', resis!_ace.
Oxygen contents of the silicon dendrit _s _ md by ,zacuum
fusion. With the exception of one n-type sampL , '_:ntrations were
' in the range 0.006 to O.Oll Wto_. Since this w_s _" _ Ix Llmes as
great as the oxygen content of the Czochralskl grown crystal which pro-
vided cells with virtually Identical damage rates, the variation of oxygen
content a_ong the several dendrites was presumed to be unimportant.
The investigation was concluded with s comparison of 1 MeV and 2 FeV
electron damage rates. Figure 4 shows this data for the optimum dendritic
cells and for s matching set of Czoch_-alskl cells. For the den_r.Itlc cells,
a given decrease in efficiency required six times as much electron l!t_ at
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1 MeV as at 2 _V. For the Czochralskl cells the factor was 3-4 A
similar experiment with P/N deudrltic cells _ vea factor of 2-1/2 -
3-1/2. This should be compared to the results ,_ Denney and Downlnz, _)
who found (for the flux requlred to reach a partl_ular short circuit
current) a factor of about 4 in N/P cells a_l about i-1/2 in _N cells.
Drift Field Structure
This work is an extension of the search for an optimum radiation
resistant dendritic cell to _ ,_aed_ift field structures. Several
speskers at last year's Power Sources Conference discussed the possibility
of improvi_ugradiation resistance by suitably controlling the concentration
gradients in tlAebase region. _nis would produce an electric field which
by speeding charg- collection would tend to offset the decrease in carrier
lifetime.
Two fabrlcatlon methoas are being investigated to provide the desired
graded base structures--diffusion techniques and _ ita_._algrowth techniques.
i. Diffused graded base solar cell stru_" _e:
oolar cell fabrication in this cas_ consists of boron diffusion
into P-type silicon webbed dendrites to obtain a graded base followed by
phosphorus diffusion for formation of the N/P Junction. Efflclencles as
high as 8% ha_ been achieved in these cells.
2. Epltax_al graded base solar cells;
Two epitaxial techn_oues were also used to form graded base
structures. One was to deposit a high resistivity, epltaxial grown l_yer
onto a low resistivity, silicon webbed dendrite base and establish the
desired gradient by out-dlffuslon techniques. The second method was to
deposit the graded epitaxlal layer by controlled doping during epltaxlal
growth° After this structure was obtained, N/P Junctions 1/2 micron deep
were formed by phosphorus diffusion. After diffusion and post-diffuslon
cleaning of these blanks, grid str_Acture contacts were put on the diffused
surface and the bac_ surface using either Ni-plated or Ag-TI evaporated
and alloyed contacts, followed by dip soldering. Figure 5 shows the
_tructure designed Cer epitaxlal graded base solar cells. Efflclencles
_3 high as c_ have been achieved.
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We do not yet have satisfactory direct measurements of the fields or
concentration gradients in these cells. The best evidence of their drift
_ield structure is the behavior of their spectral zesponse under "_ra&lation.
Figure 6 shows the spectral _-e.por_e cu_-vcsof cm!ls of thee-_t_o tvp_a
1016 i0Ig -.,.. , 2' before and after irradiation .Ith 4 x and 7 x - I MeV e-_ronslcm .
For comlmmlson, spectral response curves of an optimum non-graded base
cell before and after irradiation with 1.4 x lO16 _I/cm2 are also shown.
The response to long wavelength light, and therefor_ the collection of
cazT!__rsfrom deep in the base re_ion, is preserved as well or better in
the graaed base structures, despite the greater electron flux received.
short circuit currents are maintained corre ,onding_ywell, 8s shown
in Figure 7. Here, and in Figure 8, the dashed lines represent one par-
ticularly good group of cells which we have not yet been able to reproduce.
The other lines show the average for all cells of each of the three types.
Figure 8 shows efficiency versus 1 MeV electron flux for the _ame groups
'_ of cells. Here, the advantage of the graded babe cells is less obvious
because damage to the open circuit voltage is beginning to have an effect.
It is clear that the graded base cells will prove more resistant than _he
conventIIonally diffused cells, and that much work must still be done to
optimize +heir resSstance.
Effect of Vacuum
Most of the recent evaluations of silicon solar cells have hen done
in air. Mr. Joseph Wise, of the AF Aero Propulsion Laboratory brought
to our attention some recent work(4) that indicates two to three orders
_ magnltr_e decrerse In the flux necessary Io degrade bolar cells when
they are irradiated in vacuum rather _han in air. Some earlier work by
Loferskt and Rappaport (" 5) in 1958 indicates more rapid damage L ,a factor
of about SO in vacuum. Their finding was noted but not Investlbated
further, possibly because the predictions of solar ct__lllfe in epace at
that time appeared to _'[vea comfortable margl of safety. Because of the
I more intense radiatio-,flelds now known to be_ resent, however, it is
necessary to resolve the question. The acc_ted satellite experience
• I A-_'-_-7
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with solar cell power supplies surely precludes any general order of
magnitude effect, but any accelerated damage due to vacuum enviror_nent
could be very costly.
An apparatus was designed to simultaneously evaluate pai_s of solar
. cells, one in vacuum and one in atmospheric air. _ne cells are simul-
taneously irradiated with i MeV electrons, recelving identical flux
densities.
Irradiations to date have employed a vacuum no better than about
i x i0-4 Torr, with the air in the "atmospheric" chamber being continously
changed to eliminate ozone build-up. Cell efficiency is measured at 27°C,
with water-fil_red 3400°K tungsten light. The intensity is the same on
each cell at about 120 mw/cm"z.
Representative results for seveiBl types o_" cell are displayed in Fig-
ures 9 through 12. Each pair of cells had the same initial efficiencies.
The first three plots of efficiency vs flux density show no difference
between air and vacuum. Figure 12, for two i0 G-em P/N cells from the
same supplier, shows that the air irradiated cell consistently required
5 times the flux for equivalent degradation, for flux densities exceeding
about 4 x i014 el/cm_.- This difference was due to degradation of open-
circuit voltage, rather than short-circuit current density. A repeti-
tion of this last experiment showed a similar enhancement of the damage
rate in vacuum, but the effect _ms less clear. Further study of this
phenomenon i_ clearly needed.
Future work will employ a better vacuum and the experimental survey
of cell types will continue. We also hope to develop apparatus that allows
both irradiations and efficiency measurement in vacuum, without inter-
ruption.
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electron flux efficiency
Diffusion Resistivity initial _ 75% of inito @ 1015 electron flux
Depth efficiency efficiency el/cm2 @ l_l..eff.el/cm2)(_) .(_-cm) . (_) (1013 l/cm2) (%) (i0--,
P/N Cells
^ ' ), "_ O0U._ l I, -y _ n
0.6 I i3.2 1.5 4.4 33
i
o,9 _ lO.3 1.5 3.6 8.5
0.6 1 13.2 1.4 _.5 33
i 5 12.4 4.6 5.6 85
8 lO.5 13 5.8 120
24 9 0 42 2 9 9
N/P Cells
0.3 1 9.6 25 6.0
!
0.5 I 9.4 30 5.8 _oO
1.0 ,_ 9.7 40 6.3 90
0.5 1 9.4 30 5.8 120
I 5 9.7 40 7.1 330
I 10 8.1 170 6.4 170
----9 1 13 9.3 150 7.0 370
!
$ 21 8.9 90 6.5 200
dendritic
0.5 13 lO.1 hO 6.6 170
Czochralski
0.5 13 LI.3 _5 7.i 270
Table I. Effect of resistivity, resistivit_ type, and diffusion depth on
resistance to damage by 2 MeV _lectrons. E_ch listing is the
average of 3 to 9 cells. The horizontal arrow shows the structure
chosen as optimum. The last two lines compare cells of dendritic
and Czochralski grown silicon, each having the chosen optimum
structure.
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/I I II I!1
0 Voltage
0.1 0,? 0.3 0.4
o I I I
13.6
C 8/
Fig. 1-Current voltagecharacteristicsof 8.4 Q-cmP/Ncell
with O.5 IJdiffusion depth, testedafter exposureto different
flJxesof 2/VleVelectrons.Cellsweretestedat 27°C with filth,red
3400°K tungsten light at an intensity equivalentto 140mW/cm2
sunlight. Electronfluxesare shownfor eachcurve in units of
1013el/cruZ.Numbersattachedto the obliquelines are source
; impedancesof tke cell, inQ, after exposuretothe electronflux
indicated.
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1013 1014 1015
Fluxof 2 MeVelectrons(el/cm2)
Fig. 2-Decreaseof effirlencywith 2 MeVelectronflux, for an
8.4 Q-cm PINcell with O.5IJdiffusion depth. Cellsweretested
at 21°C with filtered 3400°K tungste_nlight at an intensity
equivalentto 140mW/cmz sunlight.
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2 1 I 1 I l I I I 1
-lO0 -60 -20 +20 +60 +100
Te iperature (°C)
Fig. 3- Variationof efficiencywith temperaturefor a dendritic
solarcell ofoptimumstructure ( 13Q-cm N/P, with O.5 I_
diffusion depth). Cellsweretestedwith filtered 3400°K
tungsten light at an intensity equivalentto 140mW/cm2 sunlight.
Notethe suppressedzeroon the vertical scale.
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I ] I
10 ---e_ _'_ IMeV
e-
e-
I,_ ,
t.3
.-_" 4-- e Averageof webbedoPndi'iticcells
•_ ---...-- Averageof simila; cells formed from
m Czochralskigrownsilicon 2 MeV
2- I I I
1014 1015 1016
El_:tron Flux (el/cm21
Fig. 4-Variation of efficiencywith 1 MeWand2 MeVelectronflux for
NIP_olarcells of optimumdesign.Cellswere t,_stedwith filtered 3400°K
tungsten light at an intensity equivalentto 140m,#/cm2sunlight.
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DiffusedNTypeLayer/
Tinned _. GradedEpitaxial
'__I Ldyer, 25-30p
Contact Silicon Web
0,.01Q-cmP type
_llilllillllll III IIIIfl[ll ll/lli,
1020-
._=o /
_ _,_ 1018-
U U __
_ _ 1016-
1014 0.01Q-cmP I P N
25-30
Distance.:(IJ)
Fig. 5-Planned structure andcorcentration
profile for initial epitaxialdrift field solarcells o
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80 / \
7 \\ o6O
40 j EpitaxiaiCell _\\
20 . \
0
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Wavelength(p)
Fig.5-Effectof l MeVelectronirradiationon spectral
responsecurvesofthreetypesof cell madefrom
webbedendriticsilicon. Thenumberattachedtoeach
curveis theelectronflux receivedin unitsof 1016el/cm2.
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Fig. Z-Decreaseof short circuit current density with I MeV
electron flux, for three typesof cells madefrom webbed
dendritic silicon. The solid lines showthe averageof all
cells tested; the dashedlines represent the bestgroup ofcells.
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I........ .'_
•-..... _ OptimumConventionalCells
:_,._ EpitaxialCells
_ 4-
°1
°_
O, 1 !
1014 1015 tO16
Fluxof 1 M_'v',;lectrons(ellcm2)
Fig. 8-Decreaseof efficiencywith ] MeVelectron flux, for
three typesof cells madefromwebbeddendritic silicon. The
solid lines showthe averageof all cells tested; the dashed
lines representthe bestgroup of cells.
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' o_ I 1 ,,,
0 1014 1015 1016
Fluxof 1 MeVelectrons(el/cm2)
Fig. g-Decreaseof efficiencywith 1 MeVeqectronflux, for
- 1Q-cmPINsiliconsolarcells, irraaiatedin air and in
vacuum(-,10-4torr) Cellsweretestedin filtered 3400°K tungsten
light at an intensity equivalentto 140mW/cm2sunlight.
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Fluxof 1MeVelectrons(el/cm2)
Fig. lO-Decreaseof efficiencywith 1MeVelectronflux, for
lO£t-cmNIPsiliconsolarcells, irradiatedin air andin vacuum
(-10-4torr). Cellsweretestedin filtered3400°K tungsten
lightatan intensityequivalento 140mW/cm2sunlight.
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sI I , 1
.__ 6-- _ _-
L.. 4 --
L__
_- • Air
.__ 2 - o VacuumU
e_
o-i( 1 I
0 1014 1015 1016
Flux of 1 MeVelectrons(el/cm21
Fig. ll-Decrease of efficiencywith 1MeVelectronflux, for
] O-cmP/Nsilicon solarcells, irradiatedin air and in vacuum(~ ]0-4
torr). Cellsweretestedin filtered 3400°K tungsten light at an
intensity equivalentto 140mW/cm2sunlight.
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A _'k_\ eAir
!2 - oVacuum --
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.o,
- ,,\E= I0--
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.__
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0 I 1 l 1
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flu;: of 1 Me_,,electron (el/cm21
Fig. 12-Decreaseof efficiencywith ] MeVelectronflux, for
10.Q-cmP/Nsilicon solarcells, irradiatedin air and
in vacuum(---10-4 torr. ). Cellsweretestodin filtered 3400°K
tungsten light at an intensity equivalentto 140mWlcm sunlight o
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DISCUSSION
MANDELKORN - NASA, LEWIS: Can you explain _%ao you mean wht you say
efficiency referred to sunlight?
MR. BABCOCK: We take standard solar ceils, which are unfortunately not
as blue as I would like them, determine their short circuit current at 140
milliwatts per square centimeter sunlight, and then adjust our 3400°K tungsten
ill_nination so that the calibrated cells give the same short circuit current.
That's what we mean by referred to sunlight.
JOE LOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: Can you say something about this vacuum
versus air business? In an earlier paper we discussed the effect of radiation
on surfaces and it appeared there that the response to infrared radiation did
not change. It is the response to ultraviolet or violet radiation that is
readily changed by radiation. An incandescent source like the one you are
using is rich in the infrared and will not show the changes, or at least they
will be supressed.
MR. BABCOCK: Of course the situation is very different when you are looking
at the surface.
JOE iOFERSKI - BROWN UNIVERSITY: What I mean is that in sunlight perhaps
the differences between vacuum and air are greater because of the greater
amount of violet and blue in the sunlight as compared with the incandescent
tungsten lamp light source.
MR. BABCOCK: Of course the use of tungsten light is only an empirical
dodge which does very little to simulate sunlight. I don't know how much of
an effect this difference would make.
RALPH - HELIOTEK: You mentioned a lot of leakage in the dendrites on
either side of the web. What kind of leakage was this, and how much of the
dendrite did you have to remove?
MR. BABCOCK: The c_ndrites are trimmed mainly to get a uniform width for
the c£ii and the reason we cannot make the cell with the dendrite on is due to
the nonuniform width of the material as it is grown, rather than leakage.
Leakage is not as important as I might have given you to understand.
ROSS - HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS: What is your actual degradation rate in
percentage per dec°de? It seems to be a little faster than 20 per cent and
that worries me a little bit.
MR. BABCOCK: For a p-on-n cell in a decade it goes from 8.6 to 6 percent
which is about 30 percent per decade. Yes, that is high. But I also have data
for an n-on-p cell. (A lengthy pause followed, which the chairman interrupted
and closed the discussion).
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EFFECTS OF SHIELDING ON ELECTRON DAMagE
TO SOLAR CELLS
F. J. Campbell
R. J. Lambert
P_a_At_o_ aA=AE_ _S _Ot J_st a 9_Dction of the solar cell degradation--
the entire assembly must be considered in an analysis of the performance of
the power supply. In Figure 1 is shown the common form of this assembly. The
solar cell is covered with a sheet of glass, which serves as a shield against
surface erosion, and when necessary it is thick enough to attenuate some of
the incident particle radiation encountered in the Val Allen belts. On the
outer surface of the glass is an anti-reflection coating which serves to
increase the amount of light transmitte_ through the glass. On the inner
surface a selective reflecting filter is applied which rejects ultraviolet
energies which do not photo-activate the solar cell. This reduces internal
heating and provides some protection against degradation of the adhesive
used to bond the shield to the solar cell.
Based on the radiation exposure anticipated for the particular orbit, the
designer of a satellite's solar cell power supply must evaluate the required
thickness and composition of glass required to provide radiation protection
(maintaining an optimum in the balance of cost, weight efficiency, ._d solar
cell life) and select the most stable and effective adhesive. For example,
In the design of the power supply for SYNCOM II, preflight calculations were
based on the assumption that at the orbiting altitude of 22,300 miles, there
would be insignificant damage_ne to particle radiation. The solar cells
used are Hoffman p/n cells covered with OCLI 6-mil thick microsheet shields,
_ containing the anti-reflecting coating and a '_lue" filter, bonded together
with Furane 15-E epoxy adhesive.
Previous experiments have been reported on electron, proton, and UV
degradation studies of microsheet glass and 15-E adhesive which illustrated
the changes in spectral transmittance obserJed in these and many other
materials. I Notably, the first effect is a decrease in transmittance at the
blue end of the spectra, which proceeds to fall further with increasing dose.
Toldetermine exactly what effect this darkening has on the solar energy
conversion efficiency of the solar cell assemblyus_d on SYNCOM II,[a study
was conducted by irradiating the individual components with 1-_v electrons
and m_asuring the individual parameters by various methods. The specimen
components obtained from the power supply contractor's a_sembly line for this
study were as follows:
(1) Bare solar cells (p/n)
A-9-1
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(2) OCLI covers (6-mil microsheet) bonded to fused _ilica bases with
adhesive 15-_
(3) Same shields bonded to matching solar cells with adhesive 15-E
(Two specimens of each component were irradiated for each data point. A
third specimen was measured each time as a control check on the instruments.)
The irradiation degradation of the individual components should then equate
as follows:
+ _ (equivalent decrease in response due to darkening) =
Irradiations with 1-_=v electrons were obtained with a Van de Graaff accelerator.
To ensure uniformity of exposure, all specimens were mounted on the perimeter
of an aluminum wheel which rotated at lO rpmunder the beam tube so that the
circular path of each specimen passed through the axis of the beam tube on
each revolution. Irradiatiorm were conducted at different fl__ densities for
each decade increment so as to maintain a reasonable time control. Exposure
time varied from 80 seconds for lO12e/cm2 to 122 minutes for the final dose
of1ol e/ m2.
Spectral transmittance through the cover glasses was obtained over the
range of wavelengths from 0.35 to 1.2 microns with a Beckman IR-4U, double-
beam,__ecord_ng spectrophotometer. The spectra following accumulated doses
of l013, lO14, and 1015e/cm2 are shown in comparison to the unirradiated
c 12spa tra in Figure 1. At l0 there was no change from the original spectra.
One of the methods used for measuring solar cell performance and the
comparative degradation was with I-V curves obtained under illumination from
a 2800°K tungsten light source through a water filter. The percent degradation
in short-circuit current calculated from these measurements at successive
dose increments are given in Table 1.
This conventional method did not, however, provide sufficient information
to calculate the effect on performance due to irradiation damages to the
glass and adhesive. Since this degradation is predominantly in the visible
light region, in order to accurately determine the effect of degradation on
the efficiency of the solar cell, it is necessary to determine changes in the
cell's response with respect to the sun's spectrum rather than by the _ommon
method of tungsten source illumination. The relative spectra of these two
sources are illustrated in Figure 2. Such a means of measuring this response
and presenting it on a recorder has recently been developed at the Naval
Research Laboratory.2 Briefly, the original instrument provided a curve
of relative spectral response at constant incident energy at all wavelengths.
Recent modifications in instrumentation have made it also possible to
multiply this response by Johnson's curve to obtain a cu_e representing
A-9-2
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the relative solar response versus wavelength actually obtain2,dfrom the
solar cell or the shielded cell assembly in operation on a satellite's
power supply• The resulting solar response curve obtained by this method
is illustrated in Figure 3- If the curve of the degraded cover glass
and adhesive were superimposed on this figure, it become,s apparent that
an important zegion of the p_m's spectrum has been attenuated• This
effect is illustrated by the several curves in Fi_are 4, which were obtained
with the NRL instrument. The solar response cuNtes of the irradiated
integrator that will read out relative integrated response while the curve
is being recorded has been recently added to the computer circuit.
These curves can be very helpful in design calculations for a power
supply when the information is tabulated for calculations as in Table 2.
Then, by multiplying the selected integrals under the curve of the relative
solar response of an unirradiated bare solar cell by the average percent
attenuation in this integral due to the cover glass and adhesive, the net
decrease in short circuit current can be calculated. In this example, it
is about 7%. By the same procedure with _ normalized curve of the irradiated
bare cell and the values of percent attenuation versus wavelength of the
irradiated glass and adhesive, the effective radiation damage can also be
calculated. Examples of these calculations are given in Table 3. The 6-mil
thickness of glass provides very little attenuation of l-_v electrons, so
the shielding effect is not taken into consideration in these calculations.
As a final check on this method, the same set of solar cell specimens
was measured under the xenon-tungsten solar simulator at the Applied
Physics Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University• This light source closely
simulates Johnson's eur_e. Calculated radiation degradation of solar
cells and the complete assemblies obtained from these measurements is compared
to those obtained by the other methods in Table 4. Table 5 lists the
calculated decrease in short-circuit current due to the attenuation of
the cover materials before and after irradiation. Here the differences
in results by the various methods are obvious. With the tungsten source,
degradation of solar cells is accentuated since it is loss of response to
longer wavelergths that is most affected, while the change due to degradation
of th_ cover mz,erials is undervalued. For a realistic analysis of degrada-
tJ n, either of the other methods described will provide practical results
tha_ will give a closer estimation of the effects of radiation on the per-
formance of a shielded solar cell power supply.
RF_EEE_CES
1. Campbellj F. J., "Effects of Space Radiation on Solar Cell Cover Materials,"
Proc. of Photovoltaic Specialist's Conf., Volo II, July 1963.
2. Lamber*_ R. J., "Automatic Computation and Plotting of Spectral Response
Data," Report of NRLProgress, Feb. 196_.
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Table 1
Effects of i Mev Electron Irradiations on
Short-Circuit Current of p/n Solar Cells
(Tungsten Light Source)
Dose % Decrease in IS
(electrons/cm2) Bare Cells Covered Cells++
lO12 5.7 7.4
I013 19.2 23.6
lO14 39.8 44.6
i015 60.4 62.2
@ Covered with 6-mll microsheet and 15-E adhesive
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Table 2
Radlation Effects on Bare and Covcred Solar Cells by
Calculated Integrations of Solar Response Curves
(Figure 4)
I'
Relative Solar Response per Increment
Wavelength After Irradiation
Increment Before Irradiation (lol5_/cm2 - i Mev electrons)
microns Bare Covered Bare Covered
•41 - .43 60 36 41 34
•43 - .47 146 122 158 117
•47 - .50 183 174 186 156
•50 - .60 814 770 910 638
.60 - .70 937 898 671 599
•70 - .8o 952 909 438 393
.80 - .90 844 780 223 204
•90 -I.0 622 572 52 46
1.0 -i.i 313 203 8 5
i.i -i_2 23 18 0 0
Sum 4894 4482 2687 2192
Decrease due to Radiation Exposure
Bare Cells: (4874 - 2687) x lO0 = h5.1_
4894
' Covered Cells: (4482 - 2192)x iO04482 - 51.1%
DecreaEe due to Cover Materials
Before Irradiation: (4894 - 4482) x i00
4894 = 8.4%
After Irradiation: (2687 -._1_2) x lO0 = 18.4%2687 ....
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Table 4
Comparison of Electron Dams_e to Solar Cell Assemblies as
Determined by Various Methods
(Total Dose : lO15e/cm2 - i Mev electrons)
%Degradation of I
so
Method Bare Cell Covered Cell
NRL Spectral Response
Instrument
Calculated (Table 2)
, Integration 45.1 51.1
Electronic Integration 47.2 51.0
APL Solar Simulator 42.8 48.2
Tungsten Light S_nnulator 60.4 62.2
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Table 5
Decrease in I Attributed to Light Attenuation by
Cover Materia_ c on SYNCOM II Solar Cell Assemblies
as Determined by Various Methods
After Irradiation
Before
Method Irradiation (i015e/c2 - i Mev electrons)
NKL Solar Response Instru-
ment
Calculated Integration 8.4% 18.4
Electronic Integration 6.2 32.8
Calculated from Attenuation
Spectra 6.9 13.4
APL Solar Simulator 8.0 16.3
Tungsten Light Simulator 5.6 9.2
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DISCUSSION
WEINER - RCA-_STRO: Could you distinguish between the amount of damage to
the 0211 and the purine 15E?
MR. LAMBERT: In this experiment there was no separation of the two. How-
ever, in previous reports that we have made we showed that purine 15E does de-
grade in transmiasion quite considerably. I believe our data was carried out
to _ dose oi ±u-- . _-_'_-u_ __,_" sq_-_ c_uLJ_m_Lc±-,
WEINER - RCA-ASTRO: We have rim some tests of the effect of radiation on
various materials for the Nimbus application. Our transmission curves are more
optimistic than those we have published in the past. We have some slides of this
that we would like to show. The first slide shows two different transmission
curves taken of the cover glass with a given piece of apparatus, and shows some
of the variability fo_indwhen you try to repeat experiments. The cu1_es on the
next slide are a little more interesting. These are transmission curves for a
p1_rine15E coated s_-mi$_0?9_0 cover glass. We have one curve at lO14, one
for lO15, and two for l0A° representing two different samples. They are in
eral agreement with the data given by Campbell up to lO15. But for the lO16gcaseen-
we don't show a depression of the entire curve, but rather a sort of wedge-shaped
deterioration at the shorter wavelengths. This curve is for another adhesive,
X?4, on the same cover glass. You can see that the effect of damage is much
greater. If we take these absorptioo curves and the spectral response curves of
reference unbombarded silicon cells and multiply them together we find that the
response of the 15E combined unit is very little affected past a dose of lO15.
This is not the case for X74 where there is considerable degradation. We have
more data which we well be glad to discuss in private with anyone who is in-
terested.
CHERRY - NASA-GODDARD: I want to say that Fred has done a great deal of work
on investigating different oover glasses and adhesives under electron, proton, and
ultraviolet radiations. There is an NRL publication that has a great deal of
this information in it. This publication is available by contacting Fred Campbell.
A-9-L5
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HIGH-_ERGY RADIATION AND SOIAR CELL SHIELDS
i. By Gilbert A. Haynes*
i NASA Langley Research Center
INTRODUCTION
i
Particulate radiation such as that found in the earth's radiation belts
poses a serious problem to some components of earth orbiting satellites. Solmr
cells are especially subject to radiation damage and often require shielding.
! Shields for the llght-sensitive side of solar cells must, of course, be trans-
parent. The transparency of many materials is affected by radiation, particu-
larly by the high-energy electrons typical of the artificial radiation belt.
!Presented in this paper are data covering the effect of electron radiation on
the optical transmission of a number of transparent materials which could be
used as solar cell covers. Most samples were irradiated with 1._ Mev electrons;
however, some irradiation was also done with 0.30 and 2.4 Mev for comparison. '
For accurate prediction of solar cell performance in a radiation environ-
ment, the effectiveness of the shielding material must be known. Data needed
to com_ute shlelding effectiveness are scarce, particularly for electrons when
using relatively thick materials other than aluminum. IData are presented com-
paring the degradation of unshieldo_d solar cells with that of cells shielded
with various thicknesses of synthetic fused silica, using 2.4 Mev elections.
APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDOS_
The particle accelerators used were 1 and 3 Mev dynamitron_ located at
Langley and Lewis Research Centers, respectively.
Pre- and post-irradiation tests on the optical transmission of the shield
samples were made using a Beckman DK-1 spectrophotometer and a wlde-band trans-
mission monitor consisting of a solar cell; a tungsten light, an_ a readout
instrument. The resolution of the spectrophotometer gas about l0 angstroms
maximum, and the repeatability was within 2 percent. The wide-band tests were
repeatable within 0.9 percent. Visible appearance was also observed. The
shielding materials tested were: synthetic sapphire, synthetic fused silica,
fused quartz, micro-sheet, non_rowning lead glass, hlgh-density lead glass,
nonbrowning lime glass, and so]ex.
Measurements were made of the solar cell short circuit current before and
after irradiation using unfiltered tungsten light at 2800° K color _cmperature
and 116 mw/cm2 intensity. All tests were made with the shields off to eliminate
any effects of the radiation damaged shields. Spectral response measurements
were made on each cell (unshlelded) before and after irradiation using a set of
narrow band-pass Inter_ere,_'efilters.
_Aerospace Technologist.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Irradiation of Transparent Materials
The materials chosen for testing had an optical transmission of 85 percent
or better in the solar cell response band. The thicF_ess of each sample was
such that it approached or exceeded the penetration depth of the irradiating
electrons in material. Penetration depths were computed from the range-cue :gy
curve _n figure i (ref. i). The penetration depth in silica (Si02) is 0.086 inch
-Pn-,.. I O M_,r _]_t.¢_ TT_-In_ ",',Ane',,:,,__no,',"u'v r_l_,'v,_ f'n'r Al'nm'lm_m_ "l'.h_, _n_,t.l"_'l".i,",n
depth in sapphire (A1203) is 0.031 inch.
Results are presented for a sample of most materials tested. A number of
transparent shielding materials were tested at 1.2 Mev. A description of a
sample of each material and results of wlde-band transmission tests on each
are given in table I. All samples in this table were irradiated with
2.7 x lO15 e/cm2 except the starred sample which was irradiated with
1.O × I017 e/cm2. The thickness of most of these samples exceeds the range
of electrons in the material.
The sapphire sample listed is synthetic annealed crystalline sapphire and
has a purity of 99.99+ percent. Synthetic fused silica is a materis! manufac-
tured by a vapor deposition method where SiC]J4 is oxidized at high temperatures.
Materials produced by this method may contain as little as 0.2 ppm impurities.
Fused quartz is manufactured by fusing natural quartz crystals at high tempera-
tures. By this method purities of 99.8 percent have been obtained in commer-
cially available quartz. Coming No. 8_62 is a cerium doped lead glass, and
Coming No. 8365 is a cerium doped lime glass. Cerium tends to inhibit radia-
tion darkening of glass and also enhances recovery from discoloration. Coming
No. 0211 or micro-sheet is a flre-pollshed drawn glass available in thickness
from 0.006 to 0.026 inch. Solex is a heat absorbent glass wlth a large iron
content.
The _ide-band transmission reLults indicate that a dose of 2.7 x lO15 e/era2
causes no measurable damage over the solar cell response region in sapphire or
synthetic fused silica. A heavy dose (1.O x l017 e/cm2) will cause less than
2 percent damage in synthetic fused silica (starred sample). Only two of the
nine kinds of fus_:_quartz tested are represented. These are a slightly damaged
sample and a heavily damaged sample. Other types tested that lo_t less than
7 percent in w_de-band transmission were Amersil Infrasil, GE 105, and GE 106.
GE 104 lost less than 1 percent in transmission at the listed dose.
The samples of Cornlng No. 8365 and No. 8365 did not change in transmission
in the solar cell response band. How_ver, _he sample (t"CrrrLingNo. 8_62 devel-
! oped electron discharge patterns or Litchenberg Figures (ref. 2) after a dose of
abo_t 7.4 k lO14 e/cm2. Such imperfectiuns cause attenuation of light being
i transmitted by the sample; thus, a loss in transmission was seen. The densities
t of these materials are relatively high so the penetration depth of electrons inl
I them is less than in quartz.
!
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The samlJleof Coming No. 0211 listed was 0.026 inch thick. By virtue of
its thinnes_ the majority of the incident electrons were transmitted. There
were samples of this material irradiated that were only 0.006 inch thick. These
samples lost only abou_ 2 percent in wide-band transmission. The solex tested
exhibited good radiation resistance.
Figures 2 through _ show the spectral transmission of some of the materials
befo_'_and after irradiation. Figure 2 represents sapphire. At a dose of
2.7 × iOI_ e/cm2 no change occurred in the transmission. However, after a dose
of 1.0 × 1017 e/cm2 a very small decrease in ultraviolet transmission occurs.
Sapphire also developed a slight discoloration.
Figure 3 represents synthetic fused silica before irradiation and after
several doses. Notice that at a dose of 1.0 × iOI_ e/cm2 the transmission
degradation is primarily in the ultraviolet. But as the dose increases the
degradation extends into the visible. Associated with the visible transmission
degradation is a slight bluish visible ,coloration. The depth of this dis-
coloration in the material appears to approximate the penetration depth of
1.2 Mev electrons in SiO2.
Figure 4 represents a lightly damaged sample of fused quartz. There is
degradation of transmission in the UV, and visible regions with some degradation
in the infrared. Notice that an absorption maximum appears to be centered at
0._)_. Damage to other types of fused quartz differed in degree only from that
!
shown in the figure. The absorption maximum and the spectral range of the
damage were characteristically the same. Associated with this absorption maxi-
mum in the visible is a discoloration that is proportional to the degree of
absorption. It varies from a faint brownish color for the lightly damaged sam-
ples to a deep purple for the heavily damaged samples.
Figure 5 represents Coming No. 8363 high-density lead glass. A dose of
2.7 × I0I_ e/cm2 causes very little damage in the region of the spectral cut-off
for the sample. The transmission decrease in the solar cell response region is
minute thus explaining negligible wide-band transmission loss for this sample.
Even less damage occurred in Coming No. 8365. The Coming No. 8362 sample
showed a substantial decrease in spectral transmission. However, this decrease
was not due to discoloration but to electron discharge patterns as discussed
earlier.
Most of the damage to Corning No. 0211 occurs in the visible region. This
material has a spectral cut-off at approximately 0.35_. It also had a brownish
visible appearance after irradiation.
Figure 6 shows damage versus flux curves for several materials. These
curves show that damage to materials is nonlinear, and the damage occurs at
relatively low fluxes as pointed out by curves c and d.
It is believed that the impurities in the materials are the main cause of
discoloration or absorption in the visible. Damage to UV transmission is thought
to be caused by defects in the atomic structure of the material (refs. 3 and 4).
These theories are borne out in the quartz tests. The very pure synthetic fused
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silica degraded relatively little while the less pure fused quartz degraded
substantially. There are excepticns in the cases of the cerium doped glasses,
and Solex which have high impurity contents.
Shown in table II is a tabulation of the relative effects of 2.4, 1.2, and
0._O Mev elect_ ons on the wlde-band transm/s_ on of four materials. Not all
materials were irradiated at all energies. However, from data in the table the
damage to the optical transmission of the materials appears to be _re energy
dependent than flux dependent. Notice that for sapphire the extremely large
dose of 1.0 X lO17 at 1.2 Mev causes no wide-band transmission damage while at
one-tenth the dose with _ _'
., Mev electrons *_^_,__o_ oo__.,,_ a_,a_o _,n_......._,
a similar occurrence for all of the samples listed.
Solar Cell Shielding Tests
Figure 7 shows the degradation vs. integrated flux for typical N_ cells
both unshielded and with synthetic fused silica shields of several thicknesses.
The atmospheric density satellite (12-foot sphere) cells were covered with
i/8-inch shields. The Explorer ][VI power cell trays had 5/16-inch covers. The
aspect sensor on S-55C satellite will use a i/4-inch synthetic fused silica
cover.
The parameter shown in the figure is short circuit current. It was meas-
ured using a tungsten light source and the data corrected for space sun
(air mass = 0). The 2.4 Mev energy was the highest available at the time and
it is reasonably typical of the artificial belt electrons. This energy has a
practical range of I.i gm/cm 2 in SiO 2 (corresponding to 0.197 inch of synthetic
fused silica).
From the figure it can be seen that the shields s_bstantlally increase the
critical flux fc (flux required to produc_ 25 percent damage). A I/8-1nch
shield increases fc by a factor of 6.4 over that for a bare cell; a 3/16-1nch
shield increases fc by a factor of 48 or more; and a i/_-inch shield increases
fc by a factor of over i000. These factors are considerably larger than those
deduced from data given by Marshall and Ward for electron transmission of alu-
minum foils (ref. 5). Possibly a large number of the straggling electrons had
energies too low to be effective in damaging the cells.
CONCLUSIONS
i. Sapphire was found to be practically unaffected by radiation in the
spectral response region of solar cells.
2. Synthetic fused silica is damaged primarily in ultraviolet transmission,t
thereby it is an excellent material for use as solar cell covers.
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TABLE I._ EFFECT OF 1.2 MEV ELECTRONS ON SEVERAL MATERIALS
Wlde-ba_
M_nufacturer Trade name Type transmlnlon
logs, percent
Linde Company Sapphire I Annealed 0
sapphire
Coming Glass Works Coming No. 7940 Synthetic fused 0
silica
Dynasil Corp.* Dynasll Synthetic fused 1.5
Optical Gr. silica
Amersil Quartz Amersll Fused quartz 1.8
Division, Engelhard Optical Gr.
Amersll Quartz Fused quartz 41.6
Division, Engelhard
Coming Glass Works Cornlng No. 8562 Nonbrow_ng 2.4
lead glass
Coming Glass Works Cornlng No. 8563 Hi_h-denslty 0
lead glass
Coming Glass Works Coming No. 836_ Nonbrownlng 0
lime glass
Con_ing Glass Works Coming No. 09_ll Drawn glass 7.6
Solex Heat absorbent 2.7
glass l
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TABLE II.- COMPARISONOF _, MATERIALS IRPJ_IATEDWITH
_ONS OF SEVERAL ENERGIES
Thickness, Energy, Electron Wide-ban_
Trade name in. Mev flux (e/cm 2) transmission
loss, percent
Annealed sapphire 0.120 2.4 1.0 x iO16 0.9
0.080 1.2 i.0 x i017 0
0.0_0 0.30 2.7 x ioz5 o
[
Synthetic fused 0._'_0 2.4 1.0 x i016 3.9
dillca
0.225 2.2 l.O × 2027 1.5
o.i25 o.30 2.7 x ioi5 o
Fused quartz 0.0955 1.2 2.7 x i0lj 30.0
0.0935 o.3o 2 7 × io15 5.5
Coming No. 0211 O.026 i.2 2.7 x _o- ! 7.6
I .........
0.026 0.30 2.7 x 1015 3.2|
i
I
i
I
!
I
I
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Figure i.- Range-energy relationships for electrons in aluminum.
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Figure 3.- Transmission of synthetic fused silica before and after
irradiation.
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_igure 4.- Transmission of fused quartz before and after irradiation
with 1.2 Mev electrons.
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Figure 5,- Transmission of Coming number 8363 before and after Irra_la.,
tion wlth 1.2 Mev electrons.
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Section B-1
CURRENT STATUS OF DRIFT F_T_ SOLAR CELLS
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Current Status of Drift Field Solar Cells
L
Presented by
P. H. Fang
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
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T_+_a,1_n_ _V Rs_iation Damage Problems
The electrical power used in space exploration-except for some missions
of short duration where ordinary batteries are used-is derived from photo-
voltaic solar cells, in particular, Silicon (Si) solar cells made of single
crystal Si with a np junction,r2ar but beneath the surface of the incident
sunlight. With optimization of the junction polarity (np versus pn) and
the base resistivity of Si, the power of the solar cells deteriorated to
75% of the original value in a matter of hours in space. With a protective
glass shield, however, the deterioration rate is of the order of weeks and
months, depending on the orbits of the satellite. Therefore, the search
for solar cells with high resistivity to radiation damage continues to be
important.
Some _cent attempts have been made to use different materials other
than Si, as described in the work of Wysocki, Perkins (GaAs), Aldrich [CdTe),
Deshotels and Augustine, Chamberlin and Skarman, Schaefer and Statler, and
Brandhorst (CdS), Werth (Ge) of the present Proceedings of Photovoltaic
Specialist Conference, and Webb (GaAsI_xPx) of the 1963 Proceedings; or on
using Si with different doping impurities, as reported by Mandelkorn. The
consideration of replacing Si by other materials involves multitudes of
problems and is not likely to become decisive for at least another five
years or so. On the other hand, we cannot readily evaluate or appreciate
the effect on the radiation resistivity of different impurities, mainly
because the physical evidences are either not known or not shown as yet.
The present paper reports yet another attempt to improve the radiation
resistance by a modification of Si solar cells. Before entering into
specificities, we would like to make a phenerenological division of solar
cells into two categories: (i) Films add (2) Bulk.
In this picture, single crystal GaAs solar cells and the modified
Ga(As,P) solar cells belong to the first category, because of their direct
transition mechanisms confined to th_ generation of hole-electron pairs in
shallow regions of the order of a few microns. Si films or the type of Si
cells considered by Wolf and Ralph in the present Proceedings also belong
B-l-i
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to the first category in spite of the fact that Si has an indirect-band
transition. Tme reason is the following: Si has a wide region of spatial
dispersion of photons whose energy is larger than the band gap. Thus, the
geometrical thickness of the film type of solar cells is smaller than the
reciprocal of the attenuation coefficient of the usable and available photons.
Of course, CdS and CdTe film solar cells belong to the first category°
At present, Si single crystals are a unique example of the second category.
These two categories of solar cells behave differently in their radiation
properties and are pronouncedly manifest by their low energy proton radiation
damage which is due to a stror_ attenuation of the penetration depth of the
low energy protons. For film solar cells, therefore, at some energy range,
the radiation damage could occur in the critical region of the photovoltaic
electron-hole generation, and the consequence will be a catastrophic deterioration.
On the other hand_ bulk solar cells operate on electron-hoLe pair generation
from extended spatial regions and the radiation damage from charged particles
of any low energy will not strongly effect the resultant cell performance.
We will elaborate on this point later when we discuss some specially fabricated
drift field solar cells, because for technological reasons, drift field solar
cells might manifest in some aspects the radiation damage of the film solar
cell type.
Drift Field Solar Cells-Historical Review and Theoretical Problems
The physical mechanism of creating a drift field in semicondu,_torsby
introducing an impurity concentration gradient and its effect on the
acceleration of minority carriers is well knownl, and the particular applica-
tions of this concept to solar cells has been documented by Wol_.2 Experimental
samples of drift field solar cells have been fabricated by Electro-Optical
Systems_ Inc.3 The method used was a double diffusion of concentration
gradients on both the front and back of a very thin Si p-type single crystal
a few hundred microns thick. The initial result bears out the "slow decs¥"
of the relative power output versus logarithmic integration flux of electron
radiation. This is in agreement with tnat expected from the drift field
mechanism. By relative power, we mean the power at any accumulated flux
damage divided by the initial power.
From a theoretical standpoint, as well as in practical application, we
have to discuss the absolute power-or in _ colloqial and not in a precisely
described term-the efficiency. _ early measurements, due to the scarcity
of samples, also have not been extensive insofar as different energies and
the types of charged particles are concerned. Probably _he most practlcsl
limitation, however, is the very low yield resulting from the practicular
fabrication techniques.
I
i
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By the summer of 1963, the most natural avenue of furthering this work
became obvious: introducing the drift field by epitaxial growth of Si on a
Si substrate with vastly different impurity concentrations. The magnitude
of concentration differences is in the order of l04 to lO6. The resultant
voltage V is froml,
N1
v :kTlog%, (1)
I
i where N2 is the concentration at the place x2 where the drif' field is
i initiated; x2 is not necessarily equal to xj, the distance from the surface
to the np junction. We take the value of x at the surface to be the origin,
I N1 is the concentration at the end _ the drift field Xl_ and, again, xI is
not necessarily the thickness of the solar cells except in the case of the
original E0S solar cells.3 From (1),
! lO4i V = 0.20 eV. for NI/N2 = to
= 0.30 eV. for = lO6
In the design of solar cells, it is more important to consider
! E = v (x)
Bx
, whe re
i el(x)
v (x)=kTlog--
i c2(x)
i and C (Xl) = NI, C2x2() = "2"N The exact form of Cl(X ) and C2(x) is the so-
_ calle_ concentration profile In discussing the present status of drift
field solar cells, we shoald first point out that there is no satisLactory
method for experimental determination of the concentration profile..
Assuming C(x) has been determined, and furthermore, the mobility and
the diffusion coefficient are constant throughout the appropriate (n or p)
regions, then the short circuit current of the solar cell can be calculated
from a steady state transport equation. Wolf2 has solved this equation for
cases involving the range of numerical values of parameters considered above.
But in reality, these parameters are spatial valiables; and thus the nature
of t_e differential equation does not guarantee the validity of an interpolation.
Kaye and o_r _w_._gro_p are presently studying the solution of th_ transport
equation of the minority carriers with variabA_.parameters.
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' A limitation on the confidence of the s_lution of the transport equationI
is not a theoretical one, but is caused by the present lack of data on the
i optical ahser_tior coefficient of Si _r the region from 0.4 to i i_, forI
heavily dDp_d Si. All the current calculations make a tacit assumption of
l the va±idJty of the early results of Dash and Newman5 and of Braunstein, et al.6;
I the former were me.asuredon Si of low l_@urity concentration (20 ohm-cm)and the latt or pure Si qnly an experimental verification of t is
ass.zmptionca_ make the present theoretical calculation meaningful. In
fact, if the concentration dependence of the optical dosorption is appreciable,
w_ have ar i: o og neous sy tem w re he experimen al dec y of the intensity
I aJso will not be valid,
Finally, treatir._the mathematical resul_s presently available as
I o_.a_tltativelysatisfactory, we then can proceed to design drift field cells
with special radiatio__resistance. In this respect, we should note that the
I crude emp_ric._lformula7
I
! I:I+K_
i T :o
I
does not describe well the behavior of the decay of the short czrcuit current
i in the course of the accumulation of radiation flux, and we will discuss this
point agaio wheo considerirg the experimental results.
Drift_ie_ idS____car ,Cells- Experimenta_ Problems
We have mentioned central problems cf drift field cells; namely, introducing
a concentration profile in the ordinary np solar cells. The elementary division
of different procedures of preparation are:
io Si"_le crystal front, epitaxial back,
2. Reverse of the above.
The shallow np junction and the drift field will be located on the front. The
source or the si_k of the impurity can be either the epitaxial or the single
crystal° .ghephysica_ principle is clear but the fabrication problems are
multitudioouso It will not be possible to make a concise description without
uudermlniug techwologic_l complexitieso Therefore_ we should refer to the
latest tec2_uical repcrt"o
At present, ou the one hand, the efficiency and the uniformity of the
product do_s not warra._t a report of the _.umericalvalues of the characteristic
parameters attained; ou the other hand, there are already many alternatives
or remedies to the presert deficiencies. It seems realistic to hope within
B-I-4
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" the next six months that drift field solar cells of sufficient quality and
-. quantity to attain our theoretical expecia_iP-s will become available.
Drift Field Solar _-i .... _,;_,,-. _ on Damage Ex_i_ents
At present, criteria wD_c]: _ ._ ":.e,,s{d t, _I_ the effectiveness of
the drift field solar cells, "re
i. An improvement in t_:_ _'__ .,Jn2ield at long wavelengths; _nd
i 2. Relative reduvtion of the _, ntum yield due to the radiation _amagein long wavelength regions should z,ot be excessive in comparison with that
i i_ short wavelength regions.
We shall explain the physicsl basis for these two qualitative criteria
: in the following.
•, Criterion i. The basic mechanism of the drift field is to accelerate
the minority carriers crea_ed in the base _gion (i.e., electrons in the
case of np solar cells) to reach the junction for collection. In ordinary
solar cells, if the product of the diffusion mobility and the lifetime of
| the minority carrier is shorter than the distance from the location of
electron-hole pair creation to the np ,}unction, the minority carrier will
be unable to reach the junction, and therefore, it cannot contribute to
the photovoltaic current. The drift field is designed to improve the
probability of collection for these minority carriers with a short lifetime.
Figure 1 illustrates this point: the broader distribution of the quantum
yield at the long wavelength aa exhibited by _ drift field solar cell.
However, there is a mechanism to invalidate our criterion: the minority
carrier lifetime decreases a, the impurity concentration increases. The
net effect of this mechanism ha,_ not been considered.
Criterio_ 2. Tn ordinary cells, the ra@iation damage results in a
decrease of the quantum yield on_y in long wavelengGh regions, as illustrated
in Figure 2a. Now, if th_ drift field is functioning, we should expect the
damage not to be excessively selective with regard to wavelength, at least
for wavelengths which have a corresponding optical absorption coefficient
smaller than the reciprocal of the distance f-om the surface to the base
side of the np junction. This feature seems to be supported by the experimental
data of Figure 2b.
An important observation is the large decrease of the o_n circ,,i+
vol $¨the drift field solar cells due to the electron radiation damage
(Figure 3). The data of Figure 3 is taken with a xenon arc lamp with
100 mw/cm2 i].l,_nination. We observe an initial decrease of short circuit
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current _fter ._ x lO .1.-_/e:_ electrons of 1 Mev, but the rate of the decrease
or further radiation is Lessened, and there is an indication of reaching the
saturation of the damage, or in some instances, even a recovery at least
in ceztain wavelezgth regions, indicating an initiation of annealing. This
should be ex_ected to occur in the case of a very high concentration of
defects. The disheartening effect is the decrease of the open circuit
voltage, worse than the case of the ordinary np cell, as illustrated in
the accompanylr_ sketch (Figure 3). One possible explanation of this
phenomenon is the localization of the defects. For example, these defects
nomlr im thP r_giom wh_r_, the r_p jnnction fiel_ effeot has tara.red off Rna
the effect of the drif_ field has not commenced. Typically, this region is
from 5 to 25/_- in _idth. This explanation is in line with the radiation
damage of low energy protons as discussed in the Introduction.
Conclusion
We have described, in the present paper_ our present knowledge of the
drift field solar cells _nd offered some interpretations of the problems.
In doing so, we have attempted to retain basic physical concepts, and _o
avoid some heuristlc assumptiorm and nonessential simplifications. As we
have seen, present knowledge of the drift field solar cells_ or even all
solar cells in general_ is not sufficient to make an evaluation or a pre-
diction. The immediate program remains a large experimental effort on
preparing solar cell specimens, and on careful theoretical analysis.
The drift field solar cells used ir the present studies were produced
by Electrc-0ptical Systems, Inc., Heliotek, and Texas Instruments, Inc.,
under a NASA contract w_th Goddard 2pace Flight Center. We take this
--" opportunity to express our appreciation for their enthusiastic cooperation
_ud many ill'-4inating discussions. We would like to acknowledge the help
of .Mr.W. Gdula in our experimental work. This work is being carried out
_uder the g_idan;e and with the encour_-4_ement of Mr. M. Schach. The
cooperation of the Insulation Sectio_ of the Naval Research Labor_tory,
under Mr. Emarmel Brarcato, is gra_;efully acknowledged.
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DISCUSSION
TARNEJA-WESTINGHOUSE: In your last slide what was the light intensity?
140 milliwatts ?
_ _^ .... r,'_ "_+"_ _,,_S!00 _-_'il-h.T_t+_l)e_ _q1_e centimeter.
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Abstract
Fabricatio, of "controlled-junction" solar cells by implantation of appropriate
doping ions into bulk silicon has been demonstrated using a Van de Graaff ac-
celerator. Boron ions of energy I00 keV to I. 5 IvleV (0.35 to 2.3 microns) '-
junction depth respectively) were used to form P-type surface layers while
phosphorus ions of 300 keV energy (0. 51 microns junction depth) were used
for N-type layers. After being passed through an analyzing magnet to obtain
a spectroscopically pure beam, the _tccelerated ions were scanned by electro-
static deflection pla_e_ to obtain uniform irr=diation of the _-a__pleA. Doping
concentration could be varied as a function of depth in the crystal by pro-
grammed rotation of the slices about an axis perpendicular to the beam. in
this manner it is possible to arbitrarily insert a "drift-field" in the surface
region to study the effect on carrier collection efficiency and radiation damage
resistance.
This technique is being studied as a means of producing high efficiency single-
crystal cells and as a method for forming junctions in thin-film polycrystalline
silicon cells. The state-of-the-art for these applications is discussed in terms
of factors affecting cell efficiency, drift-field effects, radiation damage and
annealing effects, and thin film deposition techniques.
I
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SOLAR CELLS PRODUCED BY ION IMPLANTATION DOPING
W.J. King and J.T. Burri11
Ion Physics Corporation
Burlington, Massachusetts
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the results of an investigation m which rad_ -
tion, or more exactly abeam o[ _ccelerated particles, has been used to
make rather than destroy solar cells. The investigation was initiated
three years ago by IPC and has been supported for the last eighteen months
by the Research and Technology Division of the United States Air Force.
Basically, the objective of the program is the development of an ion im-
plantation technique for economically fabricating high efficiency, high
yield single crystal silicon cells. It is anticipated that higher efficienaies
may be obtained by inserting a drift field immediately adjacent to the sur-
face to overcome high surface recombination velocity and increase coltec-
tion efficiency at shorter wavelengths. This may be accomplished without
exposing the cell to temperatures greater than 800°C, thereby "m:, ;ning
bulk lifetime and red response.
Additionally, the program is directed at achieving a met
controlled doping of silicon layers during deposition for thin film cells.
The object is to provide a mating of techniques, yielding the ability to
deposit thin film cells with a drift field in the bulk region for better col-
lection efficiency and radiation resistance.
Currently the program is divided into two coInpletely separated
sections; ion implantation doping and thin film silicon deposition. This
discussio," is limited primarily to the former since the deposition tech-
niques are m an early stage of development.
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In ,)rinc_ple, the rnajor technical advantage of the ion in.pb.ata-
_ion technique lies in the capability of accurately producing the required i
impurity concentration distribution in a reproducible manner. The main
energy loss mecLanism for heavy charged particles in matte1 is the
1
proc_ss of ionization. Elastic nuclear scattering becomes important
onl) at the end of the range where the ions are raovi,., slowly, and for
this reason heavy fons have discrete ranges. It is precisely this prop-
erty that makes i:nplantation appealirg as a "controlled" doping technique.
This discrete range characteristic occurs in amorphuus or polycryzta!!ine
materials and in single-crystal materials along most directions. By a
suitable choice of ion species and implantation F?rameters, it is possible
to dope n- or p-type in silicon _r, in principle, in other semiconductor
materials.
Z. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNI(._UE
Figure I shows schematically the general apparatus and procedure
used in making solar cells by this technique. A high energy (50 keV- 2
MeV) Van de Graaf." electrostatic accelerator is used to accelerate boron
or phosphorus ions from an KF ion source to the energy corresponding to
the junction depth desired. The beam is passed through an analyzing m;:.g-
n,_.t to remove all contaminating ion species. This spe;:troscopicall_" pure
beam is then scanned vertically and horizontally to a uniform cross-section
larger than the sample area. Finally, it impinges on ;_ silicon slice mounted
in the t_rget position in such a way that it can be rotated continuously from
a position normal to the beam to a position paraDel to the beam. Since the
ions have discrete ranges independent of incilent an,gle, the distance below
the silicon su_'ace at which the ions come to rest is determined by the angle;
i.e.,
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X = R E sin 0 (1)P
where X -- penetration depth perpendicular to surface
P
R E - range of the incident ions in Si at energy E
0 _ angle between incident direction and Si surface.
By rotating the sample continuously while the beam, energy is held con
stant, a continuous implantation of ions is obtained from the surface to
a deptl, corresponding to the maximum range. Durin_ implantation,
beam current is held constant. Since the incident flux rate decreases
with 8 a servo system is used to control the speed of sample rotation
and therefore integrated flux at any given depth below the surface. A
variable prograrr_ controlling the servo system controls the concentra-
tion gradieLlt and can be used to vary junction profiles. The entire sam-
ple irradiation chamber is enclosed in a clean bench to prevent channel-
ing caused by dust particle beam shadowing. The latter was found to be
one of the limiting factors in producing devices by this technique. If
dust particles of size larger than twice the ion range are present on the
sample surface during implantation, small channels beneath the partictes
do not become properly doped and leakage che.nnels result. If the channel
or channels occur b_,,eath the frout contact they can markedly affect the
cell characteristics.
In the ge_Jeral procedure, the slice are first lapped to a 5.0_
finish and then etched to a smooth surface in a '):1:1, nitric, hydrn
tluoric, acetic acld etch. /%11 final pre-.mplantation cleaning o I erations
on the samples are performed in the clcan bench area at the mac une, the
cells then being transferred directly into ':he implantation chamber. To
remove dust particles, the best procedure found was _ surface scrubwith
, B-2-3
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a trichloroethylene dipped cotton swab follo,_ed by a trichloroethylene
vapor degreasing. After post-implantation annealing Ti-Ag contacts
are applied.
In addition to inserting doping atoms into the crystal lattice, the
implantation process also creates a high degree of radiation damage.
Temperatures required for snnee/ing this damage are normally in the
300 °- 600°C range as shown by reflection electron diffraction studies
of lattice structure. Cells are, however, typically annealed at 800°C
for 16 hours in vacuum since these higher temperatures ha-_e been found
empirically to give higher efficiency cells. This latter result has been
tentatively ascribed to an activation energy required to transfer im-
planted atoms from interstitial positions to lattice sites.
At the present time ion energies are in the 300 keV range although
values as high as 1.5 MeV have been studie_. Optimization of cell char-
acteristics is expected to reduce the maximum required energy to < 100
keV, a value where relatively inexpensive air insulated accelerators may
be used. Van de Graaff accelerators have proven very useful in this type
of investigation h r .ause of their inherent control of beam current, energy
and energy spread. The latter is controlled to better than 1 keY which
represents a _pread of only . 33°/0 at 300 keV corresponding to a range
@ O
spread for p31 ions of approximately 13 A in 4,000 A. Any straggle
in junction definition is primarily due to statistical variations in ion
ran_, and impurity moven_eut during annealing. All of _hese factors
can be controlled to _ive a junction depth control of better than 0. ,
microns.
Figure Z shows angi -sections of two typical junctions. The
11
upper one is a microphotograph of a 500 key B implanted sr.rnple with
a junction . 76_ deep following the surface unevenness exactly. The lo_er
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one is an interference micrograph of a more highly polished sample
implanted with 300 keV p31 ions to give a very flat . 511_ deep junction.
Figure 3 gives a summation of the accumulated range-energy
data compiled at IPC from junction depth measurements on silicon
;i 2]
samples implanted with B'" and P_" ions. These data agree fairly
well with those fou_xd by more conventional techniques and are useful
in predicting ion energies required for different junction depths and.
profile s.
3. C]£ T_,L,CHARACTERISTICS
The electric drift field in a given region due to an impurity
concentration gradient is given by 2
RT I XlE ..... z n (a)
q _x INA - ND] x2
where k -=- Boltzmann constant
T -=- absolute temperature
q --- electronic charge
N A -- density of ionized acceptors
N D - density of ionized donars
x 1 ,x Z m layers 1 and 2 in sample, respectively
Ax = distance between layers x 1 and x 2.
Typical concentration profiles suggested for st-,dies on drift field effects
in this program are 'shown in Fig. 4. These are linear, 10:1, 100:1 and
100:1 - linear impurity concentration gradients from the _urface to the
junction with steeper gradients being available if necessary. Since the
program involves development of an entirely new technique, it was
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found that other effects, such as leakage, were masking drift field effects
and ccnoequently most cells have been arbitrarily implan_._d with profile
A. This profile, if present in a 0.5t_ deep junction introduces a drift
field of approximately 4,700 volts/cm from the surface to a point 0. Z5_
below the surface. Fields _ re, of cour_, prupurLzun_e_zy zuw_r [Or
deeper junctions; i.e. , the same absolute concentration variation then
appea--s over a more extended region. It should be noted that the results
of Tannenbaum 3 and Iles and Leibenhaut 4 indicate that the actual pro-
file in a shallow diffused junction is flat near the surface with a sharp
fall-off at the junction. Such a profile does not give an effective drift
field right at the surface where it is most required. The presen% tech-
nique has the capability of investigating what might be called a true sur-
face field.
Initial efforts were concerned with p on n cells using B 11 as the
in,planted species. Although the highest efficiency obtained in these
early investigations was 8. 5_0 (Z800°K tungsten - 140 IV[W/cm Z) some
of the results were interesting as trend indicators. This is particu-
larly true of spectral response curves as shown in Fig. 5, In this fig-
ure, a very marked "blue shift" with reduced implantation znergy and
therefore reduced junction depth, may be seen. Efficiencies of the
variou_ cells were taken under Z800°K tungsten light and solar simu-
lator (Spectrosun) illumination at 140 MW/cm z and the drop-off vs.
implantation energy is shown in Fig. 6. Spreads in measured values
are shown as vertical hats with single value points having no bar. From
this graph, it appears possible to manufacture cells by this technique
which are almost as efficient under solar illumination as _der tungsten
illumination. The problem is one of decreasing ion energy and junction
depth while maintaining the series resistance at a low value by increased
doping.
B-2-6
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At this point the program was switched to n on p cells using p31
as the implauted ion species. One of the primary objectives has been
a determination of the profiles of physically implanted and electrically
active ions. The actual concentration distribution of implanted ion_
was determined by implanting a cell with p3 I, then irradiating with
thermal neutrons to develop P_ which decays with a 14.4 day half-
w
life generating a 1.7 MeV beta particle; viz
= 0. Z barns
p3Zp31 + n -_ (3)
p3Z 14.4__days $32 + _ (4)
The profile was determined by measuring the amount of activity re-
@
maining after successive 400 A layer removals by anodization and
etching. Figure 7 shows the distribution found for a I00:1 - linear
profile implanted at 800 keV. It was found that anodization was ex-
tremely difficultdue to the radiation damage resulting from the neu-
tron irradiation and itwas necessary to anneal at 930°C for 5 minutes
before the experiment could be carried out. This was in addition to
the standard 800°C anneal and almost certainly affected the distribu-
tion through radiation enhanced diffusion effects, especially in the
region removed just after anneal. The general profile, however,
still corresponds to that implanted. The error bars are representa-
tive, getting progressively larger as the counting rate gets lower while
the dashed line represents a sudden drop to a very low value at the
junction.
The profile of electrically active phosphorus was obtained for
a similar I00: I - linear implanted and annealed sample. This was
accomplished by a more or less standard tecluzique of measuring sheet
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resistivity by the 4-point probe technique, combined with successive
anodization and etching procedures.
Figure 8 shows the results with the error bars again showing
representative values. The general profile is similar to that obtained
for the phys_caiiy present ions but the initial i00:i drop is not r¢pro-
duced. This is believed to result from radiation enhanced diffusion
effects during the radiation damage anneal causing a marked out-diffusion
from the implanted region to a non-implanted 1,000A surface layer. The
latter occurs b_cause the programmed sample rotation covers only the
angles 5 • - 90 ° between the incident beam direction and the sample sur-
face. Implantation is stopped at 5" since rotation through decreased
angles effectively causes a decrease in flux den'sity for a constant total
beam. Speed of rotation is programmed to compensate for this decrease
but as the angle approaches 0", the required implantation time approaches
infinity. For practical reasons, rotation is stopped at 5" This effect is
avoidable at lower energies by programming machine energ_ rather than
sample rotation. At the present time this out-diffusion is being avoided
by irr_planting through a 1,000A oxide layer which is removed prior to
annealing, but profiles for these cells are not yet available.
The profile studies presented were for the profile arbitrarily used
in most of the IPC cells. A study of the change in cell characteristics
with variations in the implanted profile is just beginning. Using the 100: l-
linear profile, current cell efficiencies are in the 10-1 la/0 range under
tungsten illumination and 7.6-8. 190 under solar illumination. One of the
most striking features is the consistency of the process. As improve-
ments in cell performance are made it is notable that almost aU cells
come off with the same increased efficiency, although this is partially due
to the individual care they receive.
_-2-8 -
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A typical spectra1 response for one of the later cells is shown in
Fig. 9. If the same blue shift occurs with decreased implantation energy
as occurred for the p on n cells, and if the anticipated efficiency in-
creases are achieved with decreased depth, improved profiles and in-
creased dnping: it should be possible to produce cells which are 10-12%
solar efficient by this process with a very high yield. Reductions in irr._
plantation energy should result in an economics! process since a low
priced high current air insulated voltage supply could be used for ion
acceleration.
Another possible application of this technique is in fabricating
drift field thin film solar cells. The objective here is a process in which
a layer of po!ycrystalline silicon is deposited and simultaneously or alter-
nately implanted to give the desired doping level. Layers could gradually
be built up giving the required concentration profiles and p - n junction.
Appropriate drift fields would greatly improve radiation damage resis-
tance. For this purpose IPC has been studying two possible deposition
techniques. The first of these involv, s a process in which substrates are
immersed in a SiHCI 3 fed plasma sour "e. _Z1ectron bombardment disso-
ciation of the SiHCI 3 produces Si + ions which impinge randomly on the
substrate and become attached at nucleation sites. The basic premise of
the program is that random velocity ions have _.n enhanced probability of
satisfying the requirerrents of all "open" positions in a growing lattice,
particularly if the substrate is heated to give the ions additional surface
mobility. This plasma deposition process can economical]y be applied to
film areas larger than 200 cm 2. Si films up to I0}_ thick with grain size
> I micron have been grown by this method. At the present time, film
contamination and inadequate grain size preclude the fabrication of useful
cells. With a useful base layer, the ion implantation technique could be
used to make the p - n junction with some assurance of control.
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The second technique involves high vacuum sputtering, high
vacuum being 10"6 torr or leas. Since this program is in an early stage
and involves a proprietary IPC process no further comment will be given
at this time.
4. SUMMARY
In summary, ion implantation looks promising as a highly con-
trolled technique for manufacturing silicon solar cells. Through proper
manipulation of implantation parameters itappears poss_.bleto make
high solar efficiency cells under high yield conditions. Assuming a de-
veloped technique for depositing useful thin film silicon layers it should
prove useful as a doping technique to provide drift fields for better col-
lection efficiency and radiation damage resistance.
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DISCUSSION
BOURKE - ALLISON: In your measurement of junction depth how did you say
you removed a layer at a time?
MR. KING: We used anodization etching procedure developed by Tannebaum
at Bell Tabs. I'm not sure of the solution, I think it was a sodium borate-
boracic acid solution. I d,_n't know what the voltage was off hand. You can
_ _ _+__ _In_ _n_h the thickness is
BOURKE - ALLISON: What were the best efficiencies you observed for your
cell?
r
MR. KING: i0 to ii percent under tungsten, 7.6 to 8.1 under solar
illumination.
GOLDSTEIN - RCA: What are typical values for the boWoardin_ currents of
phosphorous and boron?
MR. K]2_G: Very low. This is one of our main problems at the present
time. 1 to i0 microamperes both for boron and phosphorous.
GOLDSTEIN - RCA: Why are the currents so low?
MR. KING: We use a Van De Graaff because it is very effective for this
type of investigation. We have problems with the ion source. However, there
are ion sources which could be used with an air insulated machine to give lO0
microamps up to milliamps rather than microamps. In other words if we reduce
the energy to the lO0 kilovolt range, we can make an economical process out of
it.
GOIDSTEIN - RCA: Would you anticipate that your samp_ might get unduly
hot u_ider those conditions?
MR. KING: No, I don't thi_ so. As a matter of fac + we i_radiate them
cold in liquid nitrogen.
GOLDSTEIN - RCA: There was a point I missed about your 80( __ 16-hour
anneal. Did you mention that this did have some effect on _ne implanted
impurity distribution?
MR. KING: I think it does but I'm not absolutely positive. It appears
to vary at different times depending on the material _Je get. _ uppears to
be an enhanced diffusion effect. We are now keeping the temperature at 750°
and we don't see any of these effects. We can control it to something like
tenth of a micron.
GOLDSTEIN - RCA: Even with the 16-hour anneal?
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MR. KING: Yes, with phosphorous 31 and BOO kilovolts we get a half micron
deep junction and very flat. We have done lO0 kilovolts and gotten a quarter
of a micron, also flat.
ROSENZWEIG - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: Can you tell us what areas of devices
you have made and what the VI characteristics are like forward and reverse?
MR. KING: Ymu mean 'he solar cells. They are conventional 1 by 2
centimeter size, and the cnaracteristics are a_os_ ±u_nu_ua_ to silicon ^-_"
made by conventional techniques.
ROSENZWEIG - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: What were the reverse currents?
MR. KING: I can't really remember but I would say that they were in
the tens of microamp range. In this regard, we have made radiation detectors
by the same technique with reverse leakage currents in the fractional micro-
amp range. The difference is in the doping level and in the bombardment.
KAYE - EOS: I would like to point out that my colle8gues at E0S have
made some cells using low voltage cesium ions at around 5 key. This was re-
ported in Applied Physics Letters. It hasn't been necessary to do any
annealing at all to get short circuit currents equivalent to those obtained
from ordinary solar cells, although our eff_clencies weren't as good, due
to the high sheet resistance.
MR. KING: These efficiencies were quite low weren't they?
KAYE - EOS: Efficiencies were quite low because of a high sheet
resistance. But, of course, this is a long way from _n optimum bombardment.
I wonder if you have done any work with low voltage bombardments?
MR. KING: We are co_!_g down. We are approaching you from the other
end. The difference in the two techniques is that you are relying on a
channeling mechanism which occurs .n single crystals along a certain di-
rection. This is a secondary mechanism. We deliberately avoid channeling
by taking a lll crystal and implanting at an engle of 7°. This avoids
implantation along any major crystallographic axes. This way you avoid
channeling and you get discrete range effects. You can control the profile,
rather than take what the channel gives you.
ROSS - HOFFMAN ELECTRONICS: I noticed on the last slide that the spectral
response was not very good in the blue by comparison with other cells. I
believe I noticed something like BO percent at 5000 angstroms. Would you
clarify as to whether this was one of the lO0 to 1 linear implantations?
MR. KING: It was. It was done at 300 kilovolts, the Junction is a
half a micron deep, and these are fairly recent cells. I'm not sure why the
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difference is. We are just not going to lower energies to see whether or not
there is a concommitant blue shift as we go to 200-100 kilovolts.
ADDIS - RCA: All your work was done on single crystal silicon. Do you
have any idea -whateffect a grain boundary would have on the implantation
process?
Ma. __u_u: i thiT_, although I have no real proof oR this. that it would
have none at all. Do you mean on the depth of implantation or on the cell
characteristics?
ADDIS - RCA: On the depth first and then on the cell characteristics.
MR. KING: I/%that case, no effect at all because the range versus
energy in polycrystalline silicon is a much better behaved function than it
is in single crystal material.
ROSENZWEIG - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: What about the annealing process
after implantation?
MR. KING: Then you might get diffusion along the grain boundaries.
GUNMEL - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: Do you have any idea what the lifetime is
in your front layer?
MR. "KING: No, we really haven't worked it out. I do know for the p-on-n
cell that we have calculated diffusion lengths. For the cases where the fall
off under solar light is very small, the diffusion length is almost equal to
the Junction depth. This is quite important, and I think it's something that
has not been considered in diffused cells. There exists a dead layer on the
surface from which there is no charge collection. This is quite apparent
"hen you work with radiation detectors where this dead layer is quite impor-
tant. Normally the dead layer in a diffused cell is half the diffusion
depth. Ln radiation detectors, you measure this by measuring the fall-cff
in collection efficiency as you bring an alpha particle beam into the glancing
angle.
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PHOTOVOLTAIC EFFECT AND SURFACE STATES
ON SILICON-METAL INTERFACES
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Introduction
When a metal and a semiconductor are brought into contact, an initial
transfer of charge must occur, in accordance with the difference in work
functions, to align the Fermi levels in both materials. This is equivslent
to the statement that, in equilibrium, the charge transfer is determined by
the condition which establishes zero total current through the interfaca
In the metal, the transferred charge stays at the surface because of the large
electrical conductivity. In the semiconductor, however, an equal charge of
opposite sign will be distributed spatially over the space charge region
which develops near the semiconductor surface and among possible surface
states at the interface.
In reali+y, semiconductor-metal interfaces, as used _n this invJstigation,
exhibit an additional complication which is introduc_ by the presence of a
thin oxide film between metal and semicgnductor. Although this oxide layer
can be neglected in some respects, it was noticed that its thickness was
important to the charge transfer properties through the interface. It is
so _uch so that a small change in thickness made the difference between a
reasonably efficient photovoltaic device and an inefficient one. The data
obtained with Au on n-type silicon suggest that the charge separation which
occurs at the interface, when il]uminated under short circuit conditions, is
due to a tunr_xli,_ of charge carriers through the oxide layer.
In spite of the d)mina_ing role of the oxide layer at the interface for
_he charge transfer, it was noticed that the obse_led open circuit voltage
did qualitatively agree with previously reported work function data in so far
as Au on n-type silicon and A1 on p-type silicon proved to be useful combinations
for photovoltaic de_ ces, while the combinations Au on p-type silicon and A1
on n-type siliccn exhibited only a negligible photovoltaic effect at room temp-
erature.
In order to stud# the cause oi the photovoltaic effect at a metal-semi-
conductor interface, the space charge capacity with and without illumination
was measured together with the open circuit voltage. It was found that tie
open circuit voltage is connected with the change in barrier h_ight under
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illumination in a one to one relatio_ship, although, in the case of illumination,
one deals with a non-equillbri,mmsituation. This provides the basis for
determining the position of the F___i level at the semiconductor-metal inter-
faces from the open circuit voltage alone. Since the position of the Fermi
level at the i_terface is dominated by the presence of surface states, its
temperazure dependence, together with the behavior of the short circuit current,
provides information about the surface states at the metal-semiconductor inter-
face and their role in the charge separation process during illumination.
Samole Preparation and Experimental Arrangement
Single crystals of n-type and p-type silicon of different resistivities
were cut to provide circular samples about i cm in diameter and O.5 mm thick.
One side of each slice was nickel-p]ated to provide a large area ohmic contact;
the other side was carefully etched to minimize the oxide thickness and was
coated immediately after etching with a thin layer of gold or aluminum. A
nsrrow, thicker ring of the same metal was deposited around the 1_riphery of
the sample as a current-collecting electrode. The thickness of the metal film
was monitored during vacuum deposition. The evaporation was stopped when the
film had a transmission of about 27_ for the radiation of a tungst_enlamp since
it was found_ as shown in Fig. i and 2, that the photovoltaic effect was nearly
optimum under this condition. The resistance per square of a goldlayer on
silicon vs. transmission is shown in Fig. 3. It varies from about I0 _/_ to
60 a/_ , as the transmission varies between 25_ and 30_.
The sample was mounted with silver paste to a copper heat sink in a
vacuum chamber; this prevented condensation of water vapor when the sample
was cooled, but had no effect on the e_perimental results. During the photo-
voltaic measurements, the thinly-coated region within the current-collecting
electrode was illuminated under normal incidence with the radiation from a
tungsten lamp, providing for a radiation density of 80 mw/cm_.
The effect of thin anti-reflection layers of magnesium fluoride and
silicoh monoxide upon the photovoltaJc effect was studied. Degradation of
the electrical properties was noticed in all cells in which the elect_des
were coated with magnesium fluoride, but appreciable improvements were
observed in those coated with silicon monoxide.
The optimum silicon monoxide film thicknesses'was determined empirically.
Six n-type gold-on-silicon photovoltaic cells with unAform characteristics
were prepared and coated with silicon monoxide layers of varying thicknesses.
_£neshort-circuit current, Io, before and, I1, after coating is used to define
the percentage deviation
I1 - Io
X lO0, which is shown in Fig. 4 as a function _f the thicknesspasp= I
O
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of the anti-reflective coating. Accordingly for radiation f_om a tungsten
source, the optimum silicon monoxide film thickness is 2400 A . However,
all the samples used in the course of this investigation were without roating,
since it was _elt tha_ _n increased short circuit current would not contribute
to the basic-understanding of the photovoltaic effect.
Some experiments were carried out to investigate the influence of the
oxide layer between metal and semiconductor upon the photovoltaic properties.
For this purpose, silicon slices from the same single crystal with ons side
unDolished _id the other side polished and etched were exposed at 550 C to
flowing oxygen for various periods oi"time. The aaa_o_uL_± ua_ __
produced by this procedure was estimated using Attalla's for_rala:
2 lolO 4/5
X = 8.4 x po2 t exp [ (-l.7q)/kT] (i)
where x is in _, p in atmospheres, t in minutes and kT/q is in electron volts
(eV). After oxidation, the anpolished surfaces of the samples were lapped
and nickel plated to provide for an ohmic-contact. A gold film and a collecting
electrode were_evaporated onto the oxidized surface as described above. The
samples were "then_eady for use in photovoltaic measurements, in particular,
of the short circuit current which will be described below. Since care was
taken to treat these samples under as close to identicml conditions as possible,
the oxidation time was the only parameter which discriminated them.
Influence of the Silicon Oxide Interface Layer
upon the Photovoltaic Properties
As described above, a dozen n-type silicon samples were exposed for
different time intervals to a thermal oxidation treatment at 550_C and the
additional oxide thickness of each sample calculated. Even if equation (1)
did not hold accurately in thib very low thickness range, the estimete of the
additional oxide thickness should still yield the right order of magnitude.
Thus, at least the relative thickness should be meaningful. With this quali-
fication, the result of photovoltaic measurements at room temperature on this
series of samples is shown in Fig. 5. Since the varying oxiae thickness has
little influence upon the open circuit voltage, the shcrt circuit current is
shown as a function of oxide growth. It can be seen that the short circuit
current density is drastically reduced at first and then decreases more
gradually as the oxide film grows t_icker. The sample without additional
thermal treatment yielding l0 mA/cm_ is not shown in Fig. 5 since it would
fall outside the graph. The same is true for a sample point which was
obtained in a completely different way as follows. In a vacuum system
capable of about lO'_ mm Hg, a silicon slice was cleaved during gold evap-
oration. The short circuit current density of this sample was _20 mA/cm .
Since the abscissa for this point is not known (but should probably be
negative) it also has not been included in Fig. 5.
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A somewhat more revealing display of the same data is shown in Fig. 6
where the reciprccal of the short circuit current density is plotted v_. the
additionally grown oxide film thickness. For thick oxide layers. Js seems
to follow a linear relation. If one _xtrapolates back to the interc@pt with
the abscissa, one obtains about (-7) _. One is tempted to interpret this as
the original thickness of the oxide layer prior to the thermal treatment. The_
extrapolation may be justified on the ground that an oxide layer of thickness 14
acts similar to an ohmic resistance with respect to the short circuit current,
Jsc"
From the relation
d(Jsc'l) ¢ (2)
= ---V--
oneobtains a value for the resistivity @ of about 4 x lO9 Z-cm when the driving
voltage V is equated to the open circuit voltage V ^. This value for (_is
considerably smaller than the values quoted for bu_ quartz, but it is sufficiently
large to identify the grown oxide film as an insulator. According to this
reasoning, a new origin for the thickness_scale should be used which is shifted
by (-7))_. It is also apparent that j , deviates from Ohm s law below a
• SC .
critical oxide thickness of about lO _, as seen in Fig. 6. This observation
is interpreted as a tunnelling process of charge carriers through the oxide
film which is the essential mechanism of charge separation under short circuit
current condition.
Therefore, the proper condition for an efficient photovoltpic device of this
kind is a sufficiently thin oxide interface. The dividing line between a sensi-
tive and an insensitive cell is apparently quite narrow and may be characterized
by a critical oxide thickness.
Identification of the Open Circuit Voltage
When _e surface of a b_rier photocell is irradiated, an open circuit
voltage V^^ between the metal and semiconductor and a simultaneous change
of the ceY_ capacity from C to C. are observed. The cell capacity and its
variation can easily be measured _n a bridge circuit. It seems to be closely
related to the open circuit voltage V and other known parameters of the
system. It is the purpose of this se_ion to establish this connection ex-
perimentally without unnecessary conjectures. Without light, the system is
in thermal equilibrium. With illuminatioD, it is in a stationary state with
two quasi-Fermi levels, one for holes and one for electrons. Nevertheless,
one may describe the space charge capacity at the semiconductor surface, even
in the stationary state, by the relation
C = (_d oq2N/2kT)1/2 leY - ii (3)(e Y . y - 1)1/2
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Here N is the i_urity concentration, _ is the bulk dielectric constant,
O" +I_
__ = 8.9 x 1 amp sec/volt-m, Y is the bending of _e energy bands at
th_ surface in units of kT, and q is the electronic charge. For any given
capacity per unit area, the bending of the bands in equilibrium is uniquely
determined without an adjustable parameter. Therefore, if C^ and C. are
the capacity values of the space charge layer in the dark anS underlarbitrary
but constant illumination, respectively, one can calculate unambiguously
two values, Y and Y_, which describe the space charge region in the semi-O
conductor provided teat surface states do not contribute to the capacit_
v_!,e. Their contribution can be avoided by measuring at a sufficiently
high frequency. The difference, Y = Y - Y., is then characteristic of
the change in electrostatic potential u_der _llumination. A comparison
of _Y with the observed open circuit voltage, V , is given in Table Ic
for a number of different temperatures. The measured values of capacity
per unit area, C_ and C , for a gold on n-type silicon cell indicate that
the values of C finder i_lumination are considerably larger than for those
in the dark. In the last column in Table I the measured open circuit
voltage V is expressed as Y in units of kT, (Yoc = Voc q/kT)'-OC OC
it can be seen that the _Y values calculated from capacity data agree
fairly well with the directly measured values of V expressed by Yoc ',
Thus, we draw the conclusion that to a good approx_ation kT_Y/q can oe
identified with the open circuit voltage. Hereby it is assumed that the
capacity of the oxide layer between the metal and _he semiconductor is
large compared to the space charge capacitance and can therefore be
neglected. The validity of this assumption can be readily confirmed. The
position of the Fermi level at the semiconductor surface F can now be
determined. For an n-type sample, for instance, it is Ec s Fs =
[ (Ec - F) + qV + 9T ; Y_], where E is the energy at the bottom of the
condGction band,°Cand F is t_neFermi lCvel in the bulk. When the open
circuit voltage is saturated at a sufficiently high level of illumination,
Y. becomes quite small, and the position of the Fermi, level at the suzfacel
can be determined approximately from the bulk Fermi level and the observed
open circuit voltage alone.
This simplified procedure was used to determine the Fermi level at
the surface for a series of samples as a function of temperature.
The Fermi Level at the Metal Semiconductor Interface
Gold on n-t_pe Silicon
The Fermi level at the interface between gold and n-type silicon was
obtained as a function of temperature for three samples of different re-
slstivities by the method described in the previous paragraph. Accordingl
the surface Fermi level can be found to a good approximation at (E - F)
+ V eV below the conduction band. The experimental results areCshownOC
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in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. In the lower part of these figures the photovoltaic data,
short circuit current, and open circuit voltage are plotted as a function of
temperature. I_ the upper pazt, pertaining to the same temperature scale, the
positions of bulk and surface Fermi level are shown.
In all three cases it is apparent, that the surface Fermi _evel F is locked
in a fixed position below room temperature, then breaks away from thisSposition
to approach a new level at elevated temperature. This temperature beha-._or of
Fs s_ests the existence of two discrete surface states at the interface, 0.52
eV an_.about 0.3 eV below the conduction band. They are indicated by the dashed
_-^_ _- =_ _ _ _A o T_ o _o_,,_ _+_ay of oxide _ov_T_a n-tv_e silicon
surfaces by pulsed field effect, a prominent surface level was consistently
found 0.52 eV below the conduction band and was identified as an acceptor state.
This is in agreement with the present observation: only an acceptor state at
the interface can keep the Fermi level locked below it. The energy position
of the surface state, which is suspected to exist at about 0.3 eV below the
conduction band, can be identified somewhat more ac'urately from the data
shown in Fig. 7. An extrapolation of F to higher temperatures suggests an
energy value close to 0.27 eV for this _e_rel. A value of 0.28 eV may be estimated
from the abrupt change of the short circuit current shown in Fig. 7, when one
makes the conjecture that the surface Fermi level sweeps across this surface
state at about 430_K.
Aluminum on_-t_rpe Silicon
A series of measurements was performed with p-type silicon of different
resistivities onto which aluminum had been evaporated. The results on one
sample which are representative for all the others, are shown in Fig. lO.
Here the photovoltaic data are exhibited as a function of temperature in the
upper part of Fig. 10, whereas in the lower part the position of the bulk
Fermi level and the Fermi level at the metal _miconductor interface are shown
in respect to the valence band. The temperature behavior of F is more
complicated than was the case in Au on the n-type silicon cell_. At low
temperature, F seems to be locked to a surface state approximately 0.37 eVs
above the valence band. As the tempem_ture rises, F moves towards the
middle of the energy gap and seems to return to the 6.37 e_ level at
elevated temperature. In this case, however, the surface states cannot be
identified as easily. Therefore, an additional experiment was performed.
The capacity of this sample was measured at different frequencies under a
series of forward bias conditions. The results are shown in Fig. ll. For
reasons of comparison, the lower part of Fig. lO is reproduced again in Fig.
ll. In the upper part of this figure, the measured space charge capacity is
shown as a function of temperature with frequency and forward bias as para.-
meters. The relation between the maxima of the apparent space charge capacity
and the crossing of surface states by the Fermi level F is indicated by dasheds
lines. It is apparent that at sufficiently low frequency and high enough
bias, the presence of the surface states manifests itself as an increase in
B-3-6
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apparent space charge capacity _hen the Fermi level at the surface crosses the
0.37 eV level and anobher level herewith identified at 0.54 eV above the
valence band. This level too has been found on oxide covered silicon surfaces
and was identified as a donor level.
q
The photovoltaic effect _nich is observed at the interface between a metal
and a semiconductor in the presence of a thin oxide interface can be interpreted
__sthe consequence of the charge transfer characteristic of the thin oxide film,
and the effect of surface states at the oxide-semiconductor interface. Since
the position of the surface Fermi level Fs iz determined, to a large extent, by
the surface states, the open circuit voltage V^ is directly related to the
surface state structure. Four surface states E_ve been identified: Ei = 0.37 eV
and E_ = 0.54 eV above the valence band and E_ = 0.52 eV and E4 = 0.28 eV
below_the conduction band. J
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DISCUSSION
6UMMEL - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: I think that the structure that you here
is a Schottky barrier layer type diode. Frequently, one assesses the _lality
of the diode one has by making a semi-log plot of current versus voltage °_d
observing what value of the exponential one has. From this_ you can calculate
the value of n in the qV term. What value of _ did you find?
nT
MR. _fPPRECHT: I don't remember now the n values but I think that they
were of the order of 2, perhaps 1.8.
GUMMEL - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: How did you clean your surfaces?
MR. R[_PRECHT: They were etched with a CP-4 solution, I think. It was
white etch or something like that. It was nothing special.
GUMMEL - BELL TELEPHONE LABS: What was resistivity of the substrate?
MR. RUPPEECHT: I had three resistivities. One was 0.13 ohm centimeter,
one was i ohm centimeter, and the other was 130 ohm centimeter. I have also
studied aluminum on p-type silicon of three widely different resistivities.
PERKINS - RCA: Concerning the curves showing the reciprocaX of short
circuit current versus film thickness, was there a pc3_tion on the lower part
of the curve where there is a deviation from lineari',,r_Were you able to make
this nonlinear portion move in the reverse directio #ith appli_'_voltage,
such that you might be able to see the effects of ,,uelingdue to the high
field across the oxide film?
MR. Rt_PRECHT: No_ in these series of experi, nts _:_have nbserved only
photovoltaic effects. A photovoltaic effect happens -_,iy._,, have the
separation of charges before they have a chancc to r_combin_ .... _e surfsce,
The effect of separation in this case is that the holes are t,,_u_ledthrough
the oxide layer into the metal.
PE_K_S - RCA: Under conditions of tunneling through the oxide layer
wouldn't you expect that the resistance would vary linearily with voltage
at low voltages across the oxide layer, but would decrease approximately
exponentially at higher voltages?
MR, RUPPRECHT: Yes, I think this is theoretically to be expected.
ACAMPORA - NASA_ LEWIS: Does the oxide layer lie between the metal
contact and the surface of the scmiconcnetor?
MR.,RUPPRECHT:t Yes, the semiconductor has been heat treated to about
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550o for different amounts of time in oxygen. This forms the oxide layer.
Then you evaporate gold on top of it, such that the transmission through the
gold is about 30%.
ACAMPORA - NASA, LEWIS: Have you ever noticed oxide formation between
the metal contact and semiconductor surface without removing the metal contact?
MR. Rb?PRECHT: Yes, we have made some observations concerning this.
There is a time dependence of the properties of these cells, which can be
explained as an increase in oxide layer thickness with time. There may be
oxidation of bh_ b±±±uu_.........._v_-- _,'-_ ....._ _ _.. me+°_.__ _.
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Introduction
Photovoltaic energy converters are of interest for space utilization.
Silicon has been the most widely used material for these application_. In
recent years consideration of optimum energy-gap materials has led to the
study of gallium arsenide for photovo!taic utilization. Since higher temp-
erature operation of solar cells is desired there has also been increasing
interest in higher energy gap III-V compolmds such as GaP. This report is
concerned with some optical, electrical and thermal characteristics of ex-
perimental solar cells fabricated from epitaxially grown single crystal GaP.
E_imenta! Procedures
Mate_al Preparation and Propez_ies
Single crystal gallium phosphide was synthesized from the elements by
-_apor transport and epitaxial deposition on single crystal gallium arsenide
substrates. _e transport gas* was a dilute mixture of hydrogen chloride in
hydrogen. The reaction was carried out in a 20 mm I. D. quartz tube in a
furnac= system having three individually controlled zonss. Phosphorus* was
evaporated into the gas stream at temperatures from 400 to 450°; gallium*
0 0 _ 0
was held at temperatures from 890 to 975 with th_ substrates between 790
o o
and 8_0 . Temperature grsdients in the deposition zone ranged from 3 C/cm
to 25 C/cm Typically, the total gas flow was 300 cc/min with a hydrogen
to 'yarogen chloride _olume ratio of 150, although in some experiments
h_ irogen flow rates were varied from 155 cc/min to 800 ec/min and hydrogen
chloride flow rates in the <100> direction zanged from 0.1 to 0.2 microns/cc
HC1 but fell as low as 0.03 microns/cc HC1 at lower H_/HC1 ratios and at
the low.st phosphorus pressures. The growth rate depends on both temperature
and on temperature gradient in the deposition zone.
* Prepurified hydrogen and anhydrous hydgrogen chloride were obtained from th_.
Matheson Company. Red Phosphorus of semiconductor grad _.from the _nerican
Agricultural Chelaical Company or from L. Light and Col, Ltd. Gallium of
99.9999_ purity was obtained from Alcoa.
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T _nesses of the single crystal epitaxial GaP varied from about i0
microns so about 200 microns with the majority of the GaP material having
thicknesses of the order of 40 microns.
The surfaces of the galli,_mphosphide layers were generally poor,
containing many bu_2s and other defects_ however_ no effect on solar cell
properties has yet been detecte_. The best surfaces were prepared at lower
growth rates. Surface app_aranc- depends on substrate surface preparation,
orientation and run conditions. A significant improvement was achieved
......... _...._+_o+_ _+ ]OOO°_ _ _h_s_horus vaoor carried by hydrogenoy _r_b_'_b_l_ _ _ ............. _ _
just prior to deposition of galli_ phosphide.
Electrical properties of the layers were obtained by measurement of
Hall constant and resistivity of Hall bars located adjacent to the wafers
during deposition.<lO0>Typical values for mobi_itYvolt-%an_net 9artier levello_cm-°f3
I
"undoped" grown material were lO0 cm_ sec?_ _nd 2 x
respectively. A total ionized impurity level in the l0 range is indicated
in all samples.
Sample Preparation and Cell Fabrication
2
The sample areas were typically of the order of 0.2 to 0.5 cm and
rectangular with the epitaxial GaP layers having n-type conductivity.
Shallow p-n junctions of the order of l_ or less were formed by zinc dif-
fusion (wi_h phosphor_s added) in closed tubes at approximately 800°C for
short times. Following the difo_sion_ the junction de_h was determined
by cleaving and etching delineation techniques and the surface concentration
deduced from Hall effect measurements. The back surface was lapped back.
A contact of Au-Sn-Ni was used on the back surface and silver was evaporated
on to _he p su_face while the sample was held at 200°C for the p surface
contact. _he ce±zs wele lapped, cleaned and etched to remove any shorting
paths around the edges.
Electrical Measurements
The conversion efficiency ol_ _ circuit voltage and short circuit current
measurements were made i,_bright sunlight using secondary standard silicon
solar cells for light intensity calibration. Preliminary electrical meas _-
ments however were uoually made with a nominal 2800°K tungsten light source
filtered through three inches of water. The voltage was measured with an
Applied Physics electrometer. 0urrents were measured with a Hewlett Packard
Microvoltammeter Model No. 425A. The cell area was determined from its
length and width _ch were measured with a traveling microscope.
Op-ical Measureme,,ts
The spectral respons_ measurements were made on a Bausch and Lomb
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monochromator Cat. No. 33-86-40 with a plane circular grating blazed for 0.5_.
The experimental procedure followed was a standard method. The source
used was a tungsten lamp. The solar cell was mounted so that it was in the
exit beam of the monochromator. A constant slit of 2 _ was held during the
entire scan for the solar cell and a Reeder thermocouple in the wavelength
interval of 0.35 to 0.9W. The scan was ma_e first with the solar cell and
then with the thefmocouple as a detector with all other conditions held
constant. A ratio was then taken between the response of the solar cell
and the th_'mu_ouple and plotted as relative response-
Thermal Measurements
The solar cell, for temperature measurement of the electrical parameters,
was mounted in a cell holder of lavite with provisions for Chromel-Alumel
thermocouples under and near the solar cell. The cell holder was inserted
into a cylindrical muffle furnace. The source used was either a tungsten
source or sunlight. In the case of the tungsten source, it was mounted directly
on the furnace and focused through an opening in the cell holder on the
solar cell. The tungsten source used was a G. E. projector spotlight 150
PAR/SP.
Results and Discussion
Two main types of solar cells have resulted in this investigation:
(i) an extrinsic cell having its main spectra I response at room temperature
in a broad band roughly centered at about 0.75 microns, (2) an intrinsic
cell having its principal response at about 0.45 microns. _e typical
spectral response curves for these cells are shown in Figure i.
The differences in electrical, optical and ¢hermal characteristics
of the two classes of cells are shown in Table I for cells NA31 and NA22
SC21-3 Which are examples of the intrinsic and extrinsic cells respectively.
The extrinsic cell is characterized by about half the up circuit
voltage and about three times the short circuit current density thus far
found for the intrinsic cell. The short circuit current density of the
intrinsic cell increases with temperature, doubling at about 275°C, whereas
the extrinsic cell shows little change in short circuit current until about
200°C where it decreases rapilly. The open circuit voltages of both cells
show the chacacteristic decrease with increasing temperature and the temp-
er&ture coefficients are n_t appreciably different, being of the order of
3 mv/deg. However, at 150 C the voltage of the extrinsic cell has decreased
to less than .'_volt. At higher temperatures the intrinsic cell is far
superior _o the extrinsic cell.
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A conversion efficiency of about 1% in bright sunlight at room tempera-
ture has been obtained for the intrinsic cell. Somewhat higher values, 1.6_,
have been noted for the extrinsic cell.
An E-I power curve taken in sunlight for a solar cell of the intrinsic
type,2NA31, SC34-3, at t = 23°C is shown in Figur_ 2 with an input of o&
mw/cm as deduced using a standard silicon solar cell. An efficiency of
about 13 has been obtained.
Open Circuit Voltage vs. Temperature
A parameter of interest is the temperature coefficient of the open cir-
cuit voltage, _ . The temperature coefficient of the intrinsic cells is
found to be about 3 mv/deg for most of the samples. This agrees with that
calculated from solar cell theory, assuming an ideal junction and with the
energy gap assumed to provide the main variation with temperature. In
Figure 3 we have indicated the calculated V vs. temperature curve and the
experimental results obtained for GaP. It _ noted that the absolute value
of V for the best cell is about 0.3 volts below that calculated from
simp_ c theory and this difference holds true throughout the temperature
range shown in Figure 3. The difference cannot be easily accounted for
in terms of lifetime of diffusion length as permitted by simple theory.
Additional effects such as r_9@mbination type currents, etc., as pointed
out by Wysocki ard Rappaport'-" are in the right direction as expected.
At lower temperatures (<150°C) there appears to be some deviation from
a straight line in the experimental open circuit voltage-temperature curves.
This bending is generally noted around room temperature. It could be re-
lated to surface effects, although this has not been established.
With improved material and fabrication processing it is hoped that
better agreement in V between experiment and theory can be achieved
as noted for silicon _Cd GaAs. 'The threem_terials and the theoretical
and experimental _a for the open circuit voltage with temperature are
shown in Figure 4__. It is of interest to note the difference in mag-
nitude of open circuit voltage between the extrinsic and intrinsic cells
as a function of temperature. The slopes of these curves are however
similar and about 3 mv/deg. A comparison of the two types of c_lls is
shown in Figure 5.
Short Circuit Current Density vs. Temperature
The short circuit cu:-rent density of the intrinsic GaP solar cell
increases with temperature following a relationship which can be expressed
as
-AE
J _ e
sc
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,.ThereAEthe activation energy is of the order of 0.05 ev.
In the ,_aseof the extrinsic cell the _hort circuit current density is
"_ O
independent of temperature of 200 C, decreasing after that.
Typical curves for both types of cells are shown in Figure 6.
Effect of GaAs Substrate
With the thin (40 micron) epitaxial layers and the relatively large
areas aesired_ the GaAs substrate has been retained as a support. The
possible effect of the GaP-GaAs interface on ,he GaP solar cell has been
examined.
The procedure involved was to etch out a portion of the GaAs from zinc
diffused GaP cells to provide a window directly to the back of the GaP n
layer. The GaAs was masked with black wax except for the portion to be
etched away. The etch used was 1 HF : 3 BN03 : 2.H20. This etch attacks
GaP only negligibly.
A sketch of the sample with contacts is shown in Figure 7. Contact
2 is the original back contact of Au-Sn-Ni, contact 3 to the GaP, is made
in the same manner. Contact 3 is, as can be seen, smaller than the "window".
The top contact 1 employs evaporated silver.
If a photovoltage is d_veloped at the GaP-GaAs interface_ open circuit
voltages and short circuit currents measured between contacts 1 and 2, which
include this interface, should differ from those measured between contacts
1 and 3_ which do not. No differences have been noted on making the measure-
ments under a variety of conditions including normal solar cell testing con-
ditions both with our standard test apparatus and in sunlight and with a
microscope light using both front and back illumination. These results
seemed to indicate that with our method for making material the GaP-GaAs
interface does not play a significant role in determining the characteristics
4- Iof _he GaP solar cell.
Diffusion Length Measurenlents
Using the method of Logan and Chynoweth (3), room temperature measure-
ments of diffusion length have been made on m_sas of some of the solar
cells. _rom a plot of I/C/A (capa_ity/area) vs. J (photo current density
of the cell with reverse bias) the minority carrier _iffusion length can
be determined. Such a plQt is shown in Figure 8, for sample NAI6 SC13-6
(from the plot, L_ = 150 _). The values obtained by this method for some
of our samples range from ab@ut 150 _ to about 5000 _. Using a c_rrier
diffusion constant of 2.5 cm_/sec., the values of the diffusion itngth _Ip
corres_and to values of minority carrier lifetime varying roughly from i0 -_
to i0"_- sec.
_-4-5
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Capacity-Volta6e Measurement___s
The junctions prepared from the epitaxial GaP material with our procedure
generally seem to follow a I/C law dependence. We have been able to fit our
capacity-voltage data with e_'_ressions of the following type:
-qa g
+ V. : -- (C--C-_-" WI)3Va i 12
or
WI
+v.=- ( +Va z 12 E
where V^ is the applied reverse voltage, V_ is the built in voltage of GaP,
q, the electronic charge, , the dielectric constant, C the capacity of the
junction, a, is a concentration gradient, A the cross sectional aree of the
junction.c2_ThaS been introduced into the equations following Logan and
Chynoweth'J-7 to fit our data. It signifies as expected that the space charge
layer of the junction is extremely wide and that in actuality our p-n junction
can be better represented by a p-l-n _tructure. The I _ayer or WI is foundto vary for our cells from aoout 150 A 0o about 10,O00 .
I-V Characteristics
From D. C. current-voltage characteristics at 2_°C, the factor n in
the expression I = I exp _ for a D-n junction is found to be _ 2
(n = 4) for cells which have their main spectral response at 0.45_ whereas
for 0.7_ cel_ n - 2. The latter suggests from the work of Sah, _oyce,
and Shockley" " that recombination center mechanisms may predominate in the
extrinsic cells.
Current-voltage characteristics taken on a Tektronix Oscilloscope No.
536 are shown in Figure 9- These are the best traces obtained for a 0.45_
solar cell and a 0.7_ cell.
0.7_ E_rinsic Soler Cell
While it is believed that the mechanism leading to current generation
in the 0.7_ cells must likely involve a two step excitation consisting
either of two optical steps or one optical and one thermal step, the nature
of the centers responsible for the 0.7_ response in the epitaxial GaP is
unknown. The 0.7_ response has been found to occur as a major response,
however, when a low hydrogen flow rate is us_-din the growing of epitaxial GaP.
B-4-6
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1018 Since the background level of ion_ed impurities in our material iscm_ with net carrier levels of lO- _ self compensation is suggested.
To achieve the close compensation noted in many of the samples which still
remain n-type, it is Euggested that a deep donor which could correspond to
the 0.7_ level could oe present. If this is so, it co_ be the same as
the 0.4 ev donor postulated by Gershenzon and Mikulysk"_" and thought to
De due to oxygen. This model remains to be verified.
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Table I
Characteristics of Extrinsic and Intrinsic GaP Solar Cells
Type : Intrinsic Extrinsic
Sample: NA31 SC34-3 NA22 SCkl-3
Electrical:
v (volts) 1.35 0.58
oc
(ma/cm 2) 1.4 4.0Jsc
Efficiency (measured in
sunlight ) i.i* 1.6_
Optical:
Spectral Response Peak
(_) 0.45 0.75 (broad)
Temperature:
vs.lIT(ev) .06 0 (to200°C)Jsc o
Slope Jsc decreases after 200 C
V vs. T, _(mv/deg) 3.5 2.8
oc
V at 300°C 0.23 _ 0
OC
D. C. If Vf, I° expeV/nkT
!
- : n=4 2
* Based2on solar intensity as measured with silicon solar cell of 94
_/cm .
± Based2on solar intensity as measured with silicon solar cell of 74
mw/cm .
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Representative E-I c,nrve taken in sunlight for s_mple
NA31 SC34-3. Sample oxhibits main spectr__xresponse
a: C.<5 _-. _'vlaximum power point is at 0,608 row,
Efficiency is about I_. Temperatu:e of measurement
was i3 ° C.
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 p-Typ,
GoP
Ag Conl_lct
CROSS SECTION BOTTOM VIEW
F_. 7
_/xperimental arrangement for checking effect of GaP-GaAs
interface.
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_.8 Jp (ma/crn2)
Sample of plot used for determining minority carrier
¢
diffusion length (from plot, L D = I50 .&).
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; Best current-voltage traces obtained for a 0.45 _ cell and
I a 0.7 _ cell. Current, vertical axis, 0.2 ma/cm; Voltage,
horizontal axis, 0+ 5 volts/era for both traces. Top trace ,
sample NA32 SC34-5, represents a 0.45 _ cell. Lower trace,
sample NAZ2 5C21-3, represents a 0. 7 _ cell.
I
.,
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DISCUSSION
CHAMBERLIN-NATIONAL CASH REGISTER: Was the cell for which you etched
away the GaAs layer_ a .7 or .') micron type?
MR. EPSTEIN: It was a .45 type.
CHAMBERLIN-NATIONAL CASH REGISTEH: Did you measure spectral response with
both front and back illumination?
MR. EPSTELN: Yes, we did. They were both the same.
CUSAN0-GENERAL ELECTRIC: Grimmeisen did some work on gallium phosphide,
and he got efficiencies comparable to yours. He felt that there were series
resistance effects, and that an efficiency of 7% could eventually be realized
if you could eliminate the series resistance. Do you feel that this is a
realistic estimate?
MR. EPSTEIN: Yes, I think it's reasonable.
CUSAN0-GENER_ ELECTRIC: Was series resistance a limiting factor iu your
cells?
MR. EPSTEIN: No, but there was a great deal of it, as I implied from the
capacity voltage curves.
QUESTION (NO NAME): Do you have any information about the crystalline
imperfections present in your epitaxial layers?
MR. EPSTEIN: There are many imperfections. Also, the surfaces are not
very smooth on the material that we have been making. In addition, there is
a great deal of strain in the material resulting from the unequal thermal
expar_ion coefficients of GaAs and GaP.
WOLF-RELIOTEK; You explained the 0.7 micror response by a 'wo-step
excitation process. If this is the case, how can you explain the low open
circuit voltage associated with this cell?
MR. EFSTELN: I'd rather not comment on that.
PERLMAN-RCA: I was wondering about the GaP layers. After you have _rown
them on the gallium arsenide, what preparation do you make of the surface
prior to diffusion?
MR. EPSTEIN: We have tried a very light etch with hydrogen peroxide and
su!p_uric acid and water. We haven't found the most suitable etch yet.
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PERI_N-RCA: Is the resulting surface finish matte or polished?
MR. EPSTEIN: It's not polished and it's not matte. It's somewhere
in between.
GOLDSTEIN-RCA: To c tinue the line of trying to find an explanation
you ran impurity analyses on your grown gallium phosphide material?
i4R._STEIN: No, we didn't have enough material. This is one of
the things we are trying to do now.
B-4-20
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Abstract
Reduced weight _s still a desired feature for photovoltalc solar
energy conversion systems for spaco vehicles. One approach to weight
reduction is a decrease of the solar cell thickness. It has been
found that the parameters of present high performance N_ silicon
solar cells are such that even small reductions in the thickness
of the cells restultin noticeable decreases of the short circuit
current due to lower collection efficiency at long wavelengths.
Theoretical and experimental results of an investigation into the
change of short circuit current as function of thickness are
discussed. This effect is studied in dependence on the spectral
distribution of the irradiating light for three commonly used
types of light source as well as on the minority carrier lifetime
and mobility in the base region of the solar cell. It is noteworthy
that the differences in short circuit current are eliminated by
moderate damage due to nuclear particle radiation.
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EFFECT OF THIC_SS ON SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT
by
M: Wolf and E. L. Ralph
Heliotek, Uivislon of Textron Electronics, Inc.
Introduction
A reduction in the weight of photovoltaic energy conversion systems
for space vehicles is stlll a d_irable objective, even in view of the
availability of boosters of higher thrust ratings. One approach to
such weight reduction is through a decrease of the thickness of the
silicon solar cells. Since the skills in handling fragile semiconduc-
tor devices have improved, this latter approach has gained renewed
interest. In the process of fabricating solar cells of somewhat reduced
thickness and of experimenting with cells of even further reduced thick-
uess, it was found that the short circuit current and correspondingly
the maxim_n available power output of the thinner cells we:e generally
lower than those of thicker cells. This effect was especially noticed
in tests carried out by use of tungsten filament light sources of 2800"
Kelvin color temperature, but vas less pronounced in tests performed _n
sunlight on Table Mountain and in a sunlight sh_ulator. As a consequence
of these early observations, an e_pe_:imental and theoretical nvestigation
of the problem was undertaken, the results of which are described in the
following paragraphs.
Theoretical Considerations
Referellceto data published earlier by Elliott l) (see Fig. l) did not
explain the recent experime_italfindixAgs. The author's earlier curve2)
showing the ratio of the energy absorbed in silicon wafers of varying
l) J_ F. Elliott, V. F. Meikleham, and C. L. Kolbe, "Large Area Solar
Solar Cells", Academic Press, New York, Progress in Astronautics and
Rocketry, Vol. III, Energy Conversion for Space Power, 1961
2) M. Wolf, "Advances in Silicon Solar Cell Development", Academic Press
New York, Progress in Astronautics and Rocketry, Vol. III, Energy
Conversion for Space Power, 1961
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thickness to that available in the air mass zero sunlight spectrum between
.4 and 1.15_ (see Fig. 1), which was used for a quick estimate of the
upper limit for thin film silicon solar cell performance, _as too coarse
an approximation to be applicable for the present problem.
In consideration of the collection mechanism of a solar cell, plotting
that _ortion of photons available in the source spectrum which is absorbed
in a silicon layer of given thickness as a function of this thickness
might have yielded a better approximation. However, Fig. 1 indicates,
that ac_ :.:_laverage collection efficiency curves _o not parallel the curve
for absorption of available photons. Th_ reason is that the base region
thickness considerably exceeds the diffusion length of minority carriers,
thus _uakingthe excess portion of the wafer ineffective. At decreasing
base region thicknesses, howecer, the back contact which represents a
plane with extremely large surface recombination velocity, is brought in
progressively closer proximity of the p-n Junction. The closer proximity
of this "sink" reduces the average minority carrier density in the base
region and with it the collection rate at the p-n Junction.
To gain better insight into the effect of thickness, the collection effi-
ciencies and the resulting short circuit currents from the base region of
silicon solar cells of varying thickness were calculated using the formulism
developed earlier.3) 4) The parameters entered into the calculation for
lO ohm centimeter p-type base material were an electron mobility of
1300 cm2 Volt-1 sec-1 and minority carrier lifetimes of 6, 12, and 24
microseconds, since minority carrier lifetimes measured in the bases of
such solar cells range mostly from lO to 25 microseconds. Added to the
bas_ region collection efficiency was the contribution from the diffused
layer which was assumed to be identical to that found earlier for P/N
5) M. Wolf, "Limitations and Possibilities fJr mprovement o_
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converters, Considerations for Earth's
Surface Operation" Proc. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 1246-1263; July, 1960
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silicon solar cells4). This contribution corresponds to an n-region
thickness of 0.5 microns with a minority carrier lifetime of 5 x lO"lO
setonds, a hole mobility _'0cm2 Volt-I sec-I, and a surface recombination
velocity of 5 x 103 cm per second.
Obtained from these calculations were curves of collection efficiency
as function of wavelength, _uch as that _hown in Fig. 2 for solar cells
with an electron lifetime in the base of 24 microseconds and with base
region thicknesses of 0.05 cm (0.020 inches) and 0.02 cm (0.008 inches)
respectively. _ese collection efficiencies were mult_plled for each
wavelength interval with the photon flux of the corresponding interval
in the spectrum of the light source considered, m_d the products were
totalled. Division of this sum by the total number of photons yields
an average collection efficiency wh.ch is weighted by the photon distri-
bution of the light source. Figure 1 contains several c_u_vesof weighted
average collection efficiency as function of base r_glon thickness for
three light sources considered: sunlight of airmass 05), sunlight of
airmass 1 similar to that received on Table Moantain, Californla2):and
light from a tungsten filament bulb of 2800° Kelvin color temperature.
Also included in Fig. 1 is a curve for a low resistivity N/P silicon solar
cell with a base region eleztron mobility of 800 cm2Volt "l sec-1 and an
electron lifetime of t_e microseconds. The figure illustrates the
differences in the effect of thickness on weighted average collection ef-
ficiency caused by variations of minority carrier lifetime and mobility,
but also indicates that these differences are vanishing at base region
thicknesses belov .C1 centimeter. The curve also verifj the observation
of a larger effect of base regio_ thickness on weighted average collection
efficiency in light with s higher relative content of low energy photons
and the expectation of a _iminishing of the effect in solar cells with
low base region minority carrier lifetime and mobility.
4) M. Wolf, "Drift Fields in Photovoltaic Solar Energy Converter Cells,"
Proc. _, vol. 51, pp.67_-693; May 1963
5) F. S. Jo_hnson, "The Solar Constantj" J. Meteorology, vol. ii,
pp. 431-439, December 1954
6) P. Moon, "The Scientific Basis of I_lumlnatlng Engineering" Dover
Publications, New York, pp. i17-126; 1961
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E__xperimentalResults a_d Comparison with Theory
To substantiate and to expand beyond the early observations, which were ma_e
on cells in the thickness range of 0.033 to 0.046 cm (0.013 to 0.018 inches),
several groups of N+_ silicon solar cells with lO ohm centLmeter base
resistivity and diffused regions of about hal_ micron t21c_ness were pre-
pared with evaporated titanium-silver contacts, except for two groups of
0.020 cm (0.008 Lnches) and 0.046 cm (0.018 inches) thickness, which were
prepared with the older type plated gold-nickel contacts (represented by
symbol "+" in Fig. 3). The preparation of the groups with plated contacts
resulted from the earlier observations on cells with this older type of
contact, which showed a larger change of short circuit current as func-
tion of thickness tlmn could be explained by theoretical considerations.
It had been _fpothesized that the sandblasting of the wafer, which takes
place before deposition of the back contact in the process of applying the
plated contacts, might cause penetrating damage trLthe cryste! structure
and thus result in an effective thickness smaller than the actual thick-
ness of the cell. In the preparation of the cells with evaporated contacts,
silicon was removed prior to the contact application by an etching process,
which was not expected to cause penetrating damage. The experimental data,
however, did not confirm the hypothesis since the evaporated contact cells
showed the same large change of _hort circuit current with thickness as
the plated contact cells (Fig. 3).
Cells were prepared both in the lx2 cm and in the 2x2 cm sizes in a number
of batches of varying quantities in order to obtain sufficient statistical
data, since it has to be remembered that investigations of this ":ind are
afflicted with a ce_cain spread of data caused by the large number of
process variables. The short circuit currents measu ed in light from
three types of sources, namely from tungsten filament bulbs of 2800@
Kelvin color tsmperattu'e, from sunlight approximating air mass one as
received on Table Mountain, California, and from the Spectrosun Solar
Simulator were averaged for the various thickness groups. These averages
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were then expressed as ratios to the average of the corresponding group
of largest thick_ ,.ssand normalized so that the averages of the groups
of largest thickness coincide with the theoretical curves. This data is
presented in Fig. 3 as experimental points represented by various symbols
for the _Ifferent types of cells and light sources used. Each set of
experimental data points was normalized to both sets of theoretical
curves for 12 microseconds and 24 microseconds minority carrier lifetime,
with the first normeLL ation indicated by hollow symbol6 and the latter
by identical, but filled symbols.
Also shown in Fig. 3 are calculated curves of the relative short circuit
current,expressed as a ratio of short circuit current at solar cell
thickness d to the short circuit current of a O.1 cm thick solar cell,
both for air mass zero sunlight and for light from a tungsten filament
source of 2800° Kelvin colo_ temperature, and for minority carrier life-
timez of 6, 12, and 24 microseconds in lO ohm centimeter N/P cells.
Comparison of the experimental points with the theoretical curves indi-
cates that the fit is good above 0.03 cm of thickness. However, below
this value the experimentally observed short circuit currents decrease
with thickness nearly at twice the rate of the calculated currents. In
order to obtain a better match between the calcu_&ted and the experi-
mental data, much larger b_"e region minority c_rrier lifetimes would
have to be assumed. Direct measurements of base region minority carrier
lifetimes let such an assumption appear unreasonable.
I Figure 4 shows the calculated normalized spectral responses for four
I solar cells, having base region thicknesses of .05 cm and .02 cm,
, '_id b_se region minority carrier life_ Lmes of 24 microseconds and
I "• microseconds. Whilc the collection _ ficiency curve, Fig. 3, showed
no effect of base region thickness on the short wavelength portion of
the curve-and woL_id similarly have shown no effect of change in minority
c._rrierlifetime - but indicated considerable clange in the long wave-
length porti(n of the curve, the normalization performed on the spectral
lq
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resl_nse curve results in a _ variation of the short wavelength
portion of the curve and a slight reduction _ the effect o_ the long
wavelength portion of the curve. It is interesting to note that changes
of minority carrier lifetime and changes of hue region thickness both
have similar effect on the chan_e of the spectral response curve, although
a slight difference in the shape of the long wavelength portion of the
curve will be observed between the thickness change and the mlnority
carrier lifetime change.
Also shown in Fig. 4 are experimental spectral response points obtained
from two typical N/P i0 ohm centimeter base silicon solar cells of 0.0_5 ca
and 0.019 cm base region thickness. For both cells, the experimental
spectral response points were extrapolated to zero ref] :ction, using
measured spectral reflectance data7). The shape of the experimental
spectral response curves of the two cells deviates considerably from
that of the calculated spectral response curves, but the difference
between the two experimental curves agrees very well with the difference
of the calculated curves. Correspondingly, calculation of the short
circuit currents in air mass one sunlight and light from a tungsten
filament bulb (2800" Kelvin color temperature) using the unnormalized
experimental spectral response curves of the two cells, which were measured
on an identical, although otherwise unknown absolute base, resulted in
experimental points (symbol "x" in Fig. 3) extremely close to the calcu-
lated curves although the measured short ei:-cuit currents of these two
cells were very close to their group aver_,_es. The deviation in shape
between the experimental and the theoretical spectral response curves
is such as to indicate considerably smaller minority carrier mobility
or lifetime in the base region than used in the calculation. Such an
assumption would be contrary to the previously mentioned assumption needed
to obtain better fit to the measured effect of thickness on short circuit
current (normalized to the 12 microsecond minority carrier lifetime curves.
7) E. L. Ralph and M. Wolf, "Effect of Anti-reflecting Coatings an_
Coverglasses on Silicon Cell Performance," presented at the _th
Annu_ Photovolt_ic S_ecialist's Confere.,ce, Clevelan_, Ohio;
June 2paland _rd, 19_
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Of interest to the measurement of silicon solar cell performance and to
the application are the so-called'%ung_ten light to air mass one degradation
factor" and the "air mass one to air mass zero extrapolation factor."
The "tungsten light to air mass one degradation factor" expresses the
ratio of short circuit current measured on any particular solar cell in
air mass one s_ulight to the short circuit current measured on the
same solar cell under light _rcm a tungsten filament source of 28OO°
Kelvin color temperature set to an arbitrary, but carefully maintained
constant light intensity. TT_is"tungsten light to air mass one degrad-
ation factor" is a function of the spectral response of the solar cell
tested. This factor has been calculated for the lO ohm centimeter N/P
silicon solar cell with 24 microsecond minority carrier lifetime in the
base region, but o_ varying base region thickness. The data have been
normalized to a " tungsten light to air mass one degradation factor"
of .95 for _he 0.05 cm base region th_c_mess, a value which is typically
observed in cells of this type. The resulting theoretical curve shown
in Fig. 5 illustrates that with decreasing thickness of the base region
the degradation turns into an appreciation, all other solar cell parameters
being constant. Also entered into the plot have been experimental points
which indicate a much more rapid increase of the degradation factor with
decreasing base region thickness. This observation corresponds _th
the comments made with respect to Fig. 3.
Also shown in 2ig. 5 is the "air mass one to air mass zero extrapolation
factor" which is the ratio of short circuit current expected to be
obtained under air mass zero sunlight irradiation to the short circuit
current obtained under air mass one sunlight irradiation. Although
the irradiance of air mass zero sunlight is larger by a factor of 1.40
than the irradlance of standardized air mass one sunlight, the overall
collection efficiency of a solar cell is smaller for air mass zero sun-
light than it is for air mass one sunlight (compare Fig. 1), since the
two types of sunlight have a different spectral distribution. Only a
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small variation of the "air mass one to air mass zero extrapolation factor"
with a change of solar cell spectral response will be expected. This
change of "air mass one to air mass zero extrapolation factor" is plotted
as a function of base r_gion thickness in Fig. 5. It may be observed
that the extrapolation fac_ur shown here is very close to most other
obtained by high altitude balloon flight calibrations and other various
experimental methods for determining solar cell output in air mass zero
sunlight. The difference may be in a scale factor, but could also be based
on a difference in the spectral distributions on which the calculations
are based. In the latter case, a variation of the calculated 'kir mass one
to air m_ss zero extrapolation factor" as a function of base region
thickness might occur.
Base Reai0n ThicLn.ess and Radiation Resistance
Since the reduction of base region thickness affects only the long
wavelength portion of the _olar cell spectral responsel and slnoe the
effect of decreased base region _hickness is similar to that of reduced
minority carrier lifetime, it is reasonable to expect a decreased effect
of nuclear particle radiation on th_ short circuit current of silicon
solar cells of reduced thickness. Calculations for change of short
circuit current with irradiation by I MeV electrons analogous to those
described in reference 4) have been carried out for i0 ol_zcentimeter
N_ silicon solar cells of .05 centimeter and .015 centim-ter base region
thickness, respectively. Figure 6 presents the resulting data. It shows
the difference in short circuit current density in air mass zero sunlight
between the normal ard the reduced thickness solar cells before the onset
of radiation damage and verifies expectation of a less severe effect of
moderate integrated fluxes of I MeV electrons on the thinner cell. The
result is that both types of cells exhibit equal short circuit current
densities at integrated fluxes of more thou i014 1 MeV electrons cm-2.
B-5-8
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Thus reduced thickness of the solar cell ba'e region has the interesting
slde effect of decreased sensitivity to high energy particle radiatic i.
This effect will be welcomed in all those cases, where the dl sipatlon of
excess power during the early part of the space vehicle mission creates
problems. The effect will be considered undesirable, however, in those
cases where _he addi_lonai power provided by _ne _nlcKer cells would be
needed during the early portions of the space vehicle life.
Conclusion
A decrease of short circuit current density wlth reduced thickness of
silicon solar cells has been observed. This decrease is explainable
by theory and could have been expected. Discrepancies between experi-
mental and theoretical data have, however, been found, which are not
yet resolved and are being investigated further. An interesting side
effect is the decreased radiation sensitivity of the thinner solar cells,
which in some cases may be desired as much as the reduced weight.
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DISCUSSION
KAYE - FOS: Could you say what assumptions you made about the nature of
the back contact? What was the value of the surface recombination velocity?
MR. WOT_. Infinite surface recombination velocity.
KAYE - EOS: Did you consider the effect of noninfini_2 surface recombination
velocity on the shapes of your curves? It might explain the discrepancy between
experiment and theory.
MR. WOLF: Nm, it would not explain the difference.
MANDELKOHN - NASA, LEWIS: We are making cells without etching of the order
of 6 to 8 mils in thickness. Our results under our simulator show that, for
_pproximately 150 micron base diffusion length, we lose absolutely no current
for the 8 mil thickness and for the 6 1/2 mil thickness we lose only about 5
percent. We feel that the 6 mil thickness is good to stick with in terms of
radiation damage, whiz the 8 mil gives you absolutely no loss of current.
MR. WOLF: The 150 micron diffusion length comes close to the case cal-
culated here for a 6 microsecond minority carrier lifetime. This was consider-
ably flat down to the region of thickness you are speaking about.
MANDELKOEN - NASA, LEWIS: Increasing the diffusion length from 150 microns
to 200 microns gives hardly any increase in the short clrcuit current. This
is why we achieve great unifo_nity of short circuit current in our lO ohm
centimeter cell, because we are always above where the diffusion lengths have
any great influence on the short circuit current.
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SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCE AT HIGH TEMPERA_JRES
by Jacob D. Broder, Harold Kautz, Joseph Mandelkorn,
Lawrence Schwartz, and Robert Ulman
Lewis Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Cleveland, Ohio
Various space missions can be envisioned which would subject the solar
cel].sof a space vehicle to temperatures higher than 75°C. Questions arise
as to what performance to expect _e _ilicon solar cells, and what, if any,
substitute cells can be used to better advantage at these high temperatures.
In this paper, lthe temperature behavior of various resistivity, unbom-
barded and bombarded silicon cells and unbombarded and bombarded'GaAs cells
will be discussed and compared. Tb_ characteristics to be discussed are:
the open circuit voltage, the maximum power output, and the curve power
factor, which is defined as the maximum power output divided by the product
•, of the short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage.
PO
CPF percent - X X i00
VOC ISC
_able I shows typical outer space characteristics of unbombarded cells
at 25 C. These are the values that can be achieved at the present time
I.- UIVAU T SPACE C ISTICS
-- VOc Re , isc/Cm_, Po/cm- ' r'V_ CPF, Efficiency' per- il cm X 2 _m
V Ohms ma/cm MW/cm2 V cent percent
GaAs 0.9 0.3 Ii 7.2 O.7 73 5.i
GaAs ,9 .3 16 i0.0 .7 70 a7,.l
Si:
1 Ohm cm .571 .3 32 12.6 .43 69 9.0
i0 Ohm cm .54 .3 36 14.0 .44 72 i0.0
50 Ohm cm .491 .4 36 11.5 .42 65 8.2
I00 Ohm cm .43 .7 36 8.5 .3 55 6.0
aManufacturer's quoted sunlight efficiency, 10.5 percent.
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for various resistivity n on p silicon solar cells. In going from i-, to i0-,
to 50-, to lO0-ohm-cm cells, the open-circuit voltage de reases. The small
increase in short-circuit current for lO-ohm-cm cells occurs because of the
longer diffusion lengths In lO-ohm-cm cells. The short-circuit current remains
at this value for the higher resistivity cells since the processing reduces
the diffusion lengths to approximately equal values.
................?_+n_< n? ¢h_ 10-nhm-cm eel]s are bette_ than the l-
ohm-cm cells because junctions with better characteristics can be made in
lO-ohm-cm material. However, as the resistivity increases, the maximum power
output decreases due to both the lower open-circuit voltage and the increasing
bulk parasitic resistance. Maximum efficiencies are achieved for lO-ohm-cm
ceils.
Considering the two categories of GaAs cells (Table I), the 5 percent cells
were procured commercially snd the 7 percent cells were obtained through the
courtesy of the U.S. Air Force, Wright Development Center. The efficlencies
quoted are based on airplane measurements that agree with Lewis simulator
measurements.
Figure i shows the change in open circuit voltage as a function of temperature
for various resistivity silicon solar cell_. There is a 0.2 mv/_C difference
between the coefficients for l- and 10-ohm-cm cells; a negligible difference between
lO- and 20-ohm-cm cells and a significant differerce of 0.6 mv/°C between the
coefficients of l- and 80-ohm-cm cells. Similar temperature coefficients of
open-circuit voltage were obtained for solar cells doped to equivalent resist-
ivities with either aluminum, gallium, indium, or gadolinium.
Another important factor in the temperature degradation of solar cells
is the change of curve power factor with temperature as shown in Figure 2.
The curve power factor of 10-oh_-cm cells degrades faster than that of 1-ohm-
cm cells, and that of 80-ohm-cm cells degrades most rapidly with increasing
temperature. This decrease of curve power factor occurs because j_ction
Jesse_ increase with increasing temperature.
%_e degradation of open circuit voltage and of curve power factor 7cads
to degradation of maximum power output as shown in Figure 3. For these
measurements the short-circuit current was maintained constant fo_ all telr_-
eratures at a value equivalent to 25°C outer space current. A measure
of the power degradation is ±_dicated by the temperature at which the power
has fallen to half thatoat 25 C and is given by the coefficient expressed as
percent-power-lost pe_ C. As the resistivity of the base material is increased,
the half-power point occurs at lower temperatures. For 1-ohm-_m cells, the
C °half-power point occurs a_ about 13j C; for lO-ohm-cm cells it is about 20°
lower: and for 80-ohm-cm cells, it occurs below 100°C. The same values of
half-power poJnt have been found for silicon doped with materials other than
borcn.
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From the above considerations it is apparent that the l-ohm-_m cell
,>
would be The most useful for high temperr_ure applications.
One- and lOT_bm-cm silicon cells wereosubJected to an electron bombard-
ment of 1.5 X I0- -i Mev electrons per cm_. The open circuit voltages were
measured at various temperatures belo_ iO0_C with the illumina'_ion level such
that the short-circuit currents were equivalent to those the cells would have
in outer space. There is no observable change in the temperature coefficient
u_ ue=_-_u vu_a_c _Lo=_ uu_b ±_v_ o uomuaramentlp lee same lS true for
praton-bombarded cells, bombarded to a dose of 3.9 X i0-- -lO Mev protons 9er
cm-, which is equivalent in damage production to approximately 1 X iO-- 1 Mev
electron3 per em
Figure i is a plot of curve power factor versus temperature for i- and
lO-ohm-cm, unbombarded and bombarded cells. Since the plots are straight
l_nes in this temperature range, a coefficient can be determined. There is
a significant change in the rate of decrease of the curve power factor w_th
temperature for h_bsrded cells. 'I"nesame behavior is also found for proton-
bombarded cells. The change in power outol,_ degradation of bombarded cells
also depends ap_n the variation of short-circuit current with temperature.
Bell Laboratorie_ reports (pg_vate communication) bhat the short-circuit
current increases with temperature at a rate of 0.2 percent per °C for heavily
bombarded cells. Based on our measurements and c_iculations, the half-power
point and temperature coefficient of power output for bombarded cells will be
similar to those cf unbombarded cells.
The power supplies of satellites are usually designed for constant-
voltage operation. Therefore, bombarded solar cell power output wao stud±ed
as a function of temperature for various constant-voltage conditions. Figure
5 shows the power output f_r i- and lO-ohm-cm electron-bombarded cells. For
maximum power output at 55-C, the voltage for constant-voltage operation s_o id
be 0.3 ,ffor i- hm-cm and O.T5 V for lO-9hm-cm cells. For operation at 75_c,
the voltages ar _ 0._5 % for i-3b_m-cm cells and 0.2 V for lO-ohm-cm cells Be-o o
tween '_5 C _i_ i00 C maximum power output under constant-voltage operating
conditions _r attained by operating lO-ohm-em c_lls at 0.15 V. _e power out-
put in the r _:stant-voltage condition depends on the operating temperature _qd
the bombardment d-se. [.nalz cases, i0. fhm-cm cells maintain considerably
higher power outpu_ than do i-c,_i em cells, as shown in Figure 5-
I _or temperaturec above 150°C_ the l-o_-cm cell is preferable to the lO-
o_nzcm cell_ GaAs solar cells have a!so been proposed for operation between
150 u to 200UC. FiKare 6 compares tne _pe_ czrcu_t voltage degradation withtemperature f:,r typic_l GaAs cells and l-¢hm-cm silicon solar cells. Ga_
1 " °
ce_ls have a t _perature coef_cien. ¢f _.5 my/ C as compared to 2.l mv/ C for
l-.ohm-cm silicon cells. However, because of the Jnitiall_ higher open-circuit
I voltage of the C_As cell, t_ open-circuit v:itage at 200 C is 0.43 V as com-
[ pa_ed to 0.2_ _ for the silicon ceil. It should be realized that the ultimate
I limitation in the use of cerise'made from high-energy-gap semiconductor materials
I
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_s the temperature at which the open-circuit voltage approaches zero. If the
[ co_-e for GaAs cells___o_isextrapolated, the voltage will fall to zero at a temp-
erature "f abcu_ 5,p _. ih.lsshould be contrasted wit_ reported open-circuit
I voka_s for &aP experimental ceils of 0.4 V at 350°C._
__!gure7 is a plot of curve power factor for l-ohm-cm silicon ceils and
for 6aAs cells. !n general, the curve power factor of silicon cells decreases
more rapidly than that of GaAs cells, the decrease becoming more rapid at temp-
1 ^,cO_
era_.ures ab:,ve _ _.
' _e variation of maximum power output with temperature is sho_alin Figure
8 for both high and low efficiency GsAs _ells and for l-ohm-cm silicon cel!sA
The half-power point occurs at about 165 C for GaAs cells as compared to 135_C
for=silie_n,ocells. Thls"is reflected in the lower degradation factor for GaAs,0.3j_/ C, as compared to 0.45_/ C for silicon. However, since the s._].iconcell
has twice the short-circuit current under c_iterspace illumination as _oes the
high-efficiency GaAs cell both cells have the same power output at 175-C. At
Z00_'Cthere is a 2-miiliwatt difference zn power output. However, the power
output of _he l-ohm-cm silicon cel_ equals that of the commercially available,
lower efficmency, GaAs cell at 200 C. The choice of either silicon or GaAs
cells _or 200 C uperatzon depends on the factors of relzabzlzty, avazlability,
e_'.st,and minimum power output requirements. Based on these considerations, the
pre_ent commercial l-ohm-em silicon ceils are not surpassed for operation at
f C
200 u by any other type of commercial cell presently available.
Figure 9 is a plot of the produc_ of open-circuit voltage and short-circuit
current versus temperature for high efficiency GaAs cells and l-ohm-em silicon
cells. _he significance of this plot is that, if the curve power factor of the
i-ohm-oresilicon cell can be raised sufficiently at room temperat[.re, then its
power output will be greater than that of the high-efficiency GaAs cell fo_ all
temperatures up to and including 2O0-C. Recent information on the effects of
I Lmpurities indicates that this improvement may now be possible.
I
i
I just a_ in the case of silic@n solar cells, GaAs ceils bombarded to a dose
of 3,9 X i0_ - lO Mev protons/em- show no change in the temperature coefficient
i of open-circuit voltage. Curve power facbor degradation increases after bombard-ment in a m&_er similar to the silicon case. A degradation coefficient of 0.12_/
"C f_ _/_etemperature range from 500 to !O0°C is found for bombarded cells as
compared to O.lO_/°C in the same temperature range for unbombarded cells.
!
At present, the performance of any available solar cell is marginal at
, .O_C,_ -
• _: J u. /aP is therefore being considered for use in the range above 200°V._ The
current status of GaP solar cells has been mentioned in a previous paper;_ however,
it should _.epointed out that, if the anticipated open-circuit voltage of !.5V can
be achieved, then operation of these cells to temperatures of 500_C would be
pcss]bie. 'rhelow short-circuit currents of GaP cells would not necessarily
eliminate them from consideration since these cells would be expected to operate
where solar intensities are many times those in earth space.
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DIS CUS SION
JOHNSTO__-NASA AMES: What sort of commercial solder did you use on
your solar cell? Did many of your contacts fail at high temperatures?
_ BRODER: We used a gold plated base for the maximum area contact.
_Ubc-tup contact was a platinum sheathed knife edge pressed down on the top
contact. _le solder did not run away. The gallium arsenide had a high
temperature alloy for the top contact, and we had no trouble there at all.
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The high reflectivity of the polished silicon surface of the neer
N+/P silicon solar cells has emphasized the need for properly designed
antireflection coatings to obtain improved solar cell performance.
The problem is complicated by the facts, that solar cells are generally
tested in air, but are for their final application, covered with a glass
or quartz _iide which is adhesive-bonded to the cell surface, and further,
that solar cells operating in a nuclear particle radiation environment
change their spectral response and are frequently to be optimized for
performance at the end of design-life.
Experiments have been performed to explore the antireflection charac-
teristics of thin films of silicon monoxide which have been evaporated
on the solar cell surface. The effect of the antlreflection coating
thickness on cell response as a function of wavelength has been determined
and the improvement in cell short c_cuit current for Air Mass Zero space
sunlight evaluated.
Incluaed in this study was the evaluation of the antireflection charac-
teristics after the application of a coverglass with adhesive over the
antireflection coating. For comparison, coverglasses were also applied
to bare cells with no %ntireflectlon coating present.
I In all cases the various coating comparisons were evaluated based on
_he _ell short circuit current performance in Air Mass Zero sunlight.
I
L
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EFFECT OF ANTIREFLECTION COATINGS AND COVEBGIASSE8 ON
SlUN SOUmaLL aFOma
by
E. L. Ralph and M. Wolf
Heliotek, Division of Textron Electronlcs, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses recent investigations into the effect of antireflec-
tion coatings on the performance of N+/P s_licon solar cells. The solar
cells studied were evaporated contact type cells with a polish-etched
active surface. The evaluation considered evaporated films of SiO as
the material deposited on the cell surface to form an interference type
antireflection coating. By varying the thickness of a single layer
coating it is possible to obtain low reflection over a fairly broad
range of wavelengths, and the minimum reflection point can be adjusted
so that optimum solar cell performance ; obtained for a space solar
spectrum. If coverglasses are placed on the cell surface by means of
an adhesive the cell absorption characteristics are altered and this
effect was studied in an attempt to determine the optimum coatings
required for typical space applications.
DISCUSSION
To improve the transmission of photons across the boundary between two
materials of differing optical properties, a layer of a suitable third
material may be placed at this interface to form an interference type
optical coating. The material in this layer has to have the proper
index of refraction and a low absorption coefficient. The proper ind.x
of refraction _l of the material_ in the interference coating is deter-
mined by the relationshlp: lj
l) "Optical Design" Military Standardization Handbook #141, 5 Oct.
1962, page 20-22.
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f where _o and _s ar_"the indices of refraction of the materials on either
sloe of the antirefle_ ,ion uoatii_.
In the case studied, essentially pure silico,,with an index of refraction
of 3.4 to 4.0 in the visible range2J was the material on one side of
% 3)
t
the boundary, while the second material could be any one of the following:
I air (normally the case where cells are being tested for acceptance);
' vacuum (when bare cells are used in space); or t,_ecoverglass adhesivei
(normally the case in space applications). For both air and vacuum the
index of refraction is 1.0, but for the adhesive it is typically 1.2.
Therefore it is obvious that the optimum material for an antireflection
coating would nat be identical for the two cases above. Since cover-
glasses are typically used, the most desirable coating should have an
index of refraction of about 1.8 to 2.2. This is a very high value
compared to most materials which have the desirable properties of low
absorption, high stability and high abrasion resistance. Silicon monoxide
has the desirable properties listed above and has an index of refI_ction
of 1.7 to 1.9 (depending on 5he evaporation process_hich makes it a
very suitable coating material even though it may be a compromise in
respect to the index of refraction.
Besides having the proper index of refraction the interference type
antireflection coating musk have the proper thickness. If minimum
2) "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" 1943 Edition; Chemical Rubber
! Publication Co., 1961-63, page 3032.
3) "Journal Optical Society of America" Vol. 47, 244.6,C_ D. Salzberg
: and J. J. Villa.
l
' 4) "Triple-Layer Antireflection Coatings on Glass for Visible and Near
I Infrared", J. J. Cox, et al, Optical Society of America; Vol. 52,
' No. 9, September 1962, page 969.
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, reflection is desired at a specific wavelength of light, the optical
thickness of the coating must be 1/4 wavelength, the optical thickness
being equal to the physical thickness multiplied by _. Since a single
layer antireflection coating typically has low reflection 2_owerties
over a fairly large wavelength range it is possible to achieve a coating
designed for minimum reflection at a specific wavelength (such as about
0.6 micron for space type cells) and simultaneously to obtain good
antlreflection properties over most of the solar cell response range.
MEASUREMENT EqUII_4ENT
To properly evaluate the effects of antireflectlon coatlr_s on solar
I cells two measurements are of primary importance. First the cell
spectral response can be used to evaluate the coating effect on short
circuit current performance as a function of wavelength. This measure-
ment probably is most valuable in antireflection coating analysis since
improved short circuit current is the goal of the study and spectral
response is a direct measurement of the property being investigated.
Second, the reflectance from the cell surface is needed to determine
the amount of light being lost. Reflectivity measurements point out
the amount of improvement that can potentially be made j and the change
of reflectance achieved by the film, while the spectral response shows
what improvements in over-all coll_ction efficiency have been made, but
do not indicate losses. Having made both of the above measurements one
is able to evaluate all of the properties of the antireflection coating
_, and determine both tha decrease of reflectance and the losses in the
film thus indicating the suitability of the coating design.
For this investigation the spectral response and the reflectance were
measured using an electro-optical system as shown in Fig. 1. The light
from a tu_s_ten filament source was passed through a narrow band %ass
filter to obtain a light beam of the desired wavelength. Thirteen
filters were used which cover the wavelength range of the solar cell
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spectral response, (0.4 to i.i micron). To measure spectral response
the short circuit current of the cell under test was measured relative
to a standard cell thus allowing for calibration on an equal energy
basis.
m........... ÜX1_=h_ beam waa collimated into a small area
by means of an optical system. The intensity of the light beam was
measured with a solar cell detector which was larger in area than the
beam. The cell to be tested was then placed into the beam and the
reflected light intensity measured with the same detector by rotating
the detector to various a_-_Elesfrom the reflecting surface.
EXPERZMEI_AL RESULTS
+_
For this study I0 ohm cm N/P solar cells were used. These cells were
of the evaporated-sintered contact type and had a polish-etched silicon
active surface. Figure 2 shows a spectral response curve (equal energy
basis) of a typical bare cell with no antireflection coating, as measured
in the equipment described above. Also sho_ is the spectral response
curve of the same cell after application of a near opti_r_m coating of
an evaporated film of silicon monoxide. Both curves are relative;r_sponse
curves (i.e., th_ absolute flux density of the light source is not known),
but both curves were taken at identical flux densities. Therefore a
change in solar cell spectral response due to the oating giw_ an actual
measurement of the change in the over-all colle_-_ n efficie,_cyy (k).
By taking the ratio of the short circuit curren_ measur i at each narrow
wavelength band Isc(k ) (coated) to Isc (k) (bare) _d hv eft!_ _x this
ratio and the bare cell spectral _esponse to the Air _sh L_eru_n!:._b!
spectrum, the degree of improvement obt_zned from the antireflectlon
coating can be evaluated for space applications.
The reflectivity as a function of wavelength for a bare and a coated
cell, as measured in the equipment described above, is compared in Fig. 3.
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The bare cell reflectivity was found to be essentially wavelength indepen-
dent with a value of about 3_%. The coated cells had a minimum reflection
point, which _as denendent on the coating thickness, and there the reflec-
tivity attains values of less than 1%. This type reflection curve with
the broad range of decreased reflection is typical of single layer anti-
reflection coatings and is bighterdesirable for a broad response device
such as the solar cell.
In order to determine the optimum thickness for 8i0 antireflection
coatings a series of colls were made with various coating thicknesses.
The short circuit current improvement _nd reflection losses were measured
and are shown in Fig. 4. It cam be seen that substantial changes in
the antireflection properties of the films were obtained with a slight
change in coating thickness. As the film thickness increased the wave-
leng+h of the peak current ratio and of the minimum reflection value
simultaneously shifted toward longer wavelengths. This data indicated
that for a specific light source such as Air Mass Zero sunlight there
would be an optimum coating thickness which would give maximum current
:: output. To determine this optimum thickness a numerical integration of
the product of spectral response times the Air Mass Zero sunlight energy
. " spectrum was performed. Column 4 of Table I shows the detail and result
of this process for the bare cell. Columns 5 through ll are obtained
by multiplying the products of Column 4 for each wavelength interval
with the current ratios shown in Fig. 4 (for the various coatings).
The relative Air Mass Zero sunlight short circuit currents corresponding
to a bare cell and to the various SiO coating thicknesses are shown as
san_nationsat the bottom of the Table. Also shown is the coated to
uncoated I ratio which indicates the improvement in Air Mass Zero
sc
sunlight that was obtained. The maximum imp__vement obtained was 28%,
b,_wever all of uLiefour thinnest coatings had an improvement of 26% or
greater, f'hereforeany of these coatings would be suitable for space
applications assuming the coating terminates in air or vacuum and no
other materials were placed st the surface.
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Since most solar cell applications require glass coverslips to be applied
to the cell surface by reins of an adhesive, the above analysis was
studied further in respect to this modification. A curve show_:_ the
effect of coverglasses on coated and bare cells is shown in Fig. 5.
The short circuit current ratio was measured and the c_'erglass on the
coated cell caused an improvement in response in the long wavelength
region and a decrease in response at the max_num improvement wavelengths.
Since the coverglasses had a O._lO micron cutoff filter applied there
was a substantial drop_off at this wavelength. The effect of applying
a coverglass to the bare cell was a relatively uniform improvement of
about 13%. This was substantially below the w_lues obtained when cover-
glasses were applied to SiO coated cells irrespective of the variations
in coatings that were studied. Three different SiO coating thicknesses
(in addition to the bare cell) were analyzed with and without a cover-
glass applied and the integrated m = 0 short cizcuit current values
obtained from this experiment along with the first experiment are summar-
ized in Table II. In each case the SiO coated cells decreased slightly
after coverglass application, however only the thicker light blue cells
(which did not have th_ optimum design coating) showed more than a 1%
decrease. Therefore it appears that the optimum coatings for cells
terminatinz in air or vacuum are only slightly affected by applying
coverglasses and a single SiO coating thickness design is satisfactory
for space applications with or without coverglasses applied.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that the optical characteristics of evaporated silicon
monoxide antireflection coatings on solar cells are highly dependent on
the film thickness. By proper design,these coatings can be optimized
for maximum solar cell performance in space sunlight applications.
Although silicon monoxide coatings are satisfactory and make a m,bstan-
tial improvement in solar cell performance, it should be possi_Ae with
the proper selection and matching of the index of refraction to obtain
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a co .tingmaterial with decreased losses (i.e., minimum reflection and
absorption).
The effect of applying coverglasses with a_ adhesive to the cell surface
was found to be significant at certain wavelengths, however the overall
effect on solar cell performance was small and a suitable coating thick-
ness design was obtainable which gave good antireflection properties
with or withnut coverglass applied. It was determined that the use of
coverglasses without any antireflection coating present did not give
satisfactory cell performance.
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"i DISCUSSION
"! L0t_BSKI - BROWNUNIVEI_SITY: I hope that it's not true that super blue
! coatings are really purple or yellow green ,.(LAUGHTER )
I AMES - NASA, LANGLEY: Wereycur slides i_icrosheetComing 02117
i
MR. RALPH: Yes.
AMES - I_ASA,LA_4GLEY: A secon_ question. I noticed that you got about
13% increase when you cocered s bare cell with the slide. Is that correct?
MR. RALPH: Yes.
AMES - NASA, LANGLEY: Do you have an explanation for this?
_ MR. RALPH: Why, yes. There is an adhesive that holds the cover glass
down, so that there is _ adhesive layer on the silicon. This layer has a
refractive index of about 1.2, which is not the optimum index for an anti-
reflection coating, but it is better than nothing. As a result of the re-
duction in reflectivity, the output increases.
CUSANO - GE: You are putting material on the surfaces to make them
anti-reflecting. Does this have any effect on the surface recombination
velocity? DO you see any decrease in collection efficiency?
.. MR. RALPH: No, you definitely see an increase. Any effects of surface
recombination would have been overwhelmed by the increased numbers of photonsi
! penetrating into the silicon.
CUSANO - GE: The performance of the cells at maximum absorption conditions
is dependent on surface recombination velocity.
i MR. RALPH: Yes, but you always have an oxide layer on the surface any-
_ay and you are just putting the anti-reflection layer on top of it. I don't
think there would be any effect.
t WERTH - GENERAL MOTORS: We put some anti-reflection coatings on
germanium and we found an increase in the short-circuit current from about
3.2 amps per cell to about 4.8 amps per cell. This _q quite appreciable, but
of course the index of refraction of germanium is 4 which is somewhat higher
than for silicon at 3.4. You would expect more improvement for silicon than
for germanium.
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Desi_ , of Optically Reflective Electrodes
for Gelmanium Cei!s
John Werth
General Motors Corperat_on
Germanium photovoltalc cells _,,:.,z,_.'..rJu. : a-li_, . gray body at
400°C (figure 1) have a potent, at _'ffi:,enc - ." ,-:tput/radiant energy
absorbed) of 20 to Z5P0. (1) In ord_ ." ;c a-':le_' ,e th,_s l,-.vel of efficiency,
however, a relatively transparent cell bac%_ed by an optically reflective
electrode must be fabricated. Such a coL1 acts, in effect, as a second
surface mirror for radiation beyond the energy gap of the cell. (figure 2)
More than _%vo-thirds of the radiatian f_o,n a 1400°C gray body lies in this
spectral region, hence the importance of reflecting as much of it bv.ck to
the heat source as possible. In additio,,, the eff=ctive depth of a reflective
cell is twice its actual thickness, hence more useful radiation can be ab-
sorbed and converted.
To be effective, the back electrode must be designed to meet three
criteria: flatness, high total reflectivity, and ohmic_ty. It must be. flat
i to within a fraction of a degree, for otherwise the liqht would not return
to the source due to the high refrac" ire index, :,; germanium. Its refiectiwty
i must approach the theoretical ma,Jmum, given by the equation
kZ _ nz)2' ! R = + (nl (z)
! kz + (n,+ nz)Z-
: where k is the absorption coefficient of the metal electrode and nI and nz
are the indices of refraction of the metal and the germanium.
I
(1) J. Werth, Proc. 17th Annual Power Sources Conf., pp. 25-26
(Z) Concepts of Classical Optics. J. Strong, p. 72
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For germanium and gold, theory predicts a maxinaum re,lectiv.tty of
9570. Finally_ the elect:ode must provide good ohmic contact with the
germanium. There should n,;V _._st • barrier in the direction of cell
current flow capa_ie of causir.g a voltage drop of more than a few per-
cent of open-circuit voltage.
Gold electrodes o_'_0. i ohm-era n-type germanium were fabrxcateo,
xnd measured wlth respect to the three criteria. The germanium was
'irst electropolished. The electrode was then vacuum-deposited after
the germanium surface had been degreased and cleaned with dilute nitric
acid. No glow discharge was used; the vacuum was ol the order of 10 -8
millimeters of mercury. A gold lea/'was vaporized from a tungsten fila-
ment at approxirnately Z000°C; tMe gold condensed on the germanium
surlace which was being held in the evacuated enclosure at low temperature,
facing the tungsten filament.
The resulting samples were then measured for flatness, reflectivity.
_ncl ohmicity. Flatness and reflectivity were measured by means of a
_pecially designed goniometer capable of distinguishing between purely
specular reflection, angularly displaced specular reflection, and scat-
tered radiation. The measured specular component of reflectivity was
9Z. 7_0 -+0. 570 in the Z to l0 micron region, showing that t/_efirst two
criteria could be me_ - at least for cells with the junction at the front
surface and an e!ectroponsh at the back surface. Ohmicitv was then
measured as follows.
Z
Contact was made between a .0 _ cm probe and the germanium front
surface by means of a gallium_indiurn eutectic. The gold-coated back
surface was placed on x large, flexib,e copper electrode. The eflective
resistivity was dete_'rn_ned uy subtracting from the measured external
resistance the measured resietance of the germaniurr slab (the re-
sistance oi the probe contacts was found to he negligible). The rebults
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showed that, for current densities of up to 4 amps/cm _ in the normal
i direction of current flow, i.eo, from the gold electrode Into the n-r_gton,
the contact resistance did not exceed 0.001 ohm-ca 2, and may actually
have been smaller. The resulting voltage drop of 4 millivolts or less is
only about I.2_0 of the open-circuit voltase, and represents a reasonable
and acceptable loss.
Before talecoraplete feasibilityof a satisfactory reflecting back electrode
can be established, the same measurements will have to be repeated for
back surfaces that have been etched _fter electropolishing, since an un-
tr-mted back surface may give rise to excessive surface recombination.
_' Alternatively, the electrical performance ol an unetched, eJectropolished:
electrode-connected'back surface would have to be verified.
i Also, itwould be interesting to repeat the fabrication and measurement
steps for germanium slabs with reflecting electrodes next to, instead of
opposite, the junction, since there are advantages to cells with the junction
at the back surface.
From the measurements made so far, an ohmic electrode of high spec-
uiar refi_ctivitycan be deposited on an electropolished slab of n-type
germanium by convention_ vs.cuum-deposltion techniques.
I
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DISCUSSION
IOFERSKi-Zi{OWNT;:'[_/EP_ITY:You said that the efficiency was _bout
24%. Is the overall efficiency for the device you are talking about?
MR. WERTH: No, this is not tne overall effiuieucy of *_^ _-"_-- _
is the potential efficiency cf the cell. It is the ratio of electrical power
out of the cell to energy absorbed into the cell. It does not take into
account the efficiency of the burner, and it does not take into account the
amount of power required to keep the cell cool.
LOFERSKI-BROWN UNIVERSITY: What is the overall efficiency?
MR. WERTH: The overall systems efficiency would depend on the size of
the device. For a large device, it could aoproach 15 to 18%. For a small
device, a 1 kilowatt or less, it would be less than 10%.
ROSS-HOFFMAnNELECTRONICS: I wonder if the l&yer that you placed next
to the rcf!_=oing ele_(rode; namely the side with the diffused in impurity
layer, does not degrade your lifetime below the advantage you have gained
from the low resistance contact.
MR. WERTH: It may very well be that Whe optical characteristics of an
electrode with an alloyed or diffused junction may not be as good as with a
straight slab of germanium.
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